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The acknowledgement of the existence of stress changes in the reservoir due to 
production from a propped-open fracture has resulted in the development of a new 
concept: oriented or altered-stress refracturing. By initiating a secondary fracture 
perpendicular to the initial fracture, refracturing makes it possible to access higher 
pressurized regions of the reservoir, thus improving the productivity of the well.  
The redistribution of stresses around a fractured vertical well has two sources: (a) 
opening of propped fracture (mechanical effects) and (b) production or injection of fluids 
in the reservoir (poroelastic effects). The coupling of both phenomena is numerically 
modeled to quantify the extent and timing of stress reorientation around fractured 
production wells. Guidelines and type-curves are established that allow an operator to 
choose the timing of the refracture operation in the life of the well, and evaluate the 
potential increase in well production after refracturing. 
 
 vii 
The selection of candidate wells for refracturing is often very difficult based on 
the information available at the surface. We propose a systematic methodology, based on 
dimensionless groups, that allows a field engineer to evaluate a well’s potential for 
refracturing from an analysis of field production data and other reservoir data commonly 
available. This analysis confirms the crucial role played by stress reorientation in the 
success of refracturing operations. 
Another topic of interest is the multi-stage fracturing of horizontal wells. The 
opening of a propped transverse fracture causes a reorientation of stresses in its 
neighborhood, which in turn affects the direction of propagation of subsequent fractures. 
This phenomenon, often referred to as stress shadowing, can negatively impact the 
efficiency of each fracturing stage. By calculating the trajectory of multiple transverse 
fractures, we offer some insight on the completion designs that will (a) minimize fracture 
spacing without compromising the efficiency of each fracturing stage and (b) effectively 
stimulate natural fractures in the vicinity of the created fracture. In addition, a novel 
detection method of mechanical interference between multiple transverse fractures is 
established, based on net fracturing pressure data measured in the field, to calculate the 
optimum fracture spacing for a specific well. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The dissertation reports on research that has been conducted on stress 
reorientation around fractured wells in low-permeability reservoirs. This stress 
reorientation can be caused by (a) opening of a propped fracture (mechanical effects) and 
(b) production or injection of fluids in the reservoir (poroelastic effects). The findings on 
the extent and timing of stress reorientation were applied to two important stimulation 
techniques: refracturing of vertical wells and the multi-stage fracturing of horizontal 
wells.  
 
1. CONTEXT OF THE STUDY: UNCONVENTIONAL GAS RESOURCES 
The recent development of shale gas resources has profoundly modified the 
characteristics of the natural gas market in the United States. Shale gas production has 
increased from 0.39 trillion cubic feet (TCF) in 2000 to 4.87 TCF in 2010 and now 
constitutes 23% of the total natural gas production. By 2035, the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (2011) predicts that shale gas may account for almost half of U.S. natural 
gas production. Unconventional oil production from shales and ultra-low permeability 
dolomites (unconventional oil) has had a significant impact on domestic US production 
of oil. It is expected that over 1 million barrels of oil per day will be produced from 
unconventional resources by 2013. 
A recent investigation of 48 shale gas basins in 32 countries concludes that the 
shale gas is far from being confined to the U.S. (Fig. 1.1). An initial assessment of the 
extent of the international shale gas resource base, which is probably conservative 
because of limited available data, reports an estimated 6,622 TCF of technically 
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recoverable resources (including 862 TCF in the U.S.). The distribution of shale gas 
resources over the 32 countries analyzed is detailed in Table 1.1.  
Shales have been known to contain significant hydrocarbon resources for a long 
time but sizeable production from shale gas dates back to only the mid-nineties. At that 
time, the successful implementation of hydraulic fracturing in a horizontal well by 
Mitchell Energy in the Barnett shale convinced many other companies to enter that play, 
making it the largest contributor to the domestic production of natural gas today.  Since 
then, novel technologies such as slick-water fracturing (Britt et al. 2006; Gadde et al. 
2004; Liu et al. 2007; Palisch et al. 2008; Sharma et al. 2004), multi-stage fracturing  
combined to horizontal drilling (Cipolla et al. 2009; Daneshy 2011; McDaniel 2010), 
multi-lateral completions (Lolon et al. 2009; Mutalik and Gibson 2008; Waters et al. 
2009) and microseismic fracture diagnostics (Fisher et al. 2004; Le Calvez et al. 2007; 
Maxwell et al. 2002; Waters et al. 2009), have resulted in an increase in the projected gas 
recovery from a couple percent to as much as 50% (King 2010). Many shale formations 
other than the Barnett such as the Eagle Ford, Fayetteville, Haynesville, Marcellus and 
Woodford shales are now being actively pursued. 
Still, the potential for improving production and rates of recovery in shale-specific 
well completions is significant. Issues such as stress shadowing (Cheng 2009; Fisher et 
al. 2004; Ketter et al. 2008; Olson 2008), fracture network propagation (King et al. 2008; 
Mayerhofer et al. 2010; Maxwell et al. 2009; Warpinski et al. 2008; Weng et al. 2011), 
the propping of natural fractures (Cipolla 2009; Olsen et al. 2009; Soliman et al. 2010), 
and water consumption still need to be addressed. The present study focuses on the 
impact of stress reorientation from hydraulically fracturing low-permeability rocks and 
introduces novel strategies that may help to improve gas and oil production rates and 
ultimate recovery.  
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If there is one lesson that can be learned from past experience in shale gas 
production over the last thirty years, it is that “no two shales are alike” (King 2010). 
Consequently, there is not a single completion strategy that will be optimum for all wells, 
or even most of them, and a careful analysis of the shale characteristics will be required 
to achieve the next level of performance enhancement.   
Another unconventional gas resource has been increasingly developed, 
specifically in the U.S., in the past 40 years: tight gas sands. They are typically low-
permeability reservoirs and require the wells to be stimulated by a large fracture 
treatment in order to be produced at economic flow rates. According to Holditch (2006), 
because natural resources are distributed log normally in nature, the resource base in low-
permeability reservoirs such as tight gas or shale gas that require improved technologies 
and higher gas prices to be economical, should be much larger than conventional (high-
permeability) natural gas resources (Fig 1.2). In 2009, 6.59 TCF were produced from 
tight gas reservoirs in the U.S., accounting for more than 30% of the domestic natural gas 
production. The supply from tight gas reservoirs is predicted to stabilize over the next 25 
years (U.S. EIA 2011). 
Restimulation operations have been instrumental in extending the life of tight gas 
sand reservoirs and restoring well production to near original or even higher rates. While 
vertical wells have been refractured from as early as the 1970s, it is undergoing a revival 
as a result of the current low natural gas prices. Also, in a context where access to new 
resources is often limited, increasing production, even in small proportions, in existing 
wells may lead to significant incremental reserve volumes (Dozier et al. 2003).  
Disappointing results in initial refracturing campaigns, often due to poor 
candidate well selection, have discouraged many operators to refracture their wells. 
However, the Gas Technology Institute (GTI) (1996) demonstrated the potential of 
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refracturing treatments to yield incremental reserves at a much lower cost than required 




The main objective of this dissertation is to better understand stress reorientation 
around wellbores and to propose novel strategies to improve the performance of multi-
stage horizontal completions in gas / oil shales, tight gas sands and vertical well re-
stimulation treatments. This overall objective is met by addressing the following: 
• Extent of stress reversal and stress reorientation from poroelastic and 
mechanical effects 
• Timing of the stress reversal region 
• Candidate well selection for refracturing 
• Superposition of mechanical stress reorientation for multiple transverse 
fractures, multiple laterals, and different fracture sequences in horizontal wells 
• Trajectory and net closure stress of multiple transverse fractures initiated from 
a horizontal wellbore 
 
3. STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 
The core of the dissertation is divided into five chapters. The first two feature a 
comprehensive study of the extent and timing of stress reorientation from poroelastic and 
mechanical effects. The following chapter is an application of our findings regarding 
stress reorientation around a vertical fracture to the refracturing of vertical wells. In an 
effort to facilitate the selection of candidate wells for refracturing, we introduce a novel 
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method using well completion and production data and based on dimensionless 
quantities. Finally, stress reorientation effects from multiple transverse fractures are 
quantified in Chapter 6. New completion strategies are proposed that minimize the 
negative impacts of stress reorientation on the efficiency of multi-stage fracturing 
treatments. 
 
3.1. Chapter 2: Poroelastic Stress Reorientation around a Vertical Fracture 
The production or injection of fluids in reservoirs results in a redistribution of 
stresses. In this chapter, the extent of stress reorientation has been calculated for fractured 
production and injection wells and the results have been analyzed for their impact on 
refracturing operations. The final result demonstrates the potential of the stress reversal 
region to increase the reservoir sweep in unconventional reservoirs, for which the 
optimum time-window for refracturing is of the order of months to years.  
 
3.2. Chapter 3: Mechanical Stress Reorientation around a Vertical Fracture 
The opening of a propped fracture results in the redistribution of local earth 
stresses. In this chapter, the extent of stress reversal and reorientation has been calculated 
around a vertical fracture using a three-dimensional numerical model of the stress 
interference induced by the opening of one propped fracture. The results can be applied 
to the refracturing of vertical wells and the multi-stage fracturing of horizontal wells. 
 
3.3. Chapter 4: Role of Stress Reorientation in the Refracturing of Vertical Wells 
In this chapter, the coupling of mechanical and poroelastic effects has been 
numerically modeled to quantify the extent of stress reorientation around fractured 
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production wells. It is shown that the combined effects of porelasticity and mechanical 
stresses are not simply additive. The stress reversal region drives the refracture to 
propagate orthogonally to the initial fracture, making it possible to access zones of the 
reservoirs that are less depleted, thus increasing well production and allowing access to 
additional reserves.  
Guidelines are drawn that allow an operator to (a) select candidate wells, (b) 
choose the timing of the refracture operation in the life of the well, and (c) evaluate the 
potential increase in well production after refracturing.  
 
3.4. Chapter 5: Candidate Well Selection for Refracturing 
The selection of candidate wells for refracturing is often very difficult based on 
the information available at the surface. We propose a systematic methodology to allow a 
field engineer to evaluate a well’s potential for refracturing from an analysis of field 
production data and other reservoir data that is commonly available. We successfully 
tested our method for a case study in the Wattenberg field using data from 300 Codell 
tight gas wells. 
After identifying the physical phenomena that are thought to impact the 
performance of refracturing operations, five dimensionless groups have been developed 
to quantify them. Guidelines for the selection of refracturing candidates were expressed 
in terms of the potential for stress reorientation, the quality of the initial completion, the 
initial production decline and the reservoir depletion around the well of interest.  
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3.5. Chapter 6: Strategies for the Multi-Stage Fracturing of Horizontal Wells 
It is shown that stress interference, or reorientation, caused by the opening of a 
propped fracture increases with the number of fractures created and also depends on the 
sequence of fracturing. Three fracturing sequences are investigated for a typical field case 
in the Barnett shale: (a) consecutive fracturing, (b) alternate fracturing and (c) 
simultaneous fracturing of adjacent wells.  
Using a numerical model allowing non-transverse fractures (those that deviate 
from the orthogonal path), we show that some induced fractures propagate into 
previously stimulated areas during the consecutive fracturing of a Barnett shale well, thus 
decreasing the reservoir drainage efficiency of the frac treatment.  
The alternate sequencing of transverse fractures as well as multi-lateral 
completions were recognized to be effective ways to (a) minimize induced fracture 
spacing without compromising the efficiency of each frac stage and (b) enhance natural 
fracture stimulation, by allowing fracture stages to experience a smaller stress contrast 
during propagation. More importantly, it is shown that net fracturing pressure data 
measured in the field can be used to detect mechanical interference between multiple 





Table 1.1 – Estimated shale gas technically recoverable resources for select basins in 32 
countries, compared to existing reported reserves, production and 
consumption during 2009 (U.S. EIA 2011) 
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Fig. 1.1 – Map of 48 major shale gas basins in 32 countries (U.S. EIA 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 1.2 – Resource triangle for natural gas 
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CHAPTER 2: POROELASTIC STRESS REORIENTATION 
AROUND A VERTICAL FRACTURE 
The production or injection of fluids in reservoirs results in a redistribution of 
stresses. In this chapter, the extent of stress reorientation has been calculated for fractured 
production and injection wells and the results have been analyzed for their impact on 
refracturing operations. Rules of thumb and charts are provided to help candidate-well 
selection for refracturing based on the study.  
For previously fractured wells, it is possible to create a secondary fracture that is 
perpendicular to the first. The secondary orthogonal fracture can be created only within a 
certain time-window that, in turn, depends on the reservoir properties. Conditions leading 
to orthogonal secondary fractures in different kinds of reservoirs (oil, gas and tight gas 
reservoirs) have been analyzed to establish some rules of thumb. The effects of the layers 
bounding the pay zone and of permeability heterogeneity and anisotropy on stress 
reorientation are also discussed.   
Our results allow us to quantify the phenomenon of orthogonal secondary 
fracturing around fractured production wells by calculating the extent of the poroelastic 
stress-reversal region as a function of time. The results of our model are shown to agree 
qualitatively with field observations obtained from microseismic measurements. The 
model presented in the study helps to clarify the concept of refracturing and provides a 
quantitative estimate of the time-window for refracturing as a function of dimensionless 
parameters. The final result demonstrates the potential of the model to increase the 
reservoir sweep in unconventional reservoirs for which the optimum time-window for 
refracturing is of the order of months to years. The conclusions of this study are useful 
for the design of refracturing operations and candidate-well selection. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Refracture treatments are applied in wells that have been fractured previously. 
The performance of these treatments has been observed to be highly variable with some 
wells underperforming while others are restored to initial production rates. A procedure 
for the selection of candidate wells that will improve the odds of a successful treatment is 
needed. This chapter presents guidelines based on a poroelastic model that allow an 
operator to (a) select candidate wells, (b) choose the timing of the refracture operation in 
the life of the well, and (c) suggest a design for the refracture treatment that will result in 
the best chance of success. 
The varying stress state has a central role in many petroleum-engineering 
problems, such as borehole stability, formation-sand control, wellbore-casing damage, 
reservoir compaction, and subsidence.  
In this chapter, we investigate stress and hydraulic-fracture reorientation for 
fractured wells. Hydraulic-fracture orientation is critical to both primary and secondary 
oil recovery from low-permeability reservoirs. In primary recovery, common production 
problems caused by hydraulic-fracture reorientation often result in overlapping drainage 
patterns, poor choice of well patterns, and poor location of new wells. In secondary 
recovery, poor sweep and premature breakthrough of water and steam can result from 
fracture propagation and reorientation.    
The acknowledgement of the existence of stress changes in the reservoir because 
of production or injection from a previous fracture has resulted in the development of a 
new concept: oriented or altered-stress refracturing. Refracturing makes it possible to 
complete new intervals and improve the productivity of previously unstimulated or 
understimulated zones. The quantitative evaluation of these effects is crucial in the design 
of the refracturing of vertical wells.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In the vicinity of fractured and unfractured wells, the in-situ stresses are altered 
because of poroelastic stresses generated by pressure gradients in the reservoir. As a 
result, the orientation of the maximum and minimum horizontal stresses may change and, 
consequently, affect the fracture-propagation direction. The injection/production rate and 
pore pressure in the reservoir, among other factors, primarily determine the magnitude of 
stress reorientation (Zhai and Sharma 2007; Singh et al. 2008). 
Warpinski and Branagan (1989) first proposed taking advantage of stress 
reorientation in the region of influence to create a favorable fracture orientation. The 
process is referred to as altered-stress fracturing. Palmer (1993) elaborated on the process 
of altered-stress fracturing with an emphasis on its application to coalbed-methane 
reservoirs.  
Elbel and Mack (1993) presented a fracture-reorientation theory and applied the 
theory to tight gas wells. Initially, the direction of maximum horizontal stress is aligned 
with the initial vertical fracture. During production, the maximum horizontal stress 
decreases faster than the minimum horizontal stress, causing stress reversal to occur in 
the vicinity of the fracture. As a result, the second fracture may propagate orthogonal to 
the initial fracture (Fig. 2.1). Past the isotropic point (Lf’), the maximum principal stress 
switches back to its original direction, causing the fracture to reorient gradually and 
become parallel to the initial fracture. More recently, a 3D numerical model was used 
(Siebrits and Elbel 1998) to investigate the effect of the layers bounding the reservoir in 
the development of the stress-reversal region. These authors showed that the stiffer the 
bounding layers were, the smaller the stress reorientation around the fracture was.  
Numerous field measurements have been published validating the existing 
theories. Wright and Conant (1995) first reported field evidence of fracture reorientation. 
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Tiltmeter fracture mapping performed on five refracture treatments shows that refracture 
treatments propagate at an angle of 30−60° to the initial fracture, while an infill hydraulic 
fracture in a secondary recovery project was shown to start and propagate at an angle 
greater than 60° to the original fracture orientation. Fracture dip and strike both were 
shown to be affected by the fluid pressure gradients. 
Flow-induced stress reorientation does not always occur in the field (Li and Song 
2006). Indeed, a low stress contrast and a high-enough pressure drawdown are needed. 
Wright and Conant (1995) establish a distinct relationship between reservoir subsidence 
and fracture reorientation using tiltmeter mapping, and they develop strategies for both 
enhancing primary recovery and mitigating some common problems with secondary 
recovery. Laboratory tests conducted on rock samples by Liu et al. (2008) simulate a 3D 
stress field during a hydraulic-fracturing process and show a change in the direction of 
refracture treatments.  
The analysis of the pressure response of two field cases from the Barnett shale 
(Weng and Siebrits 2007) shows that during refracturing, as the second fracture 
propagates, the pressure increases to greater than the closure stress of the initial fracture 
because of the fracture penetrating into the higher-stress region. As a result, the initial 
fracture reopens and consumes most of the injected fluid until it reaches the tip. 
Thereafter, both the initial and secondary fractures continue their propagation.  
 
3. MODEL FORMULATION 
3.1. Mechanical Description of a Poroelastic Material 
Biot’s poroelasticity equations describing the mechanical behavior of a fluid-
filled porous material (Fig. 2.2) are based on conceptual model of a solid skeleton and a 
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freely moving pore fluid, each phase being fully connected (Detournay and Cheng 1993). 
The two kinematic quantities (a) ui, the displacement vector of the solid frame and (b) qi, 
the specific discharge vector track the movement of the porous solid and the fluid, 
respectively. Two strain quantities are introduced to describe the deformation of the solid 
matrix and the variation of fluid volume per unit volume of porous material, respectively 
the strain tensor εij and the variation of fluid content ζ, which is a scalar. The 
relationships between the strain quantities and the kinematic quantities are the 
compatibility equations Eq. (2.1) and the fluid mass balance (continuity equation) Eq. 
(2.2). Einstein notations are used in subsequent equations. A comma followed by 
subscript indicates differentiation with respect to spatial coordinates (i.e. ui,j); repeated 
indices means summation over the range of indices (εkk). Finally, Kronecker’s delta δij 




With qv the rate of injected fluid per unit volume (source density). 
(2.2) 
  
Two stress quantities are conjugate to the strain tensor εij and variation of fluid 
content ζ: the total stress tensor σij, and the pore pressure p. The work increment in the 





3.2. Governing Equations 
The coupled fluid-flow/mechanical isothermal response of a linear isotropic 
poroelastic material is governed by differential equations that relate pore pressure p, flux 
vector qi, stress tensor σij, strain tensor εij and the increment of fluid content ζ introduced 
by Biot (1955). Temperature is assumed constant in all simulations, thus thermoelastic 
effects are not modeled. In the numerical formulation, space and time derivatives are 
approximated using finite-difference schemes (FLAC3D 2011). 
 
3.2.1. Poroelastic Parameters 
Fluid effects only the volumetric response which can be described by three 
independent mechanical parameters (i.e. α, K and Ku). K is the drained bulk modulus, 
meaning the bulk modulus of a porous material where fluid escapes without resistance (p 
= 0). On the other hand, the undrained modulus Ku corresponds to a zero flux material, in 
which fluid cannot escape as a volumetric force is applied. 
In Biot’s poroelastic formulation, the material’s shear behavior is not influenced 
by the presence of fluid, and is thus described by the shear modulus G of the solid matrix. 
 
3.2.2. Constitutive Laws 
In the literature, there are numerous formulations of the volumetric response of a 
poroelastic material. The chosen approach here is a continuum formulation where the 
fluid-filled porous material is treated as a whole (Detournay and Cheng 1993). The 
constitutive equations of the poroelastic material relate the strain (εij, ζ) and stress 






with  and  
(2.5) 
  
The constitutive equations contain two poroelastic quantities expressed in 
function of porosity φ and bulk moduli K, Ks and Kf: Biot coefficient α and Biot modulus 
M. 
Biot’s coefficient α compares the material’s deformation from the solid matrix 
and from the grains that compose it. In the special case of incompressible solid 
constituents (Ks>>K), Biot’s coefficient takes the value 1. The inverse of the Biot 
modulus M is defined as the change in the rock’s fluid content resulting from a change in 




3.2.3. Transport Law 
The fluid transport is modeled by Darcy’s law of the fluid discharge in a porous 
material, derived from Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. (2.7)):  
 





3.2.4. Balance Laws 
The fluid mass balance takes into account the changes in the variation of the fluid 
content ζ is given in Eq. (2.2). 
Assuming that the equilibrium state is established at all times, the balance of local 
stresses in the fluid-filled porous material takes the form (Eq. (2.8)): 
 
where  
with ρs and ρf, the densities of the solid and the fluid phase, respectively 
(2.8) 
  
When incorporating Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.8), we can highlight the contributions of 
mechanical strains and pore-pressure gradients in the poroelastic equilibrium equations 
solved at each grid-block of the numerical model (Eq. (2.9)): 
 




3.3. Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
The geometry of the simulated fractured well is shown in Figs. 2.3 through 2.5. 
The study is limited to the situation where the fracture and pay-zone heights are equal. 
The geometry of interest is modeled using a commercial code, FLAC3D (Fig. 2.2). Using 
a finite-difference and explicit-numerical scheme, the software couples fluid flow and the 
stress state in the reservoir. The poroelastic coupling is based on Biot’s theory (Eq. (2.5)). 
The reservoir is homogeneous, isotropic, purely elastic, and is bounded by layers with a 
different value of shear modulus. Flow only occurs within the reservoir and does not leak 
into the bounding layers.  
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The far-field no-flow boundaries are located at a distance (from the fracture) 
equal to at least three times the fracture half-length Lf. Their effect on the computed 
stress reorientation is shown in section 4.1. The model boundary conditions are detailed 
below: 
• Uniform fluid pressure in the fracture: p = pf at -Lf < x < Lf, y = 0, -hf < z < hf 
• Constant stress applied at outside boundaries: σzz = -σv, σxx = -σhmax and σyy = -σhmin 
• No-flow reservoir boundaries at x = ±xr, y = ±yr and z = ±zr 
 
3.4. Dimensionless Numbers 
It is evident that the extent of the region over which stress reversal occurs will 
depend on many different parameters, such as the reservoir and wellbore pressure, the 
stress contrast, the mechanical properties of the sand, and the bounding layers. To 
minimize the number of independent parameters, we follow Berchenko and Detournay 
(1997) to define two dimensionless quantities: Π, the ratio of the initial deviatoric stress 
to the difference between initial reservoir pressure and well pressure; and τ, a 
dimensionless time:  
• Dimensionless time:  
 (2.10) 
  





where , ,   
Siebrits and Elbel (1998) showed numerically that the layers bounding the 
reservoir affect stress reorientation. Two additional parameters take into account the 
effects of the reservoir height and of the mechanical characteristics of the bounding 
layers:  
Dimensionless fracture height ratio is 
 (2.12) 
  
and dimensionless shear modulus ratio is  
 (2.13) 
  
The effect of the bulk modulus K of the bounding layers can be neglected. If it, 
indeed, affects the values of the vertical stress in the reservoir, it does not alter the 
stresses in the plane orthogonal to the fracture controlling stress reorientation. 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results presented here are organized to highlight the important conclusions 
that we can arrive at on the basis of the simulations. The validity of numerical 
simulations is verified through a study of the influence of boundary conditions and their 
location. The profile of stress reorientation around fractured production and injection 
wells is also described. Reservoir and fluid parameters (τ), stress contrast and pressure 
drawdown (Π), bounding layers (β, γ), and permeability heterogeneity and anisotropy 
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affect the spatial extent of the stress-reversal region. Their effects are discussed in the 
following subsections.  
 
4.1. Boundary Effects 
Two pore-pressure boundary conditions are typically used: no flux and constant 
pressure. A no-flow boundary condition should be applied to depleting reservoirs with no 
fluid influx. The constant-pressure boundaries are more suitable for reservoirs 
experiencing active water influx. With constant-pressure boundaries, the extent of stress 
reversal (represented by Lf’, the distance of the isotropic point to the well) decreases 
more slowly at late times (Fig. 2.6). This is because the pressure gradients do not 
decrease and instead reach a steady-state profile. In depleting reservoirs, the decrease in 
pressure gradients over time will cause the stress reorientation to increase (as the pressure 
propagates into the reservoir) and then decrease with time. 
It is very important to note that the magnitude and timing of the maximum 
distance to the isotropic point Lf’ are not altered by the location of far-field boundaries. 
These boundary effects start to become significant when the boundaries are located at 
only one Lf from the fracture. The validation of the numerical model was conducted on 
only a few examples. We assume that conclusions we arrived at regarding boundary 
effects in the example of Fig. 2.6 are valid for the rest of the study. In summary, the 
location and nature of the pressure at the drainage boundary affects the pressure 
distribution in the reservoir and this, in turn, has a significant impact on the stress 
reorientation around the well. 
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4.2. Poroelastic Coupling 
A change in the pore-pressure distribution affects the mechanical stresses in the 
reservoir. Varying mechanical stresses, in turn, affect the volume of the pores and, 
consequently, the fluid pressure inside them. The equations governing the poroelastic 
coupling are shown in Eq. (2.9). In a fully-coupled model, the change in the mechanical 
stresses from pore-pressure changes is calculated at every time step.  
This coupling is unfortunately very time intensive. In order to simulate decades of 
field production, the computation time can reach over several days. To speed up 
numerical calculations, we tried to partially decouple the problem by calculating the new 
mechanical stresses each time data is saved instead of at each time-step. So for most time 
steps, only the single-phase fluid flow problem (Eq. (2.7)) is solved, while the stresses in 
the poroelastic material remain unchanged, in effect neglecting the impact of mechanical 
stresses on pore-pressure and vice-versa.  The poroelastic equilibrium (Eq. (2.9)) is 
solved for a limited number of time-steps.  
The computation time was reduced to less than a day, without the calculation of 
the extent and timing of the stress-reversal region to be affected (Fig. 2.7). The partial-
poroelastic coupling approach is chosen for all calculations and is assumed not to impact 
the calculated values of the maximum extent of stress reversal and the corresponding 
optimum time-window, in the subsequent numerical simulations.  
 
4.3. Fractured Production vs. Injection Wells 
The pressure decreases in the vicinity of a producing fractured vertical well. As a 
result, the stresses decrease but not uniformly. It is illustrated in Fig. 2.8 that, within an 
elliptical region around the fracture, the stresses parallel to the fracture decrease faster 
than in the orthogonal direction, as a result of non-isotropic reservoir depletion. Indeed, 
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the reservoir is depleted more along the fracture than parallel to it. Differences in 
pressure gradients in the reservoir during depletion are responsible for the fact that the 
maximum horizontal stress decreases faster than the minimum horizontal stress.  
If the stress contrast is small, a stress reversal may occur in the vicinity of the 
fracture, meaning that the directions of maximum and minimum horizontal stress are 
switched 90°. Outside the stress-reversal region, the direction of minimum horizontal 
stress orients toward the producing fractured well. This region will be referred to as the 
reoriented-stress region. Far from the fracture, the direction of maximum stress is 
unaffected by production. Initially, it is aligned with the first fracture, as it is the direction 
that requires the least amount of energy for fracture propagation. 
Fig. 2.9 shows results for the corresponding fractured-injection-well case. Stress 
reversal does not take place around the fracture. Using the same logic as for the 
producing well, this phenomenon can be explained physically. As the pressure increases 
around the fracture, the stresses increase faster in the direction parallel to the fracture 
than perpendicular to it (because of pressure gradients), thus increasing the stress contrast 
close to the fracture. Results may be applied to predict hydraulic-fracture reorientation 
during water injection. 
Another way to look at stress reorientation is to plot the contours of the 
reorientation angle (Figs. 2.10 and 2.11). These results present a better perspective of the 
extent of stress reorientation in the altered-stress region (for both the production and 
injection cases). Clearly, the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress is tilted away 
from production wells and toward injection wells. This is consistent with earlier field 
observations and poroelastic calculations (Wright and Conant 1995; Singh et al. 2008).  
The magnitude of the stress reorientation for a producing well is maximum 
immediately around the fracture. In the stress-reversal region and in a region immediately 
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ahead of the fracture tip, the reorientation angle is 90°. Away from the fracture, 
reorientation angles of 20 to 30° are computed for distances up to Lf from the wellbore. 
In injection wells, the maximum stress orientation is 45° and occurs at some distance 
away from the fractured wellbore. The pressure gradients around the fracture reinforce 
the stress contrast. Away from the fracture, the pressure gradients are oriented at an angle 
to the principal-stress directions. This results in the maximum stress reorientation 
occurring at a 45° angle to the fracture. 
 
4.4. Spatial Extent of the Stress-Reversal Region (Position of the Isotropic Point Lf’) 
As stated previously, the objective of the study is to compute the extent of the 
stress-reversal region as a function of the relevant physical parameters. At a given time, 
the maximum distance of stress reversal along the y coordinate is the isotropic point Lf’. 
Its position is monitored as a function of the dimensionless time τ. Its value is directly 
proportional to the fracture length.  
The dimensionless quantity λ = Lf’/Lf reaches a maximum λmax at some 
dimensionless time τmax. This time, at which the region of stress reorientation will be a 
maximum, will also be function of Π, β and γ.  
It is seen that, for the specific range of parameters chosen, the dimensions of the 
area of stress reversal are approximately 20% of the original fracture length (the area of 
stress reorientation is much larger). For typical fracture dimensions this clearly implies a 
region that is large enough to provide additional drainage area for incremental oil/gas 
recovery, particularly in low permeability or heterogeneous formations. 
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4.5. Effect of the Dimensionless Stress Deviator Π 
A smaller value of the dimensionless stress deviator implies a smaller initial stress 
contrast or a larger drawdown in a production well. We expect the second fracture to 
propagate orthogonally to the initial fracture, farther into the reservoir for small values of 
the stress deviator. Fig. 2.12 confirms the fact that λmax increases as Π decreases. The 
stress-reversal region is largest when Π = 0 (i.e. when the initial stress state is isotropic). 
In this particular case, λmax is equal to 0.58, confirming previous results by Siebrits and 
Elbel (1998). 
We also show that the value of the optimum time for refracturing τmax increases as 
the dimensionless stress deviator decreases. This has significant economic implications, 
since the reservoirs that have small stress contrasts (small values of Π) show the largest 
time windows for refracturing. The time between consecutive refracturing treatments in 
these reservoirs is also the longest, making them good candidates for refracturing. 
 
4.6. Effect of the Dimensionless Shear Modulus Ratio β 
The value of the shear modulus in the bounding layers significantly affects the 
stress reorientation around the fracture. During production, the pay-zone stresses in the 
plane orthogonal to the fracture decrease. A discontinuity forms between the horizontal 
stresses within the reservoir and the bounding layers, because of the no-flow boundary 
condition, resulting in a shear stress at the pay zone boundaries (Fig. 2.13). Depending on 
the value of the dimensionless shear modulus, the shear stress will differ. When the 
bounding layers are stiff, the shear stress at the reservoir boundary becomes high, thus 
constraining stress reorientation. 
The sensitivity study on the dimensionless shear modulus β confirms our physical 
intuition showing that stress reorientation increases as β decreases (Fig. 2.14). Reservoirs 
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with low shear modulus (such as weak sandstones) bounded by shales with high shear 
modulus (high β) will be less susceptible to stress reorientation (Fig. 2.14). On the other 
hand, gas shales bounded by softer sediments or shales (low β) will be much more 
susceptible to stress reorientation later in the producing life of the field (larger τ) and will 
be good refracturing candidates. The difference is substantial, as can be seen in Fig. 2.14. 
 
4.7. Effect of the Dimensionless Fracture Height Ratio γ 
The parameter γ is the ratio of the height of the pay zone, also equal to the 
fracture height, to the fracture half-length. The shear stress at the boundary identified in 
the preceding subsection increases as the reservoir boundaries get closer to each other 
relative to the fracture length (Fig. 2.15). This results in a decrease in the magnitude of 
λmax and τmax. In practice, the thicker the pay zone is, the larger the area of stress reversal 
is and the longer the optimum time for refracturing is. 
As shown in Figs. 2.16 and 2.17, the sensitivity to fracture-height ratio is 
dependent on the shear-modulus ratio. As the value of β increases, the sensitivity of stress 
reorientation to the variation of the value of the fracture-height ratio γ increases. 
 
4.8. Effect of Permeability Heterogeneity 
Stress reorientation is computed as a function of time for two reservoir models 
having layers of different permeability (Figs. 2.18 and 2.19). To be able to compare these 
simple models of heterogeneous reservoirs to a homogeneous one, we need to evaluate 
their permeability in order to compute the dimensionless time τ. Since the reservoir layers 
are parallel to the direction of flow, the average permeability for the two models is taken 
to be equal to (k1+k2)/2 and (2k1+k2+2k3)/5 (arithmetic average), respectively. 
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Fig. 2.19 shows that both the magnitude and timing of the maximum stress 
reversal in the heterogeneous reservoir are equal to the values obtained in a homogeneous 
reservoir, with the permeability suitably averaged according to Eq. (2.14): 
 
 
with kiy the value of permeability of the layer i, in the direction 
orthogonal to the fracture face, and hi the layer thickness.  
(2.14) 
  
On the other hand, the transient growth of the stress reversal region is affected by 
the nature of heterogeneity. It is clear from this result that the model can be applied 
reliably to layered reservoirs. 
 
4.9. Effect of Permeability Anisotropy 
Stress reorientation is computed for two different cases in which the permeability 
in the x direction is different from that in the y direction (Fig. 2.20). It was shown that the 
areal extent of the stress-reversal region, from early times to the time it reaches a 
maximum, strictly depends on the value of permeability in the direction orthogonal to the 
fracture ky. At late times, the pressure gradients decrease in the reservoir causing the area 
of stress reversal to retract. Fig. 2.20 illustrates that this phenomenon depends on the 
value of the horizontal anisotropy ratio kx/ky (in the dimensionless analysis).  
When the permeability in the direction parallel to the fracture is smaller than in 
the orthogonal direction, it is observed that stress reversal decreases faster. It must be 
noted that the permeability in the vertical direction does not affect stress reorientation at 
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any time. Similar to heterogeneity effects, permeability anisotropy does not affect the 
extent and dimensionless timing of the maximum stress reversal region.  
 
4.10. Type Curves for Stress Reorientation 
The effect of dimensionless parameters on λmax and τmax are summarized in Figs. 
2.21 through 2.23. Knowing the values for the parameters Π, β and γ, it is possible to 
estimate the value of the maximum reorientation and of the optimum dimensionless time 
for refracturing. It is clearly seen that λmax and τmax decrease with Π and β and increase 
with γ. These curves represent type curves that can be used to estimate the timing and 
extent of stress reorientation under a wide range of reservoir conditions. Some example 
cases are discussed subsequently. 
 
5. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO TYPICAL RESERVOIR TYPES  
The results of our model can be applied to computing the optimum time for 
refracturing for five different types of reservoirs: shale gas, tight gas, conventional oil 
and gas sandstone, and heavy oil (Figs. 2.24 and 2.25). The parameter values are listed in 
Table 2.1. As seen in Fig. 2.24, the optimum time window for refracturing for gas shales 
is on the order of months to years. This implies that shale gas wells are good candidates 
for refracturing and should be carefully evaluated for the time window for refracturing. 
The type curves provided in this chapter allow us to do this systematically.  
For typical values of the petrophysical parameters, the time window for tight gas 
sands is on the order of months. Heavy-oil wells are also potential candidates for 
refracturing (Fig. 2.25). As shown by Wright et al. (1994, 1995), fractures initiated 
several months or years after the initial fractures show a strike and dip that are different 
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from those of the original fractures. These low-mobility fluids require additional wellbore 
access to drain large portions of the reservoir effectively. 
For most conventional oil and gas reservoirs, the time window for refracturing 
may be too early (days or weeks) for refracturing to be a practical and economic solution. 
In addition to the early stress reorientation, the ability to access additional reserves with 
fractures in these high-permeability reservoirs is limited and does not justify refracturing.  
The optimum time for refracturing is mostly sensitive to permeability, 
hydrocarbon viscosity, and fracture length.  
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 A comprehensive and quantitative study of stress reorientation around fractured 
vertical wells has been presented. It is possible to estimate both the magnitude of the 
stress-reversal region and the optimum time for refracturing for any reservoir using the 
dimensionless parameters presented in this study. The proposed model is able to take into 
account successfully the effect of different reservoir boundary conditions, the mechanical 
properties of the target sand and the bounding layers, fluid properties, in-situ stresses, and 
permeability heterogeneity and anisotropy.  
It is shown that stress reversal can occur in fractured production wells but not 
injection wells. The region of stress reorientation is significantly larger than the region of 
stress reversal and occurs immediately around the fracture in production wells. In 
injection wells, stress reorientation occurs at an angle (45°) to the direction of the original 
fracture. The magnitude (λmax) and timing (τmax) of the stress reversal depend on the stress 
deviator (Π), the thickness of the reservoir (γ) and the shear modulus of the reservoir and 
the bounding layers (β). In addition, the fluid-drainage (pore-pressure) boundary 
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conditions also have a significant effect.  It is clearly shown that λmax and τmax decrease 
with Π and β and increase with γ. 
It was proved numerically that permeability heterogeneity and anisotropy do not 
affect the magnitude and timing of maximum stress reversal and that the value of 
permeability for a layered reservoir should be chosen equal to kavg = ∑ kiy⋅hi / ∑ hi in the 
dimensionless variable τ. Reservoirs having a small stress contrast, a large pressure 
drawdown, relatively weak bounding layers and a thick pay zone experience a large stress 
reorientation and, thus, are primary targets for refracturing. 
The conclusions of this study are useful for improving the recovery efficiency 
after refracturing a vertical well, in particular in low permeability reservoirs. The time 
window for refracturing was shown to significantly depend on the nature of the reservoir. 
For unconventional resources such as tight gas, shale gas or heavy oil, the optimum time 
for refracturing is usually on the order of months to years. Fractured production wells in 
these reservoirs constitute ideal candidates for the use of the proposed charts to estimate 





























10‐4  10‐2  1  10  1000 
Viscosity μ (cp)  0.02  0.02  0.02  10  106 
Mobility k/μ 
(md/cp) 
0.005  0.5  50  1  0.1 
Young’s modulus E 
(psi)  
5x106  3x106  1x106  1x106  3x105 
Poisson’s ratio ν    0.3  0.3  0.3  0.3  0.3 
Biot’s coefficient α   0.7  0.7  0.7  0.7  0.7 
Porosity ϕ   0.05  0.1  0.2  0.3  0.3 
Compressibility 
(1/psi) 
2x10‐4  2x10‐4  2x10‐4  5x10‐6  5x10‐6 
Fracture half‐ 
length Lf (ft) 
500  500  500  500  500 
Reservoir pressure 
pR (psi) 
4000  4000  4000  4000  4000 
Wellbore pressure 
pwf (psi) 
1000  1000  1000  1000  1000 
Vertical stress σv 
(psi) 
7000  7000  7000  7000  7000 
Max. horizontal 
stress σhmax (psi) 
4600  4600  4600  4600  4600 
Min. horizontal 
stress σhmin (psi) 
4500  4500  4500  4500  4500 
Table 2.1 – Reservoir parameters for five oil or gas reservoir types 
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Fig. 2.1 – Flow-induced stress reversal and refracture direction 
 
 











Fig. 2.3 – Numerical mesh around a fractured well in a bounded reservoir (FLAC3D) 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 – Geometry of a vertical fracture in a layered rock (xz-plane) 





Fig. 2.5 – Modeled geometry in the horizontal, xy-plane 
 
 
 Fig. 2.6 – Effect of far-field boundary conditions (no flow or constant pressure) and their 
location on the evolution of the extent of stress reversal (Π = 0.0583, γ = 0.2 
and β =1) 
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Fig. 2.7 – Effect of poroelastic coupling on the evolution of the extent of stress reversal 
(Π = 0.0583, γ = 0.2 and β =1) 
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Fig. 2.8 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress around a production well for τ = 0.917, 
Π = 0.0583, γ = 0.2 and β =1 
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Fig. 2.9 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress around an injection well for τ = 0.917, 




Fig. 2.10 – Angle of stress reorientation θ around a production well for τ = 0.917, Π = 




Fig. 2.11 – Angle of stress reorientation θ around an injection well for τ = 0.917, Π = 




Fig. 2.12 – λ = Lf’/Lf versus the dimensionless time τ for different values of Π, with β = 
1 and γ = 0.2 
 
Fig. 2.13 – Effect of β on the shear stress at the pay zone boundaries for γ = 1 
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Fig. 2.14 – λ = Lf’/Lf versus the dimensionless time τ for different values of β, with Π = 
0.0583 and γ = 0.2 
 
Fig. 2.15 – Effect of γ on the shear stress at the pay zone boundaries for β = 1 
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Fig. 2.16 – λ = Lf’/Lf versus the dimensionless time τ for different values of γ, with Π = 
0.0583 and β = 1 
 
Fig. 2.17 – λ = Lf’/Lf versus the dimensionless time τ for different values of γ, with Π = 
0.0583 and β = 0.1 
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Fig. 2.18 – Geometry of two modeled layered reservoirs of average permeability            
(a) kavg = (k1+k2)/2 and (b) kavg = (2k1+k2+2k3)/5 
 
Fig. 2.19 – λ = Lf’/Lf versus τ for one homogeneous and two heterogeneous reservoirs, 
with Π = 0.0583, β = 1 and γ = 0.2 
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Fig. 2.20 – λ = Lf’/Lf versus τ (defined using ky) for different values of the ratio kx/ky, 
with Π = 0.0583, β = 1 and γ = 0.2 
 
Fig. 2.21 – λmax and τmax versus Π, with β = 1 and γ = 0.2 
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Fig. 2.22 – λmax and τmax versus β, with Π = 0.0583 and γ = 0.2 
 
Fig. 2.23 – λmax and τmax versus γ, with Π = 0.0583 and β = 0.1 and 1 
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Fig. 2.24 – Extent of the stress reversal region Lf’ as a function of production time for the 
3 gas reservoir types listed in Table 2.1 
 
 
Fig. 2.25 – Extent of the stress reversal region Lf’ as a function of production time for the 
2 oil reservoir types listed in Table 2.1 
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CHAPTER 3: MECHANICAL STRESS REORIENTATION  
AROUND A VERTICAL FRACTURE 
The opening of a propped fracture results in the redistribution of local earth 
stresses. In this chapter, the extent of stress reversal and reorientation has been calculated 
around a vertical fracture using a three-dimensional numerical model of the stress 
interference induced by the opening of one propped fracture. The results will be analyzed 
in following chapters for their impact on the refracturing of vertical wells and the 
multiple fracturing of horizontal wells. 
The effect of the reservoir’s mechanical properties on the spatial extent of stress 
reorientation caused by an opened crack has been quantified. The model takes into 
account the presence of layers that bound the pay zone, which may have different 
mechanical properties from the pay zone. The impact of fracture vertical growth into the 




Warpinski and Branagan (1989) first proved using field tests that mechanical 
interference from a propped-open fracture may generate stress reversal in its vicinity. So 
far, mechanical stress interference (Soliman et al. 2004) and poroelastic stress 
interference (Siebrits and Elbel 1998) have been analyzed separately for their impact on 
the refracturing of vertical wells. Analytical solutions exist that describe the stress field 
around an elliptical crack (Sneddon et al. 1946) for two specific geometries: (a) an 
infinitely long 2D crack (plane strain) and (b) a penny-shaped crack (Lf  = hf). All 
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solutions may be used to calculate mechanical stress interference assuming a 
homogeneous, isotropic, elastic rock.  
Previous studies in the literature on fracture-induced stress interference mostly 
focus on the effect of a single fracture. But the recent development of multiple fracturing 
in horizontal wells brought about the question of the mechanical interference generated 
by multiple transverse fractures. Using analytical solutions, Soliman et al. (2004) 
calculated the effect of multiple fractures on the expected net pressure and the stress 
contrast. Both quantities increase substantially with the number of sequential fractures 
and a smaller fracture spacing.  
Microseismic measurements have demonstrated the existence of mechanical stress 
interference between multiple transverse fractures. This is sometimes referred to as the 
stress shadow effect (Fisher et al. 2004). When multiple fractures are propagated 
simultaneously, the stress shadow can restrict growth in the middle section of the 
wellbore, while favoring growth at the heel or at the toe. Numerical calculations based on 
displacement discontinuity method for 3 and 5 transverse fractures experiencing the same 
net pressure, show that the center fractures, subject to most stress interference, exhibit a 
decrease in their width and conductivity (Cheng 2009). Field experience has 
demonstrated that the optimal cluster spacing to limit fracture interference must be at 
least 1.5 to 2 times the fracture height (Ketter et al. 2008).  
 
2. MODEL FORMULATION 
The validity of numerical simulations is verified through comparison with 
existing analytical models (Sneddon et al. 1946) for simple fracture geometries. The 
important addition to existing models consists in the evaluation of the impact of the 
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layers bounding the pay zone on the width of the fracture, which eventually affects the 
stress interference caused by a propped fracture. The identified dimensionless parameters 
are the fracture aspect ratio (hf/Lf), the Poisson’s ratio of the pay zone (νp), the fracture 
containment (hp/hf), and the ratio of Young’s moduli (Eb/Ep). Their effects on the stress 
contrast generated by the propped fracture, and consequently the spatial extent of the 
stress reversal region, are discussed in the following sections.  
 
2.1. Governing Equations 
The geometry of the simulated fracture is shown in Fig. 3.1. The model includes 
the presence of layers bounding the reservoir and cases where the fracture is not fully 
contained (hf>hp), are accounted for. The layers bounding the pay zone may have 
mechanical properties (Eb, νb) differing from the pay zone (Ep, νp). 
The mechanical behavior of the continuous three-dimensional medium is 
described mathematically by the equations of equilibrium Eq. (3.1), the definition of 
strain Eq. (3.2) and the constitutive equations Eq. (3.3). The system of 15 equations for 
15 unknowns (6 components of stress tensor σij and strain tensor εij, plus the 3 
components of the displacement vector ui) is solved at each node using an explicit, finite 
difference numerical scheme. The Einstein summation conventions apply. 
 (3.1) 
  
   (3.2) 
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The pay zone is homogeneous, isotropic, and purely elastic. Hooke’s law relates 
the components of the strain and stress tensors (constitutive equation): 
 (3.3) 
  
Where, ,  
 
2.2. Boundary Conditions 
Displacement is allowed along the faces of the fracture where a constant stress, 
equal to the net pressure, pnet, plus the minimum in-situ horizontal stress σhmin, is imposed 
(Fig. 3.2).  At the end of the fracturing process, the fracture closes down on the proppant, 
which keeps the fracture open. The width of the propped-open fracture will depend on the 
fractured length and the amount of sand pumped during the fracturing job. The uniform 
stress boundary condition applied on the fracture face is equal to the pressure required for 
the proppant to maintain an opening of maximum width w0. This pressure value is 
smaller than the pressure required to propagate a hydraulic fracture in the same rock. To 
avoid an impact on the stress distribution around the hydraulic fracture, the far-field 
boundaries are placed at a distance from the fracture equal to at least three times the 
fracture half-length Lf (see Figs. 2.2 and 2.3). A constant stress boundary condition 
normal to the “block” faces is applied at outside boundaries. In-situ stresses are initialized 






2.3. Model Validation 
Sneddon et al. (1946) derived analytical expressions of the additional normal and 
shear stresses versus the distance normal to the fracture for two geometries: semi-infinite 
(Fig. 3.3) and penny-shaped fractures (Fig. 3.4). 
The results of the three-dimensional numerical model were compared to analytical 
solutions by plotting the additional stress in the direction parallel (Δσxx) and 
perpendicular (Δσyy) to the fracture as a function of the net closure stress (pnet). The net 
closure stress is the stress remaining as the fracture closes on the proppant minus the 
minimum horizontal stress (σhmin). In the present study, net pressure is assumed to be 
constant along the fracture (uniform proppant distribution). Stress distributions are 
plotted versus the distance normal to the fracture face (y) normalized by the fracture half-
height (hf). 
Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show that the additional stress in the horizontal plane is always 
higher in the direction perpendicular to the fracture than parallel to the fracture. As is true 
initially, the direction of maximum horizontal stress is parallel to the crack, and the 
stresses are reoriented in the vicinity of the fracture. The numerical results agree well 
with the analytical solution indicating that the numerical results are correct for this simple 
case. 
The additional stress normal to the fracture (Δσyy) decreases monotonically with 
distance away from the fracture. For the case of the penny-shaped fracture (Fig. 3.3), 




3. SENSITIVITY STUDY 
3.1. Effect of Fracture Dimensions 
The additional stresses in the normal and parallel directions are plotted versus the 
dimensionless distance y/hf normal to the fracture respectively in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. Both 
components increase as the fracture length increases compared to its height. The quantity 
of practical interest, though, is the difference between the additional stress in the 
direction perpendicular to and in the direction parallel to the fracture (Fig. 3.7). This 





In most situations the creation of the fracture generates large additional stresses 
perpendicular to the fracture face. This alters the stress contrast and may cause the 
direction of maximum stress to rotate 90° in the vicinity of the fracture. The stress 
contrast generated by the open crack decreases as the distance from the fracture increases 
(Fig. 3.7). At some distance from the fracture, it becomes smaller than the in-situ stress 
contrast and the direction of maximum stress is oriented as initially.  
The areal extent of the stress reversal region is directly proportional to the fracture 
height, as the distance to the fracture is normalized by the fracture half-height in our 
analysis. Fig. 3.7 also shows that as the fracture length increases, the GSC is higher. For 
instance, assuming the in-situ stress contrast is equal to 0.2 pnet, the maximum distance of 




3.2. Effect of Poisson’s Ratio in the Pay Zone 
The effect of the Poisson’s ratio in the pay zone on the stress reorientation around 
the fracture depends on the fracture geometry. In the limiting case of a penny-shaped 
fracture (hf = Lf), stresses are independent of the Poisson’s ratio (Sneddon et al. 1946), 
and so is the generated stress contrast. In the more general case where the fracture length 
differs from the fracture height, Poisson’s ratio will play a role.  
It is shown in Fig. 3.8 that an opened crack generates more stress contrast in a 
rock with a low Poisson’s ratio. A low Poisson’s ratio implies that the deformation in the 
direction parallel to the fracture is small compared to the deformation along the normal to 
the fracture. When νp = 0, all the deformation occurs along the in-situ direction of 
minimum horizontal stress (εyy = 0), thus maximizing the stress contrast generated. 
 
3.3. Effect of the Bounding Layers’ Mechanical Properties 
Models of stress interference available in the literature (Sneddon et al. 1946; 
Cheng 2009) assume homogeneous mechanical properties and do not accurately model 
layered rocks. The rocks bounding gas reservoirs often have different mechanical 
properties than the reservoir and can play an important role in stress reorientation. Fig. 
3.9 shows that, for a fixed fracture penetration factor hp/hf equal to 0.75, the GSC 
decreases if the Young’s modulus of the bounding layers is higher than in the pay zone.  
The width of an opened crack is proportional to the Young’s modulus. The 
relationship between maximum fracture width w0 (at the center of the fracture) and net 
pressure for a semi-infinite fracture is given in Eq. (3.6) (Palmer 1993). If the fracture 
penetrates into a weaker bounding layer (Eb/Ep smaller than 1), the fracture width is 
positively affected (Fig. 3.10). Thus, a larger stress contrast is generated by the fracture 





                                                                                                                                                        
3.4. Effect of Fracture Containment 
The bounding layers’ mechanical properties do not affect the extent of stress 
reorientation if the fracture is fully contained. In the Barnett shale, fractures are generally 
well contained in the pay zone even though “out-of-zone” growth has been measured in 
the field (Maxwell et al. 2002). From the relationship between fracture width and 
Young’s modulus in Eq. (3.6), it can be deduced that the further the fracture penetrates 
into the bounding layers, the more the stress reorientation will be affected by their 
mechanical properties. For instance, in the case where the Young’s modulus is higher in 
the layers bounding the pay zone, the maximum width of the crack, and consequently the 
generated stress contrast, decreases as the fracture height increases (Figs. 3.11 through 
3.14). For both a semi-infinite and a penny-shaped fracture, similar conclusions can be 
made when the Young’s modulus ratio is higher than 1 (Eb/Ep = 1.67) where the fracture 
width and the generated stress contrast decrease as the fracture height increases (Figs. 
3.15 through 3.18). 
  The effect of the Poisson’s ratio in the bounding layers was also analyzed (Figs. 
3.19 through 3.22). It is shown that the GSC is independent of this value, and rather 
depends only on the Poisson’s ratio inside the pay zone. 
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4. MECHANICAL STRESS REORIENTATION AROUND A SINGLE FRACTURE 
4.1. Application to the Barnett Shale 
We calculated the additional stress generated by a propped single fracture, in the 
case of a Barnett shale gas well (Fig. 3.23). Commonly accepted values for the propped 
fracture width (Palisch et al. 2008) and the horizontal stress contrast (Weng and Siebrits 
2007) in the Barnett shale are 4 mm and 100 psi respectively (Table 3.1).  
The isotropic point is located at a distance from the fracture equal to 150 ft, where 
the curves of σxx and σyy cross (Fig. 3.24). Between the fracture and the isotropic point, 
the stresses in the direction perpendicular to the fracture become superior to the stresses 
parallel to the fracture (Fig. 3.24). As a result, the direction of maximum horizontal stress 
is switched 90° in an elliptical zone called the stress reversal region (Fig. 3.25). The 
stress interference around a propped open-fracture may also be represented by plotting 
the angle of stress reorientation (Fig. 3.26). The red zone represents the region of 90° 
stress reorientation which extends up to 150 ft from the fracture. Outside the stress 
reversal region, in a region called the reoriented-stress region, the angle of stress 
reorientation gradually decreases and finally becomes smaller than 5° at a distance from 
the fracture equal to 450 ft. 
 
4.2. Effect of Fracture Width and In-Situ Stress Contrast 
In Fig. 3.27, the distance between the fracture and the isotropic point (Lf’) is 
plotted against the maximum fracture width (w0) for different values of the in-situ stress 
contrast. 
As the fracture width increases, the stress contrast generated by a propped-open 
fracture increases. Thus, depending on the horizontal contrast present in-situ and the 
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fracture design, the stress interference caused by the opening of a propped fracture will 
be affected. 
When the in-situ horizontal stress contrast is large, stress reversal may never 
occur in the field as a result of mechanical stress interference. For a deviatoric stress 
equal to 500 psi, the minimum value of the propped fracture width required to generate 
stress reversal (in a rock having similar mechanical characteristics as the Barnett shale) is 
1.5 cm, which is high (Fig. 3.27).   
On the other hand, when the in-situ stress contrast is small, the areal extent of the 
stress reversal region becomes very sensitive to the fracture width. If the deviatoric stress 
is equal to 50 psi, the extent of the stress reversal region is calculated to grow from 147 ft 
to 284 ft (almost double), as the fracture width goes from 2 mm to 4 mm. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 A comprehensive and quantitative study of stress reorientation around fractured 
horizontal wells has been presented. A three-dimensional numerical model was used to 
take into account the presence of layers bounding the pay zone as well as fracture 
containment. It was shown that the stress contrast generated by the opening of a propped 
fracture is a function of the fracture dimensions (w0, hf, Lf), the Poisson’s ratio in the pay 
zone (νp), the ratio of Young’s moduli of the reservoir and bounding layers (Eb/Ep) and 
the fracture penetration into the bounding layers (hp/hf). The results of the sensitivity 
study may be summarized as follows: 
• The extent of the stress reversal region (Lf’) is directly proportional to the 
fracture height.  
• The generated stress contrast increases with the fracture length. 
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• Fracture penetration into rock layers bounding the reservoir increases 
stress reorientation if bounding layers are weaker than the pay zone. 
• The Poisson’s ratio of only the pay zone plays a role on stress 
reorientation. 
• Stress reversal is unlikely to occur in reservoirs having a high horizontal 
stress contrast. 
• Stress reversal is very sensitive to fracture width when the deviatoric 
stress is low. 
 
Understanding mechanical stress reorientation is of practical interest as it plays a 
significant role in the refracturing of vertical wells (Chapter 4) and the multiple fracturing 





























Table 3.1 – Reservoir parameters for Barnett shale gas (Weng and Siebrits 2007) 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 – Geometry of a vertical fracture in a layered rock (xz-plane) 
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Fig. 3.2 – Elliptical deformation profile resulting from uniform pressure boundary 
condition at the fracture face 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 – Comparisons of analytical (Sneddon et al. 1946) and numerical additional 
stresses along a normal (y=z=0) to a semi-infinite fracture (ν = 0.2) 
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Fig. 3.4 – Comparisons of analytical (Sneddon et al. 1946) and numerical additional 
stresses along a normal (y=z=0) to a penny-shaped fracture 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 – Effect of fracture aspect ratio (hf/Lf) on the additional stress in the direction 
perpendicular to the fracture face 
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Fig. 3.6 – Effect of fracture aspect ratio (hf/Lf) on the additional stress in the direction 
parallel to the fracture face 
 
 
Fig. 3.7 – Effect of fracture aspect ratio (hf/Lf) on the generated stress contrast 
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Fig. 3.8 – Effect of Poisson’s ratio in the pay zone on the generated stress contrast for 
semi-infinite and penny-shaped fractures 
 
 
Fig. 3.9 – Effect of Young’s modulus of the bounding layers on the generated stress 




Fig. 3.10 – Effect of Young’s modulus of the bounding layers on fracture width for a 
penny-shaped fracture and a fracture penetration ratio hp/hf = 0.75 
 
 
Fig. 3.11 – Effect of fracture penetration on the generated stress contrast for a penny-
shaped fracture (hf/Lf = 1) and Eb/Ep = 0.33 
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Fig. 3.12 – Effect of fracture penetration on the generated stress contrast for a penny-
shaped fracture (hf/Lf = 1) and Eb/Ep = 1.67  
 
 
Fig. 3.13 – Effect of fracture penetration on fracture width for a penny-shaped fracture 
(hf/Lf = 1) and Eb/Ep = 0.33 
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Fig. 3.14 – Effect of fracture penetration on fracture width for a penny-shaped fracture 
(hf/Lf = 1) and Eb/Ep = 1.67 
 
 
Fig. 3.15 – Effect of fracture penetration on the generated stress contrast for a semi-
infinite fracture (hf/Lf = 1) and Ep/Eb = 0.33 
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Fig. 3.16 – Effect of fracture penetration on the generated stress contrast for a semi-
infinite fracture (hf/Lf = 1) and Eb/Ep = 1.67  
 
 
Fig. 3.17 – Effect of fracture penetration on fracture width for a semi-infinite fracture 
(hf/Lf = 1) and Eb/Ep = 0.33 
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Fig. 3.18 – Effect of fracture penetration on fracture width for a semi-infinite fracture 
(hf/Lf = 1) and Eb/Ep = 1.67 
 
 
Fig. 3.19 – Effect of fracture penetration on the generated stress contrast for a penny-
shaped fracture (hf/Lf = 1) and νb/νp = 2 
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Fig. 3.20 – Effect of fracture penetration on the generated stress contrast for a penny-
shaped fracture (hf/Lf = 1) and νb/νp = 0.67 
 
 
Fig. 3.21 – Effect of fracture penetration on the generated stress contrast for a semi-
infinite fracture (hf/Lf = 1) and νb/νp = 2 
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Fig. 3.22 – Effect of fracture penetration on the generated stress contrast for a semi-
infinite fracture (hf/Lf = 1) and νb/νp = 0.67 
 
 




Fig. 3.24 – Stresses in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the fracture face for a 




Fig. 3.25 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress around a single propped-open 










Fig. 3.27 – Extent of the stress reversal region (Lf’) versus the maximum fracture width 
for different values of the horizontal stress contrast  
 
















CHAPTER 4: ROLE OF STRESS REORIENTATION IN THE 
REFRACTURING OF VERTICAL WELLS 
The redistribution of stresses around a fractured vertical well has two sources: (a) 
opening of propped fracture (mechanical effects) and (b) production or injection of fluids 
in the reservoir (poroelastic effects). In this chapter, the coupling of both phenomena was 
numerically modeled to quantify the extent of stress reorientation around fractured 
production wells. It was shown that poroelastic and mechanical effects are not simply 
additive but show a complex dependence on each other. The results have been analyzed 
for their impact on refracturing operations. 
For previously fractured wells, a secondary fracture may be initiated 
perpendicular to the first fracture if a stress reversal region is present. The size of the 
stress reversal region may be increased through better initial fracture design (longer fracs) 
and appropriate timing of the refracture. A study of the impact of the production from 
neighbor wells also reveals the possibility to create a favorable stress orientation outside 
the stress reversal region through improved field design and production schedule.  
  Altered-stress refracturing makes it possible to access zones of the reservoirs 
that are less depleted, thus increasing well production and allowing access to additional 
reserves.  
We numerically investigated the potential of the orthogonal refracture to increase 
production in the Barnett shale and the Codell tight gas formations. Mechanical and 
poroelastic contributions to stress reversal have been shown to differ in these two 
formations suggesting that reservoirs may be more prone to one source of stress 
reorientation or the other depending on their properties. 
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 Finally, guidelines are drawn that allow an operator to (a) select candidate wells, 
(b) choose the timing of the refracture operation in the life of the well, and (c) evaluate 
the potential increase in well production after refracturing.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Refracturing has long been recognized as a successful way to restore production 
rates, particularly in low-permeability gas wells. It makes it possible to complete new 
intervals and improve the productivity of previously un-stimulated or under-stimulated 
zones. By propagating a second fracture orthogonal to the initial one, restimulation may 
also help decrease the number of drilled wells while preserving reservoir drainage. The 
quantitative evaluation of the physical mechanisms responsible for stress reorientation is 
crucial in the design of successful refracturing treatments for vertical wells. 
The stresses around fractured production wells are reoriented because of non-
uniform depletion of the reservoir. Initially, the direction of maximum horizontal stress is 
aligned with the initial vertical fracture. During production, the maximum horizontal 
stress decreases faster than the minimum horizontal stress because of higher depletion in 
the fracture direction, causing stress reversal to occur in the vicinity of the fracture (Elbel 
and Mack 1993). As a result, the second fracture may propagate orthogonally to the 
initial fracture (Fig. 4.1). Past the isotropic point, the maximum principal stress switches 
back to its original direction, causing the refracture to gradually reorient parallel to the 
initial fracture. The distance between the well and the isotropic point (which limits the 
stress reversal region) is called Lf’. It is a good indication of the potential of refracturing 
operations. The stress reversal region grows at early production times before reaching a 
maximum extent (Siebrits and Elbel 1998; Singh et al. 2008). If refracturing is 
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implemented at this time (optimum time for refracturing tmax), incremental production 
should be maximized.  
Stress reorientation is controlled by multiple reservoir and fracture parameters, 
and by the properties of the layers bounding the reservoir (Siebrits and Elbel 1998). 
Berchenko and Detournay (1997) developed dimensionless parameters that minimize the 
number of independent parameters and simplify the construction of type-curves 
applicable to any reservoir properties and fracture geometries. 
In addition to production-induced pore pressure gradients, the deformation of the 
rock volume around the fracture caused by the presence of the fracture opening has long 
been identified as a source of stress reorientation (Warpinski and Branagan 1989). At the 
end of a fracturing job, the fluid pressure in the fracture decreases and the fracture walls 
close down on the injected proppant. The additional stresses are higher in the direction 
normal to the fracture (along the direction of in-situ minimum horizontal stress) than 
parallel to the fracture face. When the stress contrast generated by the propped-open 
fracture (=Δσperp - Δσ//) exceeds the in-situ stress contrast (Δσh), then stress reversal 
occurs in the vicinity of the fracture.  
There is limited field evidence for the modified propagation direction of 
refractures in the literature. Wright et al. (1994, 1995) first reported field evidence of 
fracture reorientation. Tiltmeter fracture mapping performed on five refracture treatments 
shows that refracture treatments propagate at an angle of 30−60° to the initial fracture, 
while an infill hydraulic fracture in a secondary recovery project was shown to start and 
propagate at an angle greater than 60° to the original fracture orientation. Both the 
fracture dip and strike were shown to be affected by the fluid pressure gradients.  
Laboratory tests conducted on rock samples by Liu et al. (2008) also showed a change in 
the direction of the refracture after producing from the initial fracture.  
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It is clear from the discussion above that the effects of poroelastic stresses and 
mechanical opening of the fracture on the in-situ stress field have not been considered 
together. The following sections offer some insight on the interactions between 
poroelastic and mechanical stress reorientation. 
Refracturing has long been used to increase production in poorly fractured wells. 
Siebrits et al. (2000), provide field evidence of increased production due to refracturing 
tight gas wells having deeply penetrating initial fractures. Another example of successful 
refracturing in a low-permeability reservoir is reported for the Codell formation in the 
Wattenberg field (Wolhart et al. 2007). The performance of the refracturing treatments 
has been observed to be highly variable though with some wells underperforming while 
others are restored to initial production rates. When fracturing in shale reservoirs, the 
presence of natural fractures tends to generate networks of parallel fractures, increasing 
the reservoir sweep (Fisher et al. 2002; Maxwell et al. 2002). Fracturing in naturally 
fractured shales (such as parts of the Barnett shale) indicates that fractures in these types 
of rocks follow very complicated pathways and are unlikely to be planar and bi-wing. 
Fractures in this instance tend to follow the path of pre-existing fractures or planes of 
weakness that are more susceptible to fracturing (Li 2008). 
 
2. MODEL FORMULATION 
The geometry of the simulated fractured vertical well is set up in FLAC3D (Figs. 
2.2 through 2.4). Layers bounding the reservoir are modeled but the study is limited to 
the situation where the fracture and pay zone heights are equal. The layers bounding the 
pay zone may have mechanical properties (Eb, νb) differing from the pay zone (Ep, νp). 
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All layers are assumed to have homogeneous, isotropic properties and to deform 
elastically. Flow occurs only within the reservoir and not in the bounding layers.  
The poroelastic stresses are calculated using an explicitly coupled formulation in 
which the stresses are solved using the equations of mechanical equilibrium. The fluid 
flow is solved using Darcy’s law and the mass conservation equation. Pore pressure 
gradients generate volumetric strains that in turn affect the pore pressure field. The flow 
calculation is performed independently of the stress calculation (explicitly) between each 
saved simulation time. The new stress distribution is subsequently calculated based on 
Biot’s theory of poroelasticity and Hooke’s constitutive law for elastic media (see 
Chapter 2).  
The boundary conditions chosen for the numerical model are presented below:  
• Constant fluid pressure in the fracture: for -Lf < x < Lf and -hf < z < hf, p = 
pwf 
• No-displacement of fracture faces: for -Lf < x < Lf and -hf < z < hf 
• Constant stress applied at outside boundaries: σzz = -σv, σxx = -σhmax and 
σyy = -σhmin. 
• No-flow reservoir boundaries at x = ±xr, y = ±yr and z = ±zr 
 
The far-field no-flow boundaries are located at a distance from the fracture equal 
to at least three times the fracture half-length Lf. At this distance, far-field boundaries do 
not impact the extent of the stress reversal region before it reaches its maximum value, 
which is of practical interest (see Chapter 2). Constant stress boundary conditions are 
applied at outside boundaries, equal to the in-situ stresses.  
The fracture is created by applying a uniform stress pc (equal to pnet + σhmin) on its 
faces. Before production starts, the mechanical boundary condition on the fracture face is 
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changed to no displacement. The width of the proppant-filled fracture is therefore 
assumed to remain constant during production. 
 
3. SENSITIVITY STUDY 
The effects of relevant reservoir, fluid and fracture parameters on the size of the 
stress reversal region generated by a producing propped-open fracture, and on the relative 
importance of poroelastic and mechanical stress reorientation, are discussed in the 
following sections. The final results are summarized in Table 4.1.  
 
3.1. Comparison of Stress Reorientation Profiles Caused by Poroelastic and 
Mechanical Effects 
The structure of stress reorientation around a single fracture due to poroelastic 
effects has been well described in the literature (Siebrits et al. 1998, 2000; Singh et al. 
2008). In the vicinity of the fracture, the direction of maximum horizontal stress is rotated 
90° from its in-situ direction (for producing wells). Stress reorientation is not limited to 
the stress reversal region. The stress distribution resulting from the mechanical opening 
of a fracture differs from the one due to poroelastic stresses. It was shown that outside the 
stress reversal region, the direction of maximum horizontal stress points toward the 
fracture (radial orientation), while it is oriented in the orthoradial direction in the case of 
poroelastic effects (Fig. 4.2).  
The extent of the stress reversal region (Lf’) is not limited to 0.58 Lf, which has 
numerically been shown by Siebrits and Elbel (1998) to be the highest possible value of 
Lf’ due to poroelastic effects. The stress reversal region may even extend to a distance 
larger than the fracture half-length (Lf). How far it extends in the reservoir depends 
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mainly on fracture width and height, and on the Young’s modulus in the pay zone. The 
reoriented stress region (outside the stress reversal region) is confined to the vicinity of 
the fracture, contrary to poroelastic stress reorientation, which can be observed far inside 
the reservoir.     
 
3.2. Stress Reorientation around a Producing Propped-open Hydraulic Fracture 
The evolution of the extent of the stress reversal region was computed during 
production, for the reservoir and fracture parameters listed in Table 4.2. In the first 
calculation, only poroelastic effects are calculated. The distance of the isotropic point 
from the induced fracture reaches a maximum value after 2.2 months of production (Fig. 
4.3). In reality, stresses are reoriented even before production starts as a consequence of 
the opening of a propped hydraulic fracture. At t = 0, principal stresses are reversed up to 
33 ft from the fracture. When the additional contribution of pressure gradients to stress 
reorientation is calculated, Lf’ reaches a maximum value of 75 ft, almost 50% higher than 
when mechanical effects were not taken into account. Maximum stress reversal also 
occurs at a later production time equal to 4.4 months. 
It may seem surprising at first that the extent of the stress reversal region 
significantly decreases at early production times. This phenomenon can be explained by 
the difference in the stress orientation between poroelastic and mechanical stress 
reorientation outside the stress reversal region (Fig. 4.2). Immediately after production is 
started, the direction of maximum stress reorients in the zone just outside the stress 
reversal region, causing the stress reversal region to shrink (Fig. 4.4). It only takes a few 
hours of production for the direction of maximum stress to fully reorient. Subsequently, 
the stress reversal region grows back. The partial uncoupling of the flow and stress 
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calculation exaggerates the shrinkage of the stress reversal region. At late production 
times, poroelastic stress reorientation decreases, causing the extent of the stress reversal 
to decrease toward its initial value.   
 
3.3. Effect of the Mobility k/µ  
A change in the rock matrix permeability and fluid viscosity only affects the 
timing of poroelastic effects. This finding is in accordance with the dimensionless 
formulation of Berchenko and Detournay (1997), where k and µ appear strictly in the 
expression for the dimensionless time. Fig. 4.5 shows that the evolution of the extent of 
the stress reversal region is translated along the time axis when the value of permeability 
is modified (the opposite trend exists for the viscosity). Poroelastic stress reorientation 
will be at its maximum at late production times in unconventional gas reservoirs, which 
are characterized by low mobility values. 
 
3.4. Effect of the Horizontal Stress Contrast and Pressure Drawdown 
As Fig. 4.6 demonstrates, stress reorientation is extremely sensitive to changes in 
the difference between the in-situ maximum and minimum horizontal stresses. For a 
stress contrast of 100 psi, the stress reversal region extends up to almost 120 ft away from 
the wellbore, providing favorable conditions for a successful refracture. Conversely, for 
stress contrasts higher than 300 psi, the orthogonal propagation of the refracture will be 
limited to a close vicinity of the wellbore (<60 ft). As it affects both mechanical and 
poroelastic stress reorientation, the in-situ stress contrast is one of the most important 
parameters in the evaluation of the extent of stress reversal, and consequently of the 
potential of refracturing operations in a given field (or given horizontal layer). 
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Unfortunately, measurements of the deviatoric stress are not common because of their 
complexity. While the minimum horizontal stress can be routinely measured through a 
mini-frac test, the maximum horizontal stress is tougher to estimate.   
On the other hand, the pressure drawdown affects only production-induced stress 
reorientation (poroelastic stresses). The sensitivity of the extent of stress reversal to this 
parameter is thus smaller compared to the stress contrast (Fig. 4.7). This is true especially 
for the base case, for which the contribution of mechanical effects to the stress reversal is 
close to that of poroelastic effects (respectively Lf’=33 ft against 50 ft, see Fig. 4.3). 
 
3.5. Effect of Mechanical Properties in the Pay Zone 
The pay zone’s mechanical properties primarily affect stress reorientation induced 
by the opening of a propped fracture. It is shown in Fig. 4.8 that more stress contrast is 
generated in a rock having a low Poisson’s ratio. A low Poisson’s ratio implies that the 
deformation in the direction parallel to the fracture is small compared to the deformation 
along the normal to the fracture. When νp = 0, all the deformation occurs along the in-situ 
direction of minimum horizontal stress, thus maximizing the stress contrast generated. 
The net stress applied by the open fracture on the formation is proportional to the 
Young’s modulus. The relationship between Young’s modulus and net pressure for a 
semi-infinite fracture is given in Eq. (4.1) (Palmer 1993). Thus, the stress contrast 





3.6. Effect of Fracture Properties 
As can be inferred from Eq. (4.1), the net pressure in the fracture affects stress 
reorientation in a manner that is similar to the Young’s modulus for a semi-infinite 
fracture. This trend is verified for a finite fracture in Fig. 4.10. Contrary to Young’s 
modulus though, fracture width is a controllable parameter. Its positive impact on stress 
reorientation should be considered in the design of the initial fracture, meaning a fatter 
fracture could extend stress reversal. 
Fracture length is also favorable for generating stress reversal (Fig. 4.11). When 
only poroelastic effects are taken into account, the distance of the isotropic point to the 
well (Lf’) is directly proportional to the fracture length (Siebrits and Elbel 1998). On the 
other hand, mechanical stress reorientation is much less sensitive to the fracture length. 
The stress contrast generated by a propped-open fracture is primarily affected by its 
height (smallest dimension), the fracture aspect ratio Lf/h being a second-order parameter.  
Based on Fig. 4.12, stress reorientation seems to be higher when the fracture is 
taller. But when looking separately at mechanical and poroelastic effects, opposite trends 
are observed. While stress reorientation induced by pressure gradients is increased by the 
fracture height (Weng and Siebrits 2007), a taller fracture leads to a lower mechanical net 
pressure (see Eq. (4.1)) and consequently less stress reversal from mechanical effects (see 
dashed lines in Fig. 4.12). The evolution of stress reorientation with fracture height 






4. PRODUCTION FROM NEIGHBORING WELLS  
The impact of the well pattern on the direction of the refracture has been studied 
previously by Minner et al. (2002) and Singh et al. (2008). An injector is known to attract 
far-field fractures from neighboring wells, while a producer is known to reorient them 
away from the producing well.  
To analyze the effect of the production of neighboring wells on the stress 
reorientation profile around a well scheduled for refracturing, we modeled five well 
configurations shown in Fig. 4.13. Depending on the case, some or all of the four wells 
surrounding the well of interest have a history of prior production. In Section 3.1, we 
have identified two regions of stress reorientation (a) the stress reversal region and (b) the 
reoriented stress region. The effect of neighboring well interference on each region is 
studied below.   
 
4.1. Effect of Well Interference on the Stress Reversal Region  
The maximum extent of the stress reversal region and the corresponding optimum 
time-window for refracturing have been calculated for all cases described in Fig. 4.13 for 
times of prior neighbor well production equal to 1, 3 and 10 years. 
The value of λmax at t = 0 (0.15) corresponds to the base case value of a single 
producing well (Fig. 4.14). The maximum extent of stress reversal decreases as the time 
of production from neighboring wells increases. This trend is consistent with the 
sensitivity study in Section 3, which shows that stress reversal decreases when the 
pressure drawdown decreases. The difference in the areal extent of the stress reversal 
region is small among all the simulated cases (Fig. 4.14).  
Two cases stand out when looking at the impact of non-uniform field depletion on 
the timing of the refracture (Fig 4.15). Cases 3 and 5 display a later time window for 
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refracturing as a result of field depletion being more pronounced in the direction parallel 
to the initial fracture than perpendicular to it. 
 
4.2. Effect of Well Interference on the Reoriented Stress Region 
So far, the focus has been on quantifying the impacts of reservoir and well 
properties on the size of the stress reversal region. The current paradigm in refracture 
reorientation is that the larger the stress reversal region is, the larger the region where the 
refracture propagates orthogonal to the direction of the original fracture. The location of 
neighboring wells and production history may impact the direction of propagation outside 
the stress reversal region as demonstrated in Cases 3, 4 and 5 (Figs. 4.16 through 4.25).  
The stress distribution in Case 1, with wells producing at the four corners of the 
reservoir, is similar to the stresses seen around a single producing well (Figs. 4.16 and 
4.17). Case 2, in which only the top two wells are producing, also displays a direction of 
maximum horizontal stress oriented slightly toward the initial fracture (Fig. 4.18). This 
example seems to indicate that a non-uniform depletion in the direction perpendicular to 
the initial fracture has little effect on the profile of the direction of maximum horizontal 
stress. 
 In Cases 3 to 5, where depletion is non-uniform in the direction parallel to the 
initial fracture, the direction of maximum horizontal stress is oriented slightly away from 
the initial fracture. This orientation is more favorable for propagation of the refracture 
toward less-depleted regions of the reservoir (Figs. 4.26 and 4.27). 
Thus to enhance the orthogonal propagation of the refracture, it is crucial to (a) 
maximize the size of the stress reversal region through initial fracture design (fracture 
length) and timing of the refracture, and (b) create a favorable stress orientation outside 
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the stress reversal region (which we call reoriented stress region) through improved well 
placement and fracture design.  
 
5. INCREMENTAL RECOVERY FROM REFRACTURING IN THE BARNETT SHALE AND THE 
CODELL TIGHT GAS FORMATIONS 
5.1. Evolution of the Stress Reversal Region 
The extent and timing of the stress-reversal region were calculated for typical 
parameters of the Barnett shale and Codell tight gas formations (Table 4.2). The 
numerical simulation of the superposition of mechanical and poroelastic effects is 
compared to calculations of the poroelastic stress reorientation only (Chapter 2). It must 
be noted that only single phase gas flow is modeled, and as a result the impact of water 
produced on stress reorientation (which may be significant in some shales) is not 
represented.  
In the Barnett shale (Weng and Siebrits 2007), stress reversal extends up to 174 
feet from the well after 42 months of production (Fig. 4.28). Taking into account 
mechanical effects, the maximum extent of the stress reversal region grows to 213 ft, 
while the optimum time-window for refracturing is pushed to 58 months. The extent of 
stress reversal from poroelastic effects is much smaller for the Codell gas well (Wolhart 
et al. 2007), mainly because of a thinner pay zone (Fig. 4.29). Stress reorientation is 
maximum after little more than a month of production. Clearly, it is impractical to 
refracture the well after such a short time. However, when superposing mechanical 
effects to the poroelastic effects, the optimum time window for refracturing is increased 
to almost 5 months. Also, stress reversal extends over 50 ft from the initial fracture until 
60 months of production.  
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5.2. Geometry of the Refracture 
The trajectory of the refracture is simplified to facilitate the modeling of the 
production from a refractured well (Fig. 4.30). The trajectory is split into two main 
directions of propagation, orthogonal to the initial fracture and parallel to it. As a result, 
the geometry of the refracture can be described by only two variables. The first variable 
is the total refrac half-length, which is assumed to be equal to the initial fracture half-
length (Lf). The later one is the distance of orthogonal propagation of the refracture. If the 
refracture was following exactly the direction of maximum horizontal stress, this distance 
would be equal to the extent of the stress reversal region (Lf’). But as Weng and Siebrits 
(2007) noted, the fracture only gradually reorients in the direction parallel to the initial 
fracture when it exits the stress reversal region, as a function of the fracture toughness 
factor. So in order to take into account the gradual turning of the refracture, an additional 
portion of orthogonal propagation (equal to 0.5 Lf’) is represented. 
 
5.3. Production of a Well Refractured at the Optimum Time 
Production from the two field cases (Barnett shale gas and Codell tight gas) was 
numerically simulated assuming the wells are refractured at the optimum time for 
refracturing (Figs. 4.31 and 4.32). For simplicity, we did not model the presence of 
proppant in the fracture and refracture, and consequently its impact on the extent of the 
stress reorientation region. Available field data of the production of a Barnett shale gas 
well corresponding to the reservoir and fracture properties described in Table 4.2 
(Siebrits et al. 2000) fit well the numerically modeled well production (Fig. 4.30). Pore-
pressure profiles were calculated just after refracturing, and 1 and 10 years following 
refracturing (Figs. 4.33 through 4.38). By propagating farther orthogonally to the initial 
fracture, the refracture is in contact with higher pressured rocks in the case of the Barnett 
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shale compared to the Codell, which will lead to a larger increase in production rates 
following refracturing (Figs. 4.33 and 4.36). After 10 years of production from both the 
initial fracture and refracture, it can be seen that the pressure front extends further into the 
Barnett shale than into the Codell formation (Figs. 4.35 and 4.38), thus adding more 
reserves.   
 
5.4. Additional Ultimate Recovery from Refracturing 
The cumulative production from the refractured wells is compared to what would 
have been produced by just the initial fracture. In the case of the Codell well, the 
additional production from refracturing is limited as shown in Fig. 4.39. The incremental 
recovery goes through a maximum a few days after refracturing and quickly goes to zero 
(Fig. 4.40). This is the consequence of a relatively high permeability and a low potential 
for poroelastic stress reversal. On the other hand, the low matrix permeability of the 
Barnett shale leads to a slow depletion of the reservoir around the fracture. By 
propagating the refracture far into less depleted parts of the reservoir, significant 
production gains are obtained (Fig. 4.41). The incremental recovery from refracturing 
increases with time and even surpasses 50% after 14 years (Fig. 4.42). 
This final result demonstrates the potential of poroelastic stress reorientation to 
improve production and reserves, in particular in low permeability reservoirs like shales. 
It also demonstrates the importance of quantifying poroelastic effects since they may not 
be so important under some conditions (such as in the Codell formation). It must be noted 
that pore pressure gradients (poroelastic effects) may not be the main factor responsible 
for the success of the refracture treatments. Other factors such as a reduction in the 
conductivity of the original fracture because of solid or liquid buildup may significantly 
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reduce the effectiveness of the original fracture and lead to the need for a refracture 
treatment. Mechanical stresses (due to opening of the propped fracture) can also lead to 
stress reorientation, and have been shown in section 3 to be predominant in the Codell. 
Taking into account the mechanical effects would lead to much higher values of the 
incremental recovery in the Codell. The numerical simulations present only a partial 
picture as they consider only poroelastic stress reorientation and do not consider other 
potential benefits of refracturing. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A new model to calculate the extent of stress reversal around a producing well has 
been presented taking into account both the mechanical effects associated with the 
opening of the initial fracture and the poroelastic effects associated with fluid production. 
It was shown that in unconventional gas reservoirs (tight or shale gas), both mechanical 
and poroelastic effects contribute significantly to stress reorientation. The addition of the 
stress contribution from rock deformation due to fracture creation changed the predicted 
value of both the extent of stress reversal and the optimum time for refracturing. 
The net effect of production-induced and deformation-induced stress reorientation 
may differ significantly from one field to another. Typically, mechanical effects will be 
predominant in reservoirs having a thin pay zone, high Young’s modulus and low 
pressure drawdown. Mechanical stress reorientation can be enhanced by increasing the 
width of the initial fracture. Conversely, poroelastic stress reorientation will be important 
in reservoirs featuring a high pressure drawdown and a tall pay zone. Finally, a low in-
situ stress contrast and a long initial fracture will favor both poroelastic and mechanical 
stress reorientation. 
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Production from neighboring wells may also impact the stress reorientation 
profile around a well of interest. If the stress reversal region is mostly not affected, the 
reoriented stress region located outside the stress reversal region will direct the refracture 
away from the initial fracture when the field is more depleted in the direction parallel to 
the first fracture than perpendicular to it. 
Thus, the propagation of the refracture away from the initial fracture can be 
improved by (a) maximizing the size of the stress reversal region through initial fracture 
design (fracture length) and timing of the refracture, and (b) creating a favorable stress 
orientation outside in the reoriented stress region through improved field design and 
production schedule.  
The proposed numerical model can also be used to estimate incremental 
production from refracturing. The potential of the refracturing technique to add 
production and reserves was demonstrated in very-low-permeability reservoirs such as 
shales. Incremental recoveries of more than 50% may be achieved, only taking into 
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Poisson’s Ratio ν   0.25  0.2  0.2 











σhmax (psi)  4600  6000  6400 
σhmin (psi)  4500  5900  6300 







Table 4.2 – Reservoir and fracture parameters for the base case of the sensitivity study, a 




Fig. 4.1 – Flow-induced stress reversal and refracture direction 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 – Profile of the direction of maximum horizontal stress around a vertical fracture 
from (a) mechanical effects and (b) poroelastic effects 
                       
 a   b 
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Fig. 4.3 – Extent of stress reversal (Lf’) versus production time for the base case  
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Fig. 4.4 – Evolution of the direction of maximum horizontal stress at early production 
times (a) t = 0, (b) t = 1 day, (c) t = 21 days and (d) t = 3.5 months 
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Fig. 4.5 – Effect of the permeability of the rock matrix on the extent of stress reversal 
(Lf’) versus production time 
 
 








Fig. 4.8 – Effect of the rock’s Poisson’s ratio on the extent of stress reversal (Lf’) versus 
production time   
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Fig. 4.9 – Effect of the rock’s Young’s modulus on the extent of stress reversal (Lf’) 
versus production time 
 
 
Fig. 4.10 – Effect of the maximum fracture width w0 on the extent of stress reversal (Lf’) 
versus production time  
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Fig. 4.11 – Effect of the fracture length Lf on the extent of stress reversal (Lf’) versus 
production time  
 
 




Fig. 4.13 – Well configurations modeled in the study of the effect of production from 
neighboring wells on stress reorientation 
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Fig. 4.14 – Effect of well interference on the extent of the stress reversal region 
 
 
Fig. 4.15 – Effect of well interference on the timing of the stress reversal region 
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Fig. 4.16 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress at the optimum time for refracturing 
(Case 1, 3 years of previous depletion) 
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Fig. 4.17 – Angle of stress reorientation at the optimum time for refracturing             





Fig. 4.18 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress at the optimum time for refracturing 




Fig. 4.19 – Angle of stress reorientation at the optimum time for refracturing             





Fig. 4.20 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress at the optimum time for refracturing 
(Case 3, 3 years of previous depletion) 
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Fig. 4.21 – Angle of stress reorientation at the optimum time for refracturing             




Fig. 4.22 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress at the optimum time for refracturing 





Fig. 4.23 – Angle of stress reorientation at the optimum time for refracturing             




Fig. 4.24 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress at the optimum time for refracturing 
(Case 5, 3 years of previous depletion) 
 
 
Fig. 4.25 – Angle of stress reorientation at the optimum time for refracturing             
(Case 5, 3 years of previous depletion) 
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Fig. 4.26 – Impact of the reoriented stress region on the propagation direction of a 
refracture (Case 1) 
 
 
Fig. 4.27 – Impact of the reoriented stress region on the propagation direction of a 
refracture (Case 3) 
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Fig. 4.29 – Extent of stress reversal (Lf’) versus production time for a Codell tight gas 
well in the Wattenberg field 
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Fig. 4.30 – Refracture model based on the size of the stress reversal region 
 
 
Fig. 4.31 – Simulated production for a Codell tight gas well refractured at optimum time  
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Fig. 4.32 – Simulated production for a Barnett shale gas well refractured at optimum time 
 
 
Fig. 4.33 – Pore pressure distribution around a Codell tight gas well after refracturing 
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Fig. 4.36 – Pore pressure distribution around a Barnett shale gas well after refracturing 
 
 
















Fig. 4.41 – Cumulative production from the initial fracture and refracture in a Barnett 
shale gas well 
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CHAPTER 5: CANDIDATE WELL SELECTION FOR 
REFRACTURING 
The selection of candidate wells for refracturing is often very difficult based on 
the information available at the surface. We propose a systematic methodology to allow a 
field engineer to evaluate a well’s potential for refracturing from an analysis of field 
production data and other reservoir data that is commonly available. We successfully 
confronted our method to a case study in the Wattenberg field using data from 300 Codell 
tight gas wells. 
 The performance of refracturing treatments has been observed to be highly 
variable in the Wattenberg field (Colorado) with some wells underperforming while 
others are restored to initial or even higher production rates. Historically, multiple 
approaches have been taken to select the best candidate wells, including heuristic 
guidelines, field correlations, and neural networks.  
After identifying the physical phenomena that are thought to impact the 
performance of refracturing operations, we developed five dimensionless groups to 
quantify them. By choosing a dimensionless approach, we establish refracturing criteria 
that may be applied to any oil or gas field. One potential motivation for refracturing is the 
stress reorientation occurring around a fractured well causing the refracture to propagate 
orthogonally to the initial fracture in under-depleted sections of the reservoir. Numerical 
simulations of the areal extent of the stress reversal region as well as tiltmeter 
measurements confirmed the existence of refracture reorientation in the Codell formation. 
Guidelines for the selection of refracturing candidates were expressed in terms of the 
potential for stress reorientation, the quality of the initial completion, the initial 
production decline and the reservoir depletion around the well of interest. Two groups of 
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wells showed the most promise for refracturing: (a) ineffective initial completions with a 
small initial production decline and (b) long initial fractures in under-depleted reservoirs. 
The dimensionless groups help us identify such wells and provide quantitative criteria for 
selection of wells that may be good candidates for refracturing.    
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The potential of restimulation to enhance production in tight gas formations has 
been the subject of a comprehensive study from the Gas Research Institute (GRI) (Reeves 
2001). A case study in the Rocky Mountains revealed that significant opportunities exist 
to increase incremental recovery from refracturing, but that most of the restimulation 
potential (85%) tends to be confined to a minority (15%) of the wells (Reeves et al. 
1999). As a result, identification methods are greatly needed to improve the economics of 
refracturing.  
Common candidate selection techniques are production statistics, type-curves and 
virtual intelligence. The latter consists in training neural networks (Mohaghegh and 
Reeves 2000; Oberwinkler et al. 2004). As they become more and more skilled in 
detecting trends involving multiple variables, they can be very useful in fields having 
extensive records of past refracturing treatments. But since they look more for statistical 
patterns rather than identifying the physics behind refracturing success, the experience 
built into a neural network in a given field does not easily translate to other fields. 
Another issue with artificial neural nets is the amount and quality of data that are required 
for the analysis to be meaningful. Any missing piece of data can either eliminate a well or 
a parameter (for all wells) from the analysis (Reeves et al. 1999). 
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Experience is also a valuable tool in detecting the common traits of good 
refracturing candidates. In a comprehensive review of the numerous publications on 
refracturing, Vincent (2010) listed major factors contributing to successful refracs. 
Refracturing has been shown to restore the conductivity of the refracture that can decline 
during production because of the degradation of the proppant, condensate blocking, and 
fines plugging. In addition, improved stimulation practices (fracturing fluids, proppant 
concentrations, injection rates, etc.) can lead to additional vertical and longitudinal 
extension of the initial fracture and thus improve reservoir contact. 
The objective of the study is to link production data to the performance of a 
refracture treatment. This data being readily available to field engineers should allow 
them to select candidate wells for refracturing without extensive modeling (Barba 2009).  
Statistical production data analysis attempting to correlate refrac performance with a 
group of field variables has often not been successful in selecting the best candidate wells 
for refracturing. Such an approach, even if it were successful, would be applicable only to 
the field in question, and would have to be re-evaluated for another field. Another reason 
for the poor performance of initial restimulation programs was their focus on 
underperforming wells. It was shown later that far from being ideal, this strategy results 
in poorer refracs than if refracturing candidate wells were randomly selected (Moore and 
Ramakrishnan 2006). Some authors have claimed that the best wells often make the best 
refrac candidates (Vincent 2010). 
It is evident from the literature that many factors control the success of refracs. 
This is precisely the reason why it is not possible to correlate successful refrac treatments 
with one or more well properties. In the discussion below we present a set of 
dimensionless groups that capture different aspects of well performance and reservoir 
depletion that we show correlate with the success of refracs. The dimensionless 
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formulation should allow the experience built on the physical parameters that impact 
refrac success to be at least partially transferred from one field to another. This approach 
is similar to production type-curve matching which can identify properties affecting the 
performance of individual wells such as permeability, skin and drainage area. But the 
noise inherent to field production data as well as the typical heterogeneity of tight sands 
can complicate the identification of a unique solution using type curves, making it labor-
intensive and subject to some interpretation bias (Reeves et al. 2000). 
 
2. DIMENSIONLESS CRITERIA 
The extent of stress reorientation from poroelastic effects and mechanical effects 
is the basis of the first criterion that is indicative of success in a refrac treatment. This 
criterion can be calculated to quantify the potential for the propagation of orthogonal 
refractures in a given field (Roussel and Sharma 2010). The next three criteria are 
specific to a given well. The production at early times can be compared to the 
theoretically predicted value for the well to quantify the quality of the completion (FCo). 
Production data from adjacent wells may be used to quantify the extent of depletion 
around the well of interest (RDep). Finally, the production decline at early times is an 
indication of reservoir quality and fracture design (DiD). For each criterion, a 
dimensionless number has been defined. The expressions of the five dimensionless 
numbers are summarized in Table 5.1. 
 
2.1. Stress Reorientation Numbers, Πporo and Πmech 
There are two known contributors to stress reorientation around induced fractures: 
mechanical and poroelastic effects (Fig. 5.1) (Warpinski and Branagan 1989). 
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Mechanical stress reorientation results from the opening of a propped fracture. The 
stresses increase more in the direction perpendicular to the fracture than parallel to it. 
Initially, the maximum horizontal stress is parallel to the first fracture. If the stress 
contrast is small, the direction of maximum horizontal stress may be switched 90º in the 
vicinity of the fracture: this region is called the stress reversal region. Mechanical stress 
interference, often referred to as stress shadow, can play a very important role in the 
multi-stage fracturing of horizontal wells (Roussel and Sharma 2011). Similarly, pore 
pressure gradients may cause stress reorientation and even stress reversal. The reservoir 
is more depleted in the direction parallel to the fracture than perpendicular to it, causing 
the maximum horizontal stress to decrease faster than the minimum stress (Roussel and 
Sharma 2010; Singh et al. 2008; Weng and Siebrits 2007).  
Because the main stresses are switched in the vicinity of the fracture, the 
refracture will propagate orthogonally to the initial fracture until it reaches the isotropic 
point, after which it will gradually reorient parallel to the initial fracture (Fig. 5.2) 
(Siebrits and Elbel 1998). This allows the refracture to contact pressurized regions of the 
reservoir (Elbel and Mack 1993). Laboratory experiments (Liu et al. 2008) and field 
tiltmeter and microseismic measurements (Minner et al. 2002; Wright and Conant 1995) 
have demonstrated that the altered stress field around fractured wells causes the refracture 
to propagate in a different direction.  
The extent of the stress reversal region (Lf’) increases as Πporo and Πmech decrease. 
Practically, it means that the smaller the stress reorientation number, the more the 
refracture will propagate in under-depleted regions of the reservoir, which means a better 
production rate and access to additional reserves. The potential for poroelastic stress 
reorientation is quantified by the ratio of the in-situ stress contrast and the stress contrast 
generated by pore pressure gradients (Eq. (5.1)). A field having a low value of the stress 
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contrast and a high value of the pressure drawdown will be susceptible to stress 




Similarly, to quantify the potential for mechanical stress reorientation Πmech, we 
define the ratio of the in-situ stress contrast and the net closing pressure of a propped 
fracture (Eq. (5.2)) as a dimensionless group. The net pressure can be expressed 
analytically for a 2D semi-infinite fracture (Sneddon 1946):    
 (5.2) 
  
Similarly to the poroelastic stress reorientation number, the field’s potential for 
mechanical stress reorientation increases as Πmech decreases. Eq. (5.2) is expressed as a 
function of the propped fracture width, which is not a typical input parameter. Assuming 
that the proppant is uniformly distributed inside a fracture of constant width, the fracture 
width can be substituted by the sand weight pumped during a frac job using Eq. (5.3): 
 (5.3) 
  
The final expression of Πmech is function of the size of the fracturing treatment, the 
rock mechanical properties and the dimensions of the designed fracture (Eq. (5.4)). 
Among the factors that favor mechanical stress reorientation are a small stress contrast, a 




2.2. Well Completion Number, FCo 
The production of a well is reported on a daily or monthly basis. Its initial value, 
the first-month cumulative production, is a good indication of the quality of the initial 
completion. This quantity may be compared to a value calculated from existing analytical 
expressions for the designed fracturing job, in a given field. As a result, FCo should be 
confined between 0 and 1, the latter representing an ideal completion. 
According to Guppy et al. (1981), the early-time behavior of a fractured vertical 
gas well producing at constant pressure may be calculated analytically by a linear flow 
approximation in the case of high conductivity fractures (Eq. (5.5)), or by a bilinear flow 







After integrating the analytical expression of the early-time flow rate of a 
producing fracture over the first month of production, we obtain the expressions of the 
fracture completion number for the high-conductivity (Eq. (5.7)) and low-conductivity 
(Eq. (5.8)) fracture approximations with variables expressed in oil field units. The details 








Since the first-month cumulative production is a function of reservoir properties, 
FCo in high-conductivity fractures (Eq. (5.7)) is the physical representation of the real 
propped fracture length resulting from the completion over the designed length of the 
fracture (Fig. 5.3). On the other hand, the effect of fracture length on the cumulative 
production is negligible for low-conductivity fractures (Eq. (5.8)). Thus, the fracture 
completion number is a measure of how the conductivity of the propped fracture in a 
given well differs from its ideal value (Fig. 5.4).  
 
2.3. Reservoir Depletion Number, RDep 
Production data from neighboring wells can be used to quantify the extent of 
depletion around a given well (Fig. 5.5). The extent of reservoir depletion in the vicinity 
of a well is a function of the reservoir parameters, the distance separating the well of 
interest from its neighbors and their cumulative production. We propose the following 
expression for the depletion number (Eq. (5.9)). The derivation of the reservoir depletion 
number is given in Appendix B: 
 (5.9) 
  
The reservoir depletion number is bounded between 0 and 1. Proximity and 
efficient production of the neighboring wells should lead to a high value of RDep. The 
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potential for the refracture to gain access to higher pressurized rock should be higher 
when the reservoir depletion number is low. 
 
2.4. Production Decline Number, DiD 
The last criterion is the initial production decline in the well with the initial 
fracture. The production decline number reflects the extent and quality of the reservoir. 
Smaller decline rates indicate larger reservoir drainage volumes and / or better quality 
rock. The slope of production decline at the time when the well is put to production is 
calculated (Fig. 5.6). The decline rate has dimensions of inverse of time (Eq. (5.10)): 
 (5.10) 
  
The initial production decline is calculated through a graphical method. Assuming 
that production during the first 12 months can be modeled by a hyperbolic production 
decline model (Eq. (5.11)), the inverse of the decline rate is inversely proportional to time 
(Eq. (5.12); Walsh and Lake 2003). The initial production decline is the intercept of the 





The dimensionless decline is defined as the product of the initial production 




3. SELECTION OF CANDIDATE WELLS FOR REFRACTURING IN THE WATTENBERG FIELD 
Activity in the Wattenberg field, located in the Denver-Julesburg basin, has 
occurred mostly in the J-Sand, Codell and Niobrara formations. The Codell formation is a 
low-permeability and clay-rich sandstone. It is fairly thin (between 10 and 20 feet thick) 
and produces gas and condensate, with little to no water (Wolhart et al. 2007). Production 
and stimulation data from the Codell tight gas formation were analyzed using the 
dimensionless numbers defined in the previous section. After cleaning up, production 
data from 300 wells was selected, including 170 refractured wells.  
We plotted the additional ultimate recovery in barrels equivalent as a function of 
the amount of proppant and water pumped during the refracturing treatment (Figs. 5.8 
and 5.9). No obvious trend was identified. These plots demonstrate the difficulty in 
correlating refrac performance to individual parameters of the refracturing treatment, and 
also suggest that not just the completion but also reservoir parameters may influence the 
success of refracturing. 
 
3.1. Wattenberg’s Field Potential for Stress Reorientation 
To quantify the potential of the Wattenberg field for stress reorientation, Πporo and 
Πmech are calculated. Both quantities are below 0.1, which is a value above which stress 
reorientation is unlikely to happen. For instance, if the pressure drawdown is equal to 
3000 psi, a Πporo of 0.1 would correspond to a stress contrast of approximately 300 psi, 
which is a moderately high value of stress contrast. 
  
  
The lower value of Πmech is an indication that mechanical stress reorientation 
should predominate over poroelastic effects. This is confirmed by a calculation of the 
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extent of the stress reversal region around a typical Codell tight gas well in the 
Wattenberg field described in Table 5.2 (Fig 5.10). The numerical model including the 
contributions of both the displacement of the fracture walls and pressure gradients is used 
to calculate stress reorientation in the Codell tight gas formation in the Wattenberg field. 
The distance separating the isotropic point from the initial fracture (Lf’) is higher because 
of mechanical effects than it is from poroelastic effects.  
As shown earlier in Chapter 4, a thin pay zone tends to favor mechanical stress 
reorientation. In the particular case of the Codell formation, height is generally confined 
between 15 and 25 ft (Wolhart et al. 2007). The other two reservoir parameters 
controlling the balance between mechanical and poroelastic effects are the reservoir 
pressure and the Young’s modulus. 
Quantifying the potential for stress reorientation, which can vary significantly 
from one field to another, may be useful not only for candidate well selection but also to 
determine well spacing during field design. If the spacing between wells is too large, 
hydrocarbons may be left undrained. Conversely, if wells are spaced too close to each 
other, the incremental production from refracturing may be negatively affected. Careful 
consideration of the potential extent of stress reversal when designing the well pattern 
and spacing, may improve the recovery efficiency after refracturing and minimize initial 
field development costs. 
 
3.2. Refracture Reorientation in the Wattenberg Field: Validation of the Numerical 
Model of the Extent of Stress Reversal 
Tiltmeter measurements conducted during the refracturing of five Codell tight gas 
wells in the Wattenberg field confirm that the direction of refractures differ from the one 
of the initial fracture treatment (Fig. 5.11). The measured values of the fracture 
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reorientation (from the in-situ direction of maximum stress, which is N66°E) are 
indicated in Table 5.3. The average change in azimuth was measured to be slightly over 
20º. 
Using the numerical model of the extent of stress reversal around a fractured 
vertical well, it is possible to calculate the trajectory of the refracture and compare its 
angle of deviation from direction of the initial fracture to the values measured in the 
Wattenberg field. Since we do not explicitly model fracture propagation in this study, the 
present calculation is only meant to be a first-order estimation.   
The trajectory of the refracture is modeled according to assumptions that are 
detailed in the section 5.2 of Chapter 4. These assumptions are summarized below: 
• The length of the refracture is assumed to be equal to the fracture length (2Lf). 
• The refracture propagates orthogonally to the initial fracture inside the stress 
reversal region of extent Lf’. 
• In order to take into account the gradual turning of the refracture as it exist the 
stress reversal region, an additional portion of orthogonal propagation (equal 
to 0.5 Lf’) is represented. 
 
Fig. 5.10 shows that the stress reversal region may extend up to 65 ft from the 
initial fracture when both poroelastic and mechanical effects are modeled. Following the 
assumptions expressed above, the refracture may propagate orthogonally to the initial 
fracture for a distance equal to 1.5 times the extent of the stress reversal region. The 
refracture then is assumed to propagate parallel to the initial fracture during the 
remaining length (Lf - 1.5Lf’). The calculation of the angle of fracture reorientation, based 
on the results of our numerical model and the assumptions made previously, is shown in 





The final result (14°) is close to the field measured value but still inferior. If 
mechanical effects are neglected (Lf’= 42 ft), the prediction of the angle of refracture 
reorientation is reduced to as low as 8°. It is, therefore, important to consider both effects 
when calculating the angle of stress reorientation. 
The combined use of simple assumptions on the geometry of the refracture and of 
the numerical model of coupled poroelastic and mechanical stress reorientation, may 
provide a good approximation of the degree of refracture reorientation to be expected in a 
given field.  
 
3.3. Optimum Time-Window for Refracturing 
The timing of the stress reorientation should also be considered in the planning of 
refracturing operations. As illustrated in Fig. 5.10, taking into account both mechanical 
and poroelastic effects, makes a significant impact on the optimum time for refracturing 
(6 months instead of 21 days). Even more important is the evolution of the stress reversal 
region after the optimum time for refracturing. When only poroelastic effects are 
considered, stress reversal goes back to 0 after less than a year of production. Conversely 
when mechanical effects are added, the extent of stress reversal may still be higher than 
50 ft after five years of production, and higher than 43 ft after ten years of production. 
Thus, significant opportunities for refracturing may still exist long past the 
optimum time for refracturing, which is equal to 6 months in the present case. But 
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planning refracturing treatments closer to the optimum time-window may provide a 
higher incremental recovery.  
 
3.4. Impact of the Well Completion (FCo) and Production Decline Numbers (DiD) and 
the Reservoir Depletion Number (RDep) on Refrac Performance 
The dimensionless fracture conductivity is computed to be 13.1 for the Codell 
formation and the designed fracture (Table 5.1). Because FCD is lower than 100π, the gas 
flow at early production times can be estimated by assuming bilinear flow (Fig. 5.13). 
The fracture completion number (FCo) is the ratio of the field measured value of the 
cumulative production after the first month and the predicted theoretical value of the 
designed fracture, which is calculated using Eq. (5.8) and equal to 36,190 MSCF.  
After verifying that the field has potential to propagate a secondary fracture 
orthogonal to the initial fracture, we applied the defined dimensionless numbers to detect 
trends in the production data. We plotted the incremental recovery from refracturing 
versus the completion number of the initial fracture (Fig. 5.14). There is no obvious 
correlation. However, we notice the presence of a group of successful refracs located at 
low completion numbers and at high completion numbers.  As a result of the two distinct 
trends, we decided to study low completion number wells separately (FCo<0.1).  
For the group of wells having a completion number smaller than 0.1, we 
identified a correlation between the incremental recovery and the initial production 
decline Di (Fig. 5.15). Note that this relationship does not apply to wells having a higher 
completion number. This trend probably captures the impact of reservoir quality on the 
refracturing success of failed completions.  
The completion number of the refracture (RFCo) looks to be influenced by the 
quality of the initial completion, in wells with a fracture completion number higher than 
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0.1 (Fig. 5.16). This trend supports the hypothesis that stress reorientation is primarily 
responsible for the success of the refracs in the Codell formation. The extent of the stress 
reversal region is very sensitive to the length of the initial fracture, and is even directly 
proportional to it in the case of poroelastic stress reorientation (Roussel and Sharma 
2010). As a result, we can expect refracture reorientation to be most severe for the 
longest initial fractures, thus the most productive initial completions. This graph confirms 
that in the Codell tight gas formation, stress reorientation plays a large role in the success 
of refracturing operations. We expect the correlation between refrac success and initial 
completion performance to be most pronounced in fields for which the stress 
reorientation numbers Πporo and Πmech are low. 
The trend of Fig. 5.16 can be improved when taking into account the nature of the 
production decline. The best correlation is obtained when the completion number of the 
refrac is plotted versus the initial completion over the square root of the dimensionless 
production decline (Fig. 5.17). The best candidates for refracturing correspond to the 
highest values of the new dimensionless quantity. More than the refrac completion 
number, the incremental recovery is the quantity that is of practical importance. Not 
surprisingly, high flow rates following refracturing generally translate to high values of 
the incremental recovery (Fig. 5.18). Not only does the quality of the refrac matter, but 
the amount of depletion in the vicinity of the well also influences incremental recovery 
(Fig. 5.19). We recommend that wells having high values of the reservoir depletion 
number (RDep>0.2) should not be refraced. 
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3.5. Decision Method for the Selection of Candidate Wells for Refracturing 
The framework for selecting the ideal candidates for refracturing is summarized 
in a decision algorithm (Fig. 5.20). The first step is to calculate stress reorientation 
numbers to verify the potential for stress reorientation in the field of interest. Two groups 
of successful refractures were identified in the previous section, one for low values of the 
fracture completion number, and the other one for high values of FCo. For failed 
completions, the wells having low values of the initial production decline (Di < 0.1 
month-1) were shown to lead to the most successful refracturing treatments. A typical 
production profile of a well belonging to the first group of refrac candidates is shown in 
Fig. 5.21.  
For wells having a fracture completion number higher than 0.1, FCo/√DiD and RDep 
are calculated and the second group of successful refractures exists for low values of 
these dimensionless quantities (respectively 0.1 and 0.2). Fig. 5.22 shows the production 
profile of a well fitting the description above. 
The cut-off values of the decision algorithm will in all likelihood be field 
dependent. But the dimensionless framework should allow the cut-off values proposed in 
this study to be first-order estimates when considering refracturing for the first time in a 
given field. They can further be adjusted to the measured performance of the refracturing 
treatments. Also, it must be noted that there is no particular reason for choosing the 
variable group FCo/√DiD except that it gave us the best correlation in the Wattenberg field. 
Different values of the exponent on FCo and DiD may work better in different fields. 
The average additional recovery in wells selected by the proposed decision 
algorithm is 22,625 barrels of oil equivalent, which is 35% higher than the average 
additional recovery of all refractured wells (16,744 bble). If the decision algorithm 
successfully selected the best refracturing candidates, it also included under-performing 
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refracs. It may be because some of the wells were not restimulated according to optimal 
practices. Indeed, this study did not discriminate based on fracturing practices, but solely 
on the performance of the initial fracturing treatment and the level of depletion in the 
vicinity of the well of interest. Coupling the proposed decision method with a careful 
analysis of the best fracturing parameters for a given field and reservoir rock could 
further improve the performance of refracturing treatments. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
A novel framework for the selection of candidate wells for refracturing has been 
presented, based on five dimensionless quantities. These variables are calculated from 
known reservoir properties and production data. They quantify the impacts of stress 
reorientation, of the initial completion performance, of the reservoir quality, and of the 
reservoir depletion by neighboring wells on the expected incremental recovery from a 
refracturing treatment. 
The proposed well selection method was applied to a case study of refracturing of 
Codell tight gas wells in the Wattenberg field. The major findings are summarized below: 
• Two groups of successful refractures were identified: (a) ineffective initial 
completions showing small initial production decline and (b) long initial 
fractures surrounded by under-depleted rocks.   
• The strong correlation between the fracture completion number and the 
incremental recovery after refracturing suggests the central role played by 
stress reorientation in the success of refracs. 
• The performance of the wells selected by the decision algorithm is 35% higher 
than a random selection. 
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Because of the dimensionless formulation, the model may be used in any 
reservoir and field, and may prove particularly useful in fields where refracturing 
experience is limited. In addition to being a selection method, it also provides quantified 








































Table 5.1 – List of five dimensionless numbers used in the proposed refracturing 


























Poisson’s Ratio ν   0.2  σhmin (psi)  5900 

































Fig. 5.1 – Stress reversal from mechanical and poroelastic effects 
 
 












Fig. 5.5 – Geometry of neighboring wells: (a) random distribution and (b) four wells at 
the corners of the depletion area  
 
 








Fig. 5.8 – Additional ultimate recovery from the refracture is not correlated with the 
weight of proppant pumped 
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Fig. 5.10 – Extent of stress reversal (Lf’) versus production time for a Codell tight gas 
well in the Wattenberg field 
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Fig. 5.11 – Direction of initial fractures and refractures in J-sand and Codell wells from 
tiltmeter measurements in the Wattenberg field (Wolhart et al. 2007) 
 
 
Fig. 5.12 – Calculation of the angle of deviation of the refracture from the direction of the 
initial fracture based on the size of the stress reversal region  
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Fig. 5.13 – Estimated production rate and cumulative production of a typical fractured 
vertical well in the Wattenberg field (bilinear flow approximation) 
 
 
Fig. 5.14 – Additional ultimate recovery from the refracture as a function of the well 
completion number (FCo) 
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Fig. 5.15 – Additional ultimate recovery from the refracture as a function of the initial 




Fig. 5.16 – Refracture completion number as a function of the well completion number 
(FCo > 0.1) 
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Fig. 5.17 – Refracture completion number as a function of the well completion and 
production decline numbers (FCo/√DiD) 
 
 
Fig. 5.18 – Additional ultimate recovery from the refracture as a function of the refracture 
completion number (RFCo) 
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Fig. 5.19 – Additional ultimate recovery from the refracture as a function of the refracture 
completion number and the reservoir depletion number (RFCo/√RDep) 
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Fig. 5.21 – Typical production profile of a well selected for refracturing: FCo < 0.1 and Di 
< 0.1  
 
 
Fig. 5.22 – Typical production profile of a well selected for refracturing: FCo > 0.1, 
FCo/√DiD > 0.1 and RDep < 0.2 
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CHAPTER 6: STRATEGIES FOR THE MULTIPLE FRACTURING 
OF HORIZONTAL WELLS 
The opening of a propped transverse fracture in horizontal wells causes a 
reorientation of stresses in its neighborhood, which in turn affects the direction of 
propagation of subsequent fractures. This phenomenon, often referred to as stress 
shadowing, can negatively impact the efficiency of each frac stage. By mapping the angle 
of stress reorientation and the horizontal deviatoric stress in multi-fractured horizontal 
wells, we offer some insight on the completion designs that will (a) minimize induced 
fracture spacing without compromising the efficiency of each frac stage and (b) 
effectively stimulate natural fractures in the vicinity of the created fracture. 
The understanding and quantification of the mechanical stress interference 
generated during the stimulation of horizontal wells is crucial toward the improvement of 
shale gas reservoir drainage. A 3-D geomechanical model was used to demonstrate the 
superiority of novel single-well and multi-lateral completion strategies. 
It is shown that stress interference, or reorientation, increases with the number of 
fractures created and also depends on the sequence of fracturing. Three fracturing 
sequences are investigated for a typical field case in the Barnett shale: (a) consecutive 
fracturing, (b) alternate fracturing and (c) simultaneous fracturing of adjacent wells. The 
numerical calculation of the fracture spacing required to avoid fracture deviation during 
propagation, for all three fracturing techniques, demonstrate the potential advantages of 
alternate fracture sequencing and zipper-fracs to improve the performance of stimulation 
treatments in horizontal wells.  
Transverse fractures initiated from a horizontal well may deviate toward or away 
from the previous fracture depending on the mechanical properties of the reservoir rock, 
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fracture spacing, and the orientation of the previous fracture. Using a numerical model 
allowing non-transverse fractures (those that deviate from the orthogonal path), we show 
that some induced fractures propagate into previously stimulated areas during the 
consecutive fracturing of a Barnett shale well, thus decreasing the reservoir drainage 
efficiency of the frac treatment. The observed net pressure trend matches field 
observations during fracturing and microseismic measurements. 
The alternate sequencing of transverse fractures as well as multi-lateral 
completions were recognized to be effective ways to enhance natural fracture stimulation, 
by allowing fracture stages to experience a smaller stress contrast during propagation. 
More importantly, it is shown that net fracturing pressure data measured in the field can 
be used to detect mechanical interference between multiple transverse fractures and 
optimize fracture spacing for a specific well. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The rapid development of shale gas in North America can be tied to the 
combination of horizontal drilling and multi-stage fracturing. The spacing between 
fractures and perforation clusters as well as the ability to stimulate the fractures naturally 
present in the rock are thought to be major factors in the success of horizontal 
completions in shale gas reservoirs.  
In very low permeability reservoirs such as the Barnett shale, it is crucial to 
minimize the spacing between fractures in order to achieve commercial production rates 
and an optimum depletion of the reservoir (Cipolla et al. 2009). It has been observed in 
many fields that increasing the number of fractures (to a point) leads to higher initial 
production rates and presumably better drainage of the reservoir. But the mechanical 
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stress perturbation created by the opening of a propped-open fracture has been identified 
to be a limiting factor in the spacing of transverse fractures in horizontal completions 
(Soliman et al. 1997, 2008; Cheng 2009). Indeed, great attention should be given to avoid 
stress interference between transverse fractures and ensure transverse fracture growth 
(Bunger et al. 2011). Microseismic measurements confirm the existence of a stress 
shadowing effect during horizontal completions (Fisher et al. 2004; Mayerhofer et al. 
2006).  
One of the key questions that needs to be answered is: what is the optimum 
number of fractures that should be placed to maximize both the hydrocarbon rates and 
reservoir drainage? In this chapter we address the question posed above by showing how 
stress interference can lead to sub-optimal fracture placement.  
For the past few years, most new wells drilled in the Barnett shale, and other shale 
and tight gas plays, have been horizontal wells. Slickwater fracturing is the primary 
technique used to hydraulically fracture these wells. The horizontal well is generally 
fractured multiple times, one fracture at a time, starting from the toe. More recently, new 
stimulation techniques have been investigated to improve the reservoir volume 
effectively stimulated, or SRV (Mayerhofer et al. 2010). The simultaneous fracturing of 
two or more parallel adjacent wells, such as simul-fracs or zipper-fracs, aim to generate a 




2. NUMERICAL MODEL 
The model geometry, governing equations, and the boundary conditions are all 
detailed in the section 2 of Chapter 3. The main difference in this chapter is the fact that 
multiple transverse fractures are sequentially opened. 
 
2.1. Multiple Transverse Fracture Model 
After the first fracture is created, its geometry is fixed (no displacement of the 
fracture walls is allowed). We assume that the compression of the proppant placed inside 
previous fractures is negligible as subsequent fractures are opened. Subsequent transverse 
fractures are modeled using boundary conditions similar to the first fracture (Fig. 6.1).  
It is observed that the net pressure required to achieve a specified fracture width 
increases with each additional fracture. Instead of specifying a displacement boundary 
condition, an iterative process was used to determine, for each fracture, the net pressure 
corresponding to a given maximum fracture width w0. An initial value of the net pressure 
applied on the fracture walls is estimated using the analytical expression of Sneddon 
(1946) for a semi-infinite fracture (Eq. (6.1)): 
 (6.1) 
  
Because the fracture is of finite length, the initial value of the net closure stress, 
calculated for a semi-infinite fracture, is an underestimate. To converge toward the value 
of the net closure stress corresponding to the prescribed maximum fracture width w0input, 
the next value of applied net closure stress is interpolated from the numerically calculated 




with k, the step number. 
(6.2) 
  
When the calculated value of maximum fracture width (w0model) approaches the 
input value (w0input) within a certain error range, convergence is achieved. The evolution 
of the net closure stress in the sequential fracturing of a horizontal well is described in 
more details in the section 5 of this chapter. 
 
3. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO MULTIPLE HYDRAULIC FRACTURES IN 
HORIZONTAL WELLS 
The quantification of the extent of the stress reversal region around a propped-
open fracture is critical in the design of multiple hydraulic fractures in horizontal wells. 
In low permeability reservoirs such as shales in which the slow depletion allows for short 
spacing between sequential fractures, great attention should be given to avoid stress 
interference between transverse fractures. The model of mechanical stress reorientation 
from multiple transverse fractures is applied to the case of the Barnett shale. Values of 
the reservoir and fracture parameters are provided in Table 6.1. The dimensions of the 
opened cracks (height, length and width) are similar for all fractures. 
Poroelastic effects due to the leak-off of the fracturing fluid into the reservoir are 
neglected in this study, due to the very low permeability of the shale and the small 
amount of fluid leak-off during fracturing. 
 
3.1. Definition of the Minimum Fracture Spacing 
As can be seen in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, a stress reorientation of 90o occurs in the 
vicinity of the transverse fracture. This region is called the stress reversal region. The 
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minimum fracture spacing can be defined as the distance between the fracture and the end 
of the stress reversal region, also known as the isotropic point. This is shown as s90o in 
Fig. 6.3. No refracturing should be done within s90o. In this stress reversal region, the 
direction of maximum horizontal stress is parallel to the horizontal well, which would 
lead the refracture to either grow longitudinal to the well, or screen out as the change in 
fracture orientation is very rapid. The gain in production and new reserves will be very 
limited.  
Even when refracturing is done past s90o, refracture propagation is affected by 
previous fractures. If a fracture is initiated just outside of the stress reversal region, it will 
propagate away from the previous fracture, following the direction of maximum 
horizontal stress. This fracture reorientation decreases as fracture spacing increases. The 
distances between subsequent fractures needed to limit fracture deviations from the 
orthogonal plane to less than 5o and 10o are respectively defined as s5o and s10o (Fig. 6.3). 
Note that the presence of natural fractures, and their effect on fracture propagation, is not 
modeled. In the situation where the natural fractures are mainly oriented perpendicular to 
the direction of maximum horizontal stress (as in the Barnett shale), the direction of 
propagation of hydraulic fractures may significantly deviate from the preferential 
direction, in particular when stress anisotropy is low (Olson and Dahi-Taleghani 2009).  
In very low permeability reservoirs such as the Barnett shale, it is desirable to 
minimize fracture spacing while at the same time ensuring transverse fracture growth, to 
efficiently access gas in the reservoir. This implies that the optimal fracture spacing 
should be just beyond the s5o contour. 
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3.2. Impact of Fracture Sequence on Fracture Spacing 
The stress interference caused by one transverse fracture is shown in Figs. 6.2 and 
6.3. Horizontal wells are, however, fractured multiple times. Thus, the values for the 
minimum fracture spacing provided in Fig. 6.3 are under-estimates (s90o=140 ft, s10o=320 
ft, and s5o=450 ft). The stress perturbation caused by each fracture is cumulative with the 
effect of all prior fractures. Therefore, stress interference (or reorientation) increases with 
the number of fractures and also depends on the sequence of fracturing. In this section, 
we will investigate and compare three fracturing sequences: (a) a conventional 
consecutive fracturing from toe to heel (Fig. 6.4), (b) sequencing the fractures alternately 
(Fig. 6.5), and (c) simultaneously fracturing two adjacent wells.      
   
3.2.1. Consecutive Fracturing (1-2-3-4-5…) 
When a horizontal well is consecutively fractured, the stress perturbation ahead of 
the latest fracture increases with each additional fracture (Soliman et al. 2008) until it 
reaches a maximum. This maximum state of stress reorientation in turn depends on the 
fracture spacing. The spacing between multiple transverse fractures has been adjusted so 
that the maximum value taken by s90o (extent of the stress reversal region) remains 
inferior to the fracture spacing (Fig. 6.6). The calculation of the stress perturbation ahead 
of the last fracture (n+1) of Fig. 6.6 provides a good estimate of the maximum state of 
stress reorientation, when taking into account the effect of multiple transverse fractures 
(Figs. 6.7 and 6.8). The spacing quantities corresponding to the maximum state of stress 
reorientation are summarized below: 
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In order to limit refracture deviation, the horizontal well corresponding to the 
values given in Table 6.1 should be refractured every 430 to 600 ft, which is equal to 1.4 
to 2 fracture heights. This calculation corroborates typical values of the recommended 
fracture spacing from field experience (Ketter et al. 2008). 
 
3.2.2. Alternate Fracturing Sequence (1-3-2-5-4…) 
If the sequence of fracture placement was altered to conduct fractures in the 
sequence 1-3-2-5-4, it is shown here that the fractures could be placed closer to each 
other. This proximity helps to most efficiently drain the reservoir by ensuring that the 
fractures remain transverse. The alternate fracturing sequence is also referred to as “the 
Texas two-step” method in the literature (Soliman et al. 2010). We recognize that this 
fracturing sequence may not be possible with current downhole tools and that special 
tools may need to be developed. However, our goal is to demonstrate the benefits of this 
alternate fracturing sequence compared to the sequential fractures currently being 
pumped. 
The new strategy consists of placing the second fracture at the location of what 
would traditionally be the third fracture. Perforations for the second fracture are placed at 
a distance greater than s5o. This ensures that its deviation from a transverse or 
perpendicular trajectory is minimal. In the first calculation (600-ft spacing, Figs. 6.9 and 
6.10), the direction of maximum horizontal stress is reversed along the whole interval 
separating the fractures. When the fracture spacing is increased to 650 ft, there is an 
interval where the stress distribution will force the third fracture to grow along a normal 
path intersecting the horizontal well at the middle point between previous fractures, 
where the reorientation angle is exactly equal to zero (Figs. 6.11 and 6.12). However, the 
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width of the acceptable interval for the new perforations is extremely narrow (20 ft). For 
a 700-ft spacing, the width of the refracturing interval is considerably increased (220 ft, 
Figs. 6.13 and 6.14). If the third fracture were to be initiated in this interval, the stress 
reorientation would favor transverse fracture growth. The location of this third fracture 
does not have to be exactly at the mid-point between the previous fractures. In fact, even 
if the fracture is initiated at some distance from the middle, it will follow a trajectory (as 
seen in the stress profiles, Fig. 6.14) that will force it to grow along the mid-plane 
between the previous fractures. 
For the last simulation, the fracture spacing is equal to 350 ft (1.17 times the 
fracture height) which is smaller than the recommended value for consecutive fracturing 
(s5o=600 ft). The practical advantage of this fracturing sequence, in addition to the fact 
that minimum fracture spacing is decreased compared to consecutive fracturing, is that 
stress reorientation is playing to our advantage, forcing the middle fracture to propagate 
in the optimum direction. 
 
3.2.3. Simultaneous Fracturing from Adjacent Wells (Zipper-fracs) 
The technique of zipper-fracs consists of simultaneously fracturing two parallel 
horizontal wells. In the particular case that was modeled, the spacing between adjacent 
wells is equal to the fracture length.  
The maximum state of stress reorientation for zipper-fracs was calculated 
following the same procedure than for a single well, shown in Fig. 6.15. Compared to 
consecutive fracturing of a single well, the fracture spacing needed to minimize fracture 
deviation (s10o, s5o) is reduced (Fig. 6.16):   
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It is shown that the extent of stress reversal around zipper-fracs is unchanged 
compared to the case of the single fracture (s90o=230 ft). However, the reoriented zone 
outside the stress reversal region significantly shrank (s10o=330<430 ft and s5o=400<600 
ft). This is due to the symmetry along the plane x =500 ft (middle plane between adjacent 
wells), where the reorientation angle is equal to zero. 
 
3.3. Impact of Fracture Sequence on Fracture Complexity 
Olson and Dahi-Taleghani (2009) showed that hydraulic fracture interaction with 
pre-existing natural fractures is a function of the relative net pressure Rn. This parameter 




High values of the relative net pressure Rn favor fracture path complexity. Thus, a 
hydraulic fracture propagating in a region of low stress contrast is likely to create larger 
networks of interconnected fractures. We calculated the local stress contrast along the 
direction of propagation of a transverse fracture for (a) the middle fracture in an alternate 
fracturing sequence and (b) consecutive fracturing.  
The average value of the horizontal stress contrast midway between two 
transverse fractures is plotted in Fig. 6.17. The stress contrast is lowest (18 psi) when the 
outside fractures are spaced 650 ft apart (sf = 325 ft). We have shown before that a 
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fracture spacing less than 325 ft does not allow propagating a middle fracture in the 
alternate fracturing sequence. Thus, the minimum fracture spacing in the alternate 
fracturing sequence is also predicted to be the optimum case for creating fracture 
complexity.  
A comparison of the local stress contrast seen by a propagating fracture along its 
direction of propagation, in the consecutive and alternate fracture sequence, demonstrates 
the superiority of the later sequence to generate fracture complexity (Fig. 6.18). The 
deviatoric stress approaches zero in the near wellbore region in the case of the optimum 
spacing in the alternate fracturing sequence (325 ft). Along the first half of propagation, 
the stress contrast remains lower than 10 psi, which is equal to 10% of the in-situ stress 
contrast (Fig. 6.18). It is only in the second half of the fracture propagation that the local 
stress contrast increases significantly. Thus, choosing the alternate fracturing sequence, 
we can expect high fracture complexity in the near-wellbore region as a result of the 
propagation of the “middle fracture”. The results of this study corroborate the 
conclusions of Soliman et al. (2010) on the stress anisotropy between two transverse 
fractures. 
 
4. MULTIPLE FRACTURING OF MULTIPLE HORIZONTAL LATERALS 
The study of the impact of the fracture sequence revealed that between two 
transverse fractures, if the spacing is large enough, it is possible for a middle fracture to 
be propagated in a region of (a) low stress contrast and (b) favorable direction of 
maximum horizontal stress. The literature has been recently reporting an increasing 
number of multi-lateral horizontal completions, especially in gas shales. So, it is relevant 
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to wonder whether an approach similar to the single-lateral alternate fracturing sequence 
could be applied to horizontal wells having multiple laterals. 
 
4.1. Fracture Sequence and Geometry in Multi-Lateral Horizontal Completions 
The geometry of a multiple fractured multi-lateral horizontal well is represented 
in Fig. 6.19. It may be described by the following variables: 
- Fracture dimensions Lf, hf 
- Fracture spacing sf 
- Inter-well spacing sw 
 
In an approach similar to the alternate fracturing sequence, the middle well (HW2) 
is used to propagate a fracture between two pairs of fractures previously initiated from 
the outside wells (HW1 and HW3). The same strategy may be adopted in any horizontal 
completions having an uneven number of laterals (and of course more than just one 
lateral). Such a strategy allows us to benefit from the propagation of a “middle fracture”, 
as in alternate fracturing completions, without the need for special downhole tools. 
Indeed, in each lateral, the fractures are initiated in a conventional consecutive fracturing 
sequence.  
 
4.2. Stress Distribution between Fractures Propagated from the Outside Laterals 
The stress distribution between two pairs of fractures propagated from the outside 
laterals HW1 and HW3 is shown in Fig. 6.20, for the reservoir properties and fracture 
geometry of Table 6.1, a fracture spacing sf equal to 600 ft and a well spacing sw equal to 
500 ft. The direction of maximum horizontal stress is reversed everywhere along the 
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outside laterals. Thus, the outside fractures 1 and 2 are too closely spaced to allow 
propagation of a transverse fracture from the outside laterals HW1 and HW3, similarly to 
the alternate fracturing sequence.  
When considering fracturing the center lateral, the direction of maximum 
horizontal stress still allows propagation of a transverse fracture. The distance of 
transverse propagation Ltransverse is maximum midway from the previous fractures and will 
be a function of not only the spacing between the outside fractures but also the inter-well 
spacing (sw). The zone of transverse fracture propagation can also be identified when 
plotting the angle of stress reorientation (Fig. 6.21). 
 
4.3. Optimum Fracture and Inter-Well Spacing 
After identifying the possibility of propagating a transverse middle fracture from 
the center lateral, we recorded the value of Ltransverse for different values of the fracture and 
inter-well spacing (Fig. 6.22). It is clear that if the wells are spaced too close to each 
other, the opportunity to propagate a transverse middle fracture from the center lateral 
may not exist at all (sw/Lf = 0.1). The length of transverse fracture propagation increases 
with inter-well spacing and reaches its maximum value when the inter-well spacing is at 
least equal to the fracture length (sw/Lf = 2). 
Ltransverse also increases with the spacing between the outside fractures (sf). 
Transverse fracture propagation is not affected if the fracture spacing is at least equal to 
twice the minimum fracture spacing in the alternate fracturing sequence (2sf = 650 ft). In 
this case, the stress reorientation angle is equal to zero everywhere along a line 
equidistant from the outside fractures. 
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The local stress contrast was recorded along the assumed propagation direction of 
the middle fracture (Fig. 6.23). This quantity is minimum for the minimum possible inter-
well spacing (sw/Lf = 1) and appears also to be more sensitive to the inter-well spacing 
than to the fracture spacing. Thus, the best practice for the positioning of the horizontal 
laterals is to place them close to each other, but not closer than a distance equal to the 
fracture half-height. Otherwise, the benefit of propagating long transverse fractures 
would be lost. Indeed, that may result in fracturing zones of the reservoir that are already 
stimulated. 
Looking back at Fig. 6.22, the distance of transverse fracture propagation is 
extremely sensitive to the fracture spacing when the inter-well spacing is small. 
Transverse propagation length is decreased by over 50% as the fracture spacing decreases 
from 650 ft to 600 ft, which is only a 50-ft spacing differential. So similarly to the case of 
the alternate fracturing sequence in a single well, the spacing between the outside 
fractures should at least be equal to 650 ft (for this specific set of parameters). Finally, the 
optimum multi-lateral completion strategy in a typical Barnett shale gas well is 
summarized below: 
   
The predicted values of the transverse fracture propagation and average stress 
contrast for the middle fracture are: 
  
We can finally note that while a 650-ft spacing may not be practical in an 
alternate fracturing sequence (as the refracturing interval is only 20-ft wide), this spacing 
would suffice in a multi-lateral completion. In the latter case, the middle fracture is 
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initiated from the middle well (and not from the outside well), where the refracturing 
interval is wide enough to allow fracture initiation from multiple perforation clusters. 
 
5. TRANSVERSE FRACTURES DEVIATING FROM THE ORTHOGONAL PATH 
So far, we have modeled fractures perfectly orthogonal to the horizontal wells. In 
order to truly quantify the evolution of the direction of propagation of consecutive 
transverse fractures, it is imperative to allow the transverse fracture to deviate from the 
orthogonal path. Contrary to the previous section, we allow the fractures to deviate from 
the orthogonal path and propagate away and toward the previous fracture. The strategy 
consists in calculating the additional stress caused by a fracture at the spot of the 
subsequent fracture as well as the fracture trajectory. 
We investigated the effect of fracture spacing on the propagation direction of 
multiple transverse fractures in the Barnett shale. 
 
5.1. Validation of the Modeling Strategy 
Model simplifications must be made in order to tackle this problem. As opposed 
to perfectly orthogonal fractures, multiple inclined fractures are challenging to model on 
a single numerical mesh. In a finite difference model, the geometry of all fractures must 
be set from the beginning, which may be very difficult, as the angle of propagation of 
subsequent transverse fractures may depend on the mechanical stress perturbation 
generated by the previous fractures.  This would require a complex and time consuming 
re-meshing after every single fracture stage. 
In a simplified approach, the net closure stress and the propagation direction are 
calculated in the vicinity of the previous fracture (Fig. 6.24). At each fracturing stage, the 
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stress created by the propped fracture in the direction perpendicular to it is computed at 
some distance from the fracture. The net closure stress in the subsequent fracture is equal 
to the net closure stress of a single transverse fracture (without stress shadow) plus the 
stresses generated by the previous fracture (Eq. (6.4)): 
 (6.4) 
  
Based on the stress distribution around a transverse fracture, we can track the 
trajectory of the subsequent fracture assuming that it will follow the direction of 
maximum horizontal stress. The average angle of deviation from the orthogonal 
trajectory, θf(sf), is then calculated from the coordinates of the final fracture position (Fig. 
6.24). 
In order to validate this approach, we calculated the increase in net fracturing 
pressure in a numerical model including four subsequently opened transverse fractures, 
each of them perfectly orthogonal to the well, for three different values of the fracture 
spacing (Fig. 6.1). The net pressure profile calculated in the single-fracture 
approximation fits the one from the more complicated, multiple-fracture model (Fig. 
6.25). It means that to a first order, each transverse fracture “sees” the mechanical 
interference created by only the previous fracture. Note that this approach still allows the 
net fracturing pressure to build up with each new transverse fracture as the result of the 
opening of multiple previous fractures. 
 
5.2. Propagation Direction of Consecutive Transverse Fractures  
For a 400-ft fracture spacing, transverse fractures propagate away from the 
previous fracture with a small angle of deviation from the orthogonal path (less than 2o) 
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(Fig. 6.26), as expected from the stress reorientation profile shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 
(simulated using the same parameters). When the spacing is reduced to 300 ft, the 
average angle of deviation from the orthogonal path increases to a little over 5o (Fig. 
6.27). Contrary to what may have been expected, the angle of deviation from the 
orthogonal path does not increase with each new transverse fracture. We note that after 
stage 4, the average angle of deviation converges toward a value θf = 5.7o. A closer look 
at the fracture trajectory shows that after stage 5, the fracture initially propagates toward 
the previous fracture. Then at some distance from the wellbore, the fracture starts 
propagating away from the previous fracture. Plotting the stress distribution around a 
non-transverse fracture reveals the explanation behind this non-trivial trend (Fig. 6.28). 
It is indeed possible to draw a zone where the subsequent fracture will be attracted 
by the previous fracture, and another zone where the fracture will propagate away from 
the previous fracture. The size of the attraction zone will be a function of the net pressure, 
the in-situ stress contrast and the average angle of deviation from the orthogonal path. In 
the present example, stage 5 is initiated within the attraction zone of the previous stage, 
thus fracture 5 initially propagates back toward fracture 4 until it leaves the attraction 
zone (Fig. 6.28). 
As the fracture spacing is decreased to 250 ft the extent of fracture deviation is 
larger (Fig. 6.29). For instance, stages 2, 5 and 8 propagate away from the previous 
fracture at an angle θf > 5o. But what stands out the most is the fact that under a critical 
value of the fracture spacing, the attraction zones associated with fractures 2, 5 and 8 
cause three fracture stages (3, 5 and 9) to intersect previous fractures. The practical 
consequence of such intersections is a less efficient drainage of the reservoir, even though 
the fractures are initiated closer to each other. Additionally, it may be noted that to 
calculate the trajectory of fractures 4, 7 and 10, a geometry including the presence of the 
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two previous fractures is simulated. For instance, the direction of propagation of fracture 
4 is affected by the stress distribution calculated in the vicinity of the fracture system 
consisting of intersecting fractures 2 and 3 (Fig. 6.30).  
Fracture propagation maps were also calculated for a 200-ft and a 150-ft fracture 
spacing (Figs. 6.31 and 6.32). In these cases, the “unsuccessful” stages not only intersect 
the previous fracture but propagate longitudinally along the horizontal well. For such 
small values of the fracture spacing, unsuccessful fractures are initiated within the stress 
reversal region of the previous fracture, which is located inside the attraction zone 
associated with the previous fracture (Fig. 6.28). In the present example (150-ft spacing), 
only every other fracturing stage effectively stimulates the shale, thus leaving significant 
portions of the reservoir inadequately drained. Calculated trajectories of sequential 
transverse fractures recall propagation patterns obtained by Olson (2008) who modeled 
the actual propagation (simultaneous and sequential) of multiple transverse fractures 
using a displacement discontinuity, boundary element technique.  
Fig. 6.33 illustrates the impact of fracture spacing on the angle of deviation from 
the orthogonal path. Below a critical value of the fracture spacing, the efficiency of 
fracturing stages is negatively affected as shown by the large variations in deviation 
angles. As a matter of fact, the gain in reservoir drainage area may be marginal compared 
to the additional cost represented by an increased number of fracture stages. This result 
suggests that because of mechanical stress interference, spacing transverse fractures ever 
closer to each other may not be a desirable completion strategy. Indeed the fractures need 
to be spaced sufficiently far away that they do not intersect each other. 
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5.3. Use of Net Fracturing Pressure Data to Detect Stress Shadowing and Optimize 
Fracture Spacing 
Fig. 6.34 illustrates the impact of fracture spacing on the evolution of the net 
closure stress.  As shown in Fig. 15, for fracture spacings of 400 ft and 300 ft, the net 
closure stress only increases with each new stage until reaching a plateau. However for 
the 250, 200 and 150 foot fracture spacings, the net pressure profile features an up-and-
down trend.   
We observe that counting the number of times the net fracturing pressure 
decreases from one stage to another indicates the number of unsuccessful fracture stages 
identified in the maps of fracture propagation (Figs. 6.29, 6.31 and 6.32). The decrease in 
the fracture closure stress (from one stage to another) is a consequence of the smaller 
mechanical stress interference (stress shadow) generated by the previous fracture when 
propagating into stimulated regions of the reservoir instead of propagating orthogonal to 
the well. In the extreme case of the smallest spacing, while the designed value is 150 ft, 
the effective spacing is only equal to 300 ft, as every other fracture is longitudinal with 
respect to the wellbore. This means that doubling the number of frac stages (compared to 
the 300-ft spacing case) may result in little improvement in well production and reservoir 
drainage.  
When compared to previous work on the mechanical interaction of multiple 
transverse fractures, the new results confirm the effect of fracture spacing on the rise in 
net fracturing pressure as predicted by Roussel and Sharma (2010) and Vermylen and 
Zoback (2011). However, allowing deviation from the orthogonal path reveals new trends 
in the evolution of the net closure stress. Several field measurements brought to our 
attention show trends that are similar to those reported above. These will be the subject of 
a future publication. The net fracturing pressure data measured during each fracturing job 
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can now be used as a diagnostic tool to suggest changes in the designed fracture spacing 
of future completions (Roussel and Sharma 2011). 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The multiple-fracture model presented in this chapter can be applied to estimate 
values of the minimum and optimum fracture spacing in horizontal wells for a given set 
of reservoir properties, well and fracture design, and fracturing sequence. Values for the 
recommended fracture spacing for an example case of the Barnett shale are presented in 
Table 6.2 for three possible fracturing sequences: (a) consecutive fracturing, (b) alternate 
fracturing and (c) simultaneous fracturing of adjacent wells. The last two techniques 
make it possible to shrink the stress reorientation region, thus significantly reducing the 
fracture spacing needed to limit fracture deviation from the desired orthogonal path. 
Based on the results of the simulations, we can summarize our recommendations 
as follows: 
• To avoid longitudinal fractures, the minimum fracture spacing must be 
larger than s90o. The model presented here allows us to obtain reliable 
estimates of s90o for a given set of reservoir and fracture properties. 
• To ensure transverse fractures and avoid deviation of the fracture from its 
orthogonal path, the fracture spacing should be larger than s5o which can 
be calculated from the model. 
• The alternate fracturing method offers the potential to enhance fracture 
complexity through the propagation of a “middle fracture” in a region of 
low stress contrast and may decrease minimum fracture spacing.  
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• Alternate fracturing also presents the important advantage of forcing the 
“middle fracture” to propagate along the orthogonal plane midway 
between the previous two fractures. 
• The development of technologies allowing the alternate fracturing 
technique to be applied in the field may prove beneficial to the 
performance of stimulation treatments in horizontal wells.      
• Under a critical value of the spacing during consecutive fracturing, some 
fracture stages intersect previous fractures, thus reducing the efficiency of 
reservoir drainage. 
• Multi-lateral completions allow benefits similar to alternate fracturing 
without the need for special downhole tools. Fractures initiated from the 
middle well propagate in a region of low stress contrast in the proposed 
fracture sequence.  
 
Numerical simulations in multiple-lateral horizontal wells suggest the use of 
different fracturing treatments (fluids, flow rate, etc.) in the middle well as opposed to the 
outside wells. Indeed, the main goal when fracturing the outside laterals is to propagate 
long transverse fractures. On the other hand, fracture complexity is what matters most in 
the center well. It is still widely debated whether complex fracture networks are 
preferable or not to long bi-wing induced fractures. Multi-lateral completions may 
provide a way to implement both in the same well, at a potentially reasonable cost. 
Another important conclusion lies in the newly discovered signification of the net 
pressure data collected during the fracturing treatment. Up-and-down variations of the net 
pressure from one stage to another indicate propagation of transverse fractures into 
previously stimulated regions of the reservoir. Fracturing pressure data can then be used 
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to optimize the spacing between subsequent fracture stages for a specific well and 
estimate the geometry of a multiple fractured horizontal well (that can be used later as an 
input in a reservoir drainage simulation). As opposed to the minimum horizontal stress 
which can easily be measured through a mini-frac test, the maximum horizontal stress is 
more often grossly estimated. The proposed numerical model of multiple transverse 
fracture interaction has the potential to quantify the local horizontal stress contrast, and 
thus obtain a good estimation of the maximum horizontal stress when combined with a 

























































Table 6.2 – Comparison of minimum and recommended fracture spacing for different 











Fig. 6.1 – Three-dimensional model of multiple transverse fractures in a layered reservoir 
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Fig. 6.2 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress around a single transverse fracture in 










Fig. 6.4 – Consecutive fracturing sequence (1-2-3-4-5) in the multiple fracturing of a 
horizontal well  
 
Fig. 6.5 – Two alternate fracturing sequences (a) 1-3-2-5-4 and (b) 1-4-2-5-3 in the 




Fig. 6.6 – Modeling of maximum stress reorientation due to multiple consecutive 
fractures in a horizontal well 
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Fig. 6.7 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress around multiple consecutive transverse 
fracture in the Barnett shale (maximum state of stress reorientation) 
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Fig. 6.8 – Angle of stress reorientation around multiple consecutive transverse fracture in 
the Barnett shale (maximum state of stress reorientation) 
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Fig. 6.9 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress between two transverse fractures 









Fig. 6.11 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress between two transverse fractures 




Fig. 6.12 – Angle of stress reorientation between two transverse fractures spaced 650 ft 
apart 
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Fig. 6.13 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress between two transverse fractures 











Fig. 6.15 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress around multiple pairs of transverse 




Fig. 6.16 – Angle of stress reorientation around multiple pairs of transverse fractures 






Fig. 6.17 – Average stress contrast experienced by the “middle fracture” in the alternate 
fracturing sequence along its total length (2Lf) versus the spacing between 
the outside fractures (2sf) 
 
 
Fig. 6.18 – Local deviatoric stress experienced by the “middle fracture” in the alternate 
fracturing sequence as it propagates away from the wellbore and its 
comparison to consecutive fracturing 
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Fig. 6.19 – Proposed fracture sequence in a three-lateral multi-fractured horizontal well   
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Fig. 6.20 – Direction of maximum horizontal stress between two pairs of fractures 
propagated from the outside wells HW1 and HW3 
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Fig. 6.21 – Angle of stress reorientation between two pairs of fractures propagated from 




Fig. 6.22 – Distance of transverse propagation of a “middle fracture” propagated from 
HW2 versus fracture spacing sf 
 
 
Fig. 6.23 – Average stress contrast seen by a “middle fracture” propagated from HW2 
along its total length (2Lf) versus fracture spacing sf 
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Fig. 6.24 – Method of calculation of the net closure stress and trajectory of the 
subsequent fracture in consecutive fracturing 
 
 
Fig. 6.25 – Evolution of the net closure stress with each additional consecutive transverse 
fracture in a multiple-fracture model and the single-fracture approximation 
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Fig. 6.26 – Trajectory of multiple consecutive transverse fractures spaced 400 ft apart 
 
 








Fig. 6.29 – Trajectory of multiple consecutive transverse fractures spaced 250 ft apart 
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Fig. 6.31 – Trajectory of multiple consecutive transverse fractures spaced 200 ft apart 
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Fig. 6.32 – Trajectory of multiple consecutive transverse fractures spaced 150 ft apart 
 
 
Fig. 6.33 – Evolution of the angle of deviation from the orthogonal path with each 




Fig. 6.34 – Evolution of the net closure stress with each additional consecutive transverse 













CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The conclusions of this study and their implications for the refracturing of vertical 
wells and multi-stage horizontal completions are presented below. New research 




The conclusions of the dissertation are split into four sections (a) the coupling of 
stress reorientation from poroelastic and mechanical effects, (b) the impact of stress 
reorientation on the refracturing of vertical wells, (c) refracture candidate well selection, 
and (d) the impact of mechanical stress interference on the multiple fracturing of 
horizontal wells. 
 
1.1. Poroelastic and Mechanical Stress Reorientation 
• Stress reversal occurs in production wells but not injection wells. 
• To predict the extent of stress reversal and the optimum time for refracturing, 
both poroelastic and mechanical effects must be taken into account. The 
effects of both when considered together are not simply additive. 
• An optimum time exists when the areal extent of the stress reversal region 
reaches a maximum. 
• For unconventional resources such as tight gas, shale gas or heavy oil, the 
optimum time for refracturing is usually on the order of months to years.  
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• The extent (λmax) and timing (τmax) of the stress reversal depend on the fluid 
properties and permeability (τ), the stress contrast and drawdown (Π), the 
thickness of the reservoir (γ) and the shear modulus of the reservoir and the 
bounding layers (β).  
• The effect of permeability heterogeneity and anisotropy on the magnitude and 
timing of maximum stress reversal can be incorporated into an appropriate 
definition of τ for layered reservoirs. 
• Dimensionless type curves were developed to estimate the optimum time-
window for refracturing (Appendix A). 
• Poroelastic effects will be predominant in reservoirs having a large pressure 
drawdown, relatively weak bounding layers, and a thick pay zone. 
• Mechanical effects will be predominant in reservoirs having a thin pay zone, 
high Young’s modulus and low pressure drawdown.  
• Mechanical stress reorientation can be enhanced by increasing the width of 
the initial fracture.  
• Fracture penetration into rock layers bounding the reservoir increases stress 
reorientation if bounding layers are weaker than the pay zone. 
• A long initial fracture and low stress contrast favor both poroelastic and 
mechanical stress reorientation. 
• Production from neighboring wells may impact the reoriented stress region 
located outside the stress reversal region associated with a producing well. 
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1.2. Refracturing of Vertical Wells 
• There is evidence in the field of refracture reorientation and of the positive 
impact of stress reorientation on the success of refracturing operations. 
• The potential of the refracturing technique to gain access to new reserves was 
demonstrated in very-low-permeability reservoirs such as shales. Incremental 
recoveries of more than 50% may be achieved.  
• The timing of the second fracture is critical for optimizing the performance of 
refracture treatments. 
• Fractured production wells in unconventional reservoirs (tight gas, shale gas, 
heavy oil) with modest stress contrasts constitute ideal candidates for 
refracturing. 
• It is crucial to take into consideration the potential extent of stress reversal 
when designing the well pattern and spacing, in order to maximize the 
recovery efficiency after refracturing and minimize initial field development 
costs. 
• The reoriented stress region located outside the stress reversal region will 
direct the refracture away from the initial fracture when the field is more 
depleted in the direction parallel to the first fracture than perpendicular to it. 
• The propagation of the refracture away from the initial fracture can be 
improved by (a) maximizing the size of the stress reversal region through 
initial fracture design (fracture length) and timing of the refracture, and (b) 
creating a favorable stress orientation in the reoriented stress region through 
improved field design and production schedule.  
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1.3. Selection of Candidate Wells for Refracturing 
• A novel framework of the selection of candidate wells for refracturing was 
developed, based on five dimensionless quantities: Πporo, Πmech, FCo, RDep, DiD. 
• The dimensionless numbers quantify the impacts of stress reorientation, of the 
initial completion performance, of the reservoir quality, and of the reservoir 
depletion by neighbor wells on the expected incremental recovery from a 
refracturing treatment. 
• An algorithm based on cut-off values of the dimensionless quantities, was 
proposed to identify and select wells for refracture treatments. 
• Analysis of 300 wells in the Codell formation showed that there were two 
groups of successful refractures: (a) ineffective initial completions showing 
small initial production decline and (b) long initial fractures surrounded by 
under-depleted rocks.   
• The strong correlation between the fracture completion number and the 
incremental recovery after refracturing suggests that stress reorientation plays 
a key role in the success of refracs. 
• The performance of the Wattenberg field wells producing from the Codell 
tight gas formation and selected by the decision algorithm is 35% higher than 
a random selection of wells. 
• Because of the dimensionless formulation, the model may be used in any 
reservoir and field, and may prove particularly useful in fields where 
refracturing experience is limited. 
• In addition to being a selection method, the proposed method also provides 




1.4. Multi-Stage Fracturing of Horizontal Wells 
• To avoid longitudinal fractures, the minimum fracture spacing must be larger 
than S90o.  
• To ensure transverse fractures and avoid deviation of the fracture from its 
orthogonal path, the fracture spacing should be larger than S5o.  
• A new fracturing sequence is proposed, alternate fracturing, which consists of 
initiating a fracture between two previous fracture stages. 
• The alternate fracturing technique is shown to be a way to minimize fracture 
spacing. 
• During alternate fracturing, the “middle fracture” is forced to propagate along 
the orthogonal plane midway between the previous two fractures. 
• The alternate fracturing method offers the potential to enhance fracture 
complexity through the propagation of a “middle fracture” in a region of low 
stress contrast.  
• Special downhole tools have been recently developed to allow the alternate 
fracturing sequence to be implemented in the field. 
• Zipper-fracs are shown to reduce the extent of the reoriented stress region.  
• Minimum fracture spacing can be estimated for any given set of reservoir, 
fracture properties. 
• When fracture spacing is too small, the gain in reservoir drainage from 
additional fracture stages becomes marginal. 
• A new interpretation of the net pressure data collected during fracturing has 
been presented. 
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• Up-and-down variations of the net pressure from one stage to another indicate 
propagation of transverse fractures into previously stimulated regions of the 
reservoir. 
• Fracturing pressure data may be used to optimize the spacing between 
subsequent fracture stages for a specific well. 
• Fracturing pressure data may be used to estimate the geometry of a multiple 
fractured horizontal well (that can be used later as an input in a reservoir 
drainage simulation). 
• The proposed numerical model of multiple transverse fracture interaction has 
the potential to quantify the local horizontal stress contrast, and thus obtain a 
good estimate of the maximum horizontal stress when combined with a mini-
frac test.  
• The multiple-fracture model presented in this paper can be applied to calculate 
values of the optimum fracture spacing in horizontal wells for a given set of 
reservoir properties, well and fracture design, and fracturing sequence. 
• Under a critical value of the spacing during consecutive fracturing, some 
fracture stages intersect previous fractures, thus reducing the efficiency of 
reservoir drainage. 
• For a multiple-lateral completion, fractures initiated from the middle well 
propagate in a region of low stress contrast in the proposed fracture sequence.  
• Multi-lateral completions allow benefits similar to alternate fracturing without 
the need for special downhole tools.  
• A different type of fracturing treatment (fluids, flow rate, etc.) may be used in 
the middle well, aimed at enhancing fracture complexity as opposed to long 
bi-wing fractures (outside laterals). 
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2. FUTURE WORK 
The numerical modeling of stress reorientation and its application to hydraulic 
fracturing revealed new strategies in the completion of horizontal wells and the 
restimulation of vertical wells. The existence of the second fracture during refracturing 
and the positive impact of initial fracture length on refracture reorientation has been 
demonstrated using field tiltmeter and production data. On the other hand, it is still 
unclear as to how novel completion strategies such as alternate fracturing and the fracture 
spacing optimization method using net fracturing pressures would work in the field. 
As a result, two separate field trials are planned to be conducted to validate the 
concepts and methods introduced and described in this dissertation. The first test is 
planned in 2011-12 in the Barnett shale. It will be conducted in collaboration with 
Halliburton, Pioneer Resources under a Department of Energy contract.  
The modeling effort may also be extended to further comprehend and quantify 
stress reorientation from poroelastic and mechanical effects. Below is a list of suggested 
directions of investigation: 
• Develop type curves for the extent of stress reversal around a fractured 
vertical well from both mechanical and poroelastic effects.  
• Validate decision algorithm and dimensionless parameters for refracturing 
candidate well selection in various types of reservoirs (i.e. Barnett shale, 
Eagle ford shale, conventional sand). 
• Compare the efficiency of the proposed decision method with other available 
refracturing candidate well selection methods. 
• Investigate poroelastic effects during horizontal fracturing. The use of 
hesitation fractures is something that has been observed in the field and is not 
completely understood.  
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• Investigate additional well and fracture placement strategies in multi-lateral 
horizontal completions. 
• Use field measurements of the net fracturing pressure to optimize fracture 
spacing in the field (i.e. in Barnett shale). 
 
The findings of the study may also serve as a starting point for research topics 
linked to horizontal completions, including but not limited to: 
• Interactions of multiple fractures propagated from a horizontal wellbore. 
• Near-wellbore effects of fractures initiated from closely-spaced perforation 
clusters. 
• Interactions of a propagating transverse fracture with natural fractures. 
• Impact of horizontal completion strategies on the extent of the stimulated rock 
volume (SRV). 
• Fracturing fluid leak-off when propagating induced fractures in naturally-
fractured rocks. 
• Propping of natural fractures. 
• Refracturing of horizontal wells. 
 
3. MULTIFRAC 
A graphic user interface is being developed to make the calculation of the 
optimum fracture spacing in horizontal completions more easily available (based on a 
pending patent from Roussel and Sharma 2011). At each fracturing stage, the propagation 
trajectory of the subsequent fracture is calculated assuming that the fracture follows the 
direction of maximum horizontal stress, and will be displayed in the user interface. 
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Depending on the stress profile, the subsequent fracture may propagate toward or away 
from the previous fracture. This will determine which one of three potential fracture 
geometries that will need to be simulated next: (a) single-fracture geometry (Fig. 7.1), (b) 
two-fracture system if a transverse fracture intersects the previous one (Fig. 7.2), and (c) 
2nd longitudinal fracture (Fig. 7.3). 
For the first fracturing stage, an algorithm has been developed to converge toward 
the value of the closure stress in the fracture corresponding to the designed fracture 
geometry (length, height and width). For the next stages, the evolution of the net closure 
stress is captured by measuring the additional stress perpendicular to the previous fracture 
at the designed point of fracture initiation (see Chapter 6).    
MultiFrac may be used to optimize the design of multi-stage horizontal 
completions and offer solutions specific to a given well. Among the future functionalities 
of the MultiFrac method and user interface are: 
• Value of the optimum transverse fracture spacing specific to a given well 
based on measured fracturing pressure data. 
• Value of the optimum transverse fracture spacing based on assumed field 
stresses and formation and fracture properties (potentially fracture geometry 
as calculated by a fracturing simulator, see paragraph below). 
• Map of the direction of transverse fractures to be used in horizontal well 
drainage simulations. 
• Value of the maximum horizontal stress for a specific well using measured 
fracturing pressure data and the results of a mini-frac test. 
 
The project economic evaluation of horizontal completions typically includes the 
use of fracturing simulator and of a reservoir simulator to determine the projected costs 
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and revenues of a given project. So far, the geometry of multiple horizontal fractures was 
assumed to be independent of the spacing between the fracture stages (Fig. 7.4). We 
recommend that MultiFrac be used as an additional tool in the decision process of a 
horizontal completion, as it can determine the geometry of a multi-fractured horizontal 
well (Fig. 7.5). It would interact with the both the hydraulic fracturing and the reservoir 
simulations. We have shown that interactions of multiple transverse fractures is 
influenced by the geometry a single hydraulic fracture (without interactions), which can 
be calculated using a fracturing simulator. The expected well production and thus 
ultimate recovery will in turn depend on the distribution of the multiple transverse 












Fig. 7.1 – Numerical grid in a single-fracture geometry  
 
 
Fig. 7.2 – Numerical grid in a two-fracture geometry 
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Fig. 7.3 – Numerical grid in a two-fracture geometry (with the 2nd fracture being 
longitudinal to the well) 
 
 
Fig. 7.4 – Typical structure of the economic evaluation of a horizontal completion 
assuming orthogonal transverse fracture trajectories 
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Fig. 7.5 – Proposed updated project economic evaluation using MultiFrac to calculate the 











Appendix A: Type Curves of Poroelastic Elastic Stress Reorientation 
Plots of Chapter 2 are included in the Appendix A and shown on a full page, to be 
used as type-curves for the calculation of the extent of the stress reversal region because 
of poroelastic stress reorientation. The plots below are: 
1. λ = Lf’/Lf versus the dimensionless time τ for different values of Π, 
with β = 1 and γ = 0.2 (Fig. 2.11) 
2. λ = Lf’/Lf versus the dimensionless time τ for different values of β, with 
Π = 0.0583 and γ = 0.2 (Fig. 2.13) 
3. λ = Lf’/Lf versus the dimensionless time τ for different values of γ, with 
Π = 0.0583 and β = 1 (Fig. 2.15) 
4. λ = Lf’/Lf versus the dimensionless time τ for different values of γ, with 
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Appendix B: Derivation of the Well Completion Number FCo and the 
Reservoir Depletion Number RDep 
 
B.1. WELL COMPLETION NUMBER FCO 
B.1.1. Case 1, linear flow approximation:  





The flow rate at standard conditions is then derived, with all variables expressed 














B.1.2. Case 2, bi-linear flow approximation:  



















B.2. RESERVOIR DEPLETION NUMBER RDEP 
  
 
The reservoir depletion number is calculated by summing the ratios of the 
cumulative production of a surrounding well and the squared value of the distance 
separating it from the well of interest (Gpi / ri2), and then dividing it by the number of 
wells. This expression reaches a maximum value for a certain number of wells n. The 
value of the constant C is chosen so that the expression of the reservoir depletion number 
RDep corresponds to the known expression for a reservoir depleted by four wells located at 





Applying the expression of the reservoir depletion number to the geometry of Fig. 


























Appendix C: Production and Completion Data in the Wattenberg Field 
 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































C.2. PRODUCTION DATA OF SELECTED REFRACTURED WELLS 
 













BB DRAW H 8‐15  72  39163  2118  416  14 
UPRC 29‐6J  30  8038  700  309  37 
MOSER H 28‐4  18  4333  392  352  42 
WARDELL H 18‐1  31  22612  601  572  9 
WARDELL H 18‐9  34  42007  1664  548  23 
MOSER H 28‐3  55  21707  1476  538  26 
CANNON LAND 28‐10J  59  23325  1546  511  38 
MEGAN H 16‐11  41  46930  1461  670  42 
MOSER 28‐7  64  23424  2473  564  72 
FRANK H 21‐10  50  39807  2190  709  48 
UPRC 9‐11J  38  34983  1099  910  23 
MEGAN H 16‐13  40  43027  1296  781  49 
MEGAN H 16‐2  84  70536  1903  818  48 
BB DRAW H 8‐10  42  29759  1138  1117  34 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 42‐10  57  62856  1945  1136  37 
MEGAN H 16‐3  29  25344  1035  1114  56 
MEGAN H 16‐1  72  61157  2654  1103  64 
MEGAN H 16‐6  52  37301  1420  1151  57 
UPRC 17‐14J  32  24003  1203  1185  53 
MEGAN H 16‐9  44  34579  1944  1111  78 
MEGAN H 16‐15  57  42634  2488  1111  78 
ARISTOCRAT 21‐10C  29  26561  540  1399  38 
FRANK H 21‐16  65  47645  3904  1184  130 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 11‐8  41  59516  1229  1791  39 
HSR‐FRICO 15‐10  29  33470  985  1685  61 
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BEEBE DRAW 41‐9  96  74283  621  2554  19 
BEEBE DRAW 31‐9  140  66894  3854  2124  180 
GLOVER 30‐8J  77  66917  6114  2003  203 
HSR‐MULBERG 16‐30  72  26008  3063  1645  290 
WARDELL 42‐29  40  37717  3818  1942  311 
HSR‐FRICO 8‐22  73  32110  5245  2079  290 
STATE 2  28  28413  1576  3007  156 
FRANK H 21‐15  56  57691  4158  2649  217 
MOSER H 41‐28  131  198016  288  4076  5 
HSR‐AUGUST 15‐29  50  33706  2875  2613  274 
HSR‐FRICO 16‐10  56  76140  3265  3078  197 
MD RADKE 22‐1  42  20221  1860  2393  312 
UPRC 29‐4J  109  70796  6479  2456  328 
UPRC 29‐3J  120  65582  7130  2456  328 
HSR‐RAFALOVICH 14‐5  78  98173  3626  3314  202 
WARDELL H 18‐8  40  82103  2833  3811  133 
HSR‐PETERSON 12‐29  68  36941  4066  2691  321 
UPRC 9‐4J  65  163634  4429  4156  128 
HSR‐DANE 9‐10  67  110461  3489  4113  139 
STATE 23  58  64498  2395  4371  104 
HSR‐DODGE 10‐22  70  53882  7616  2887  361 
GUNNELL R H 20‐1  189  134317  7077  3431  328 
MEGAN H 16‐16  127  179609  11297  4324  183 
MOSER H 31‐27  117  57642  5429  2696  458 
HSR‐FRICO 7‐22  96  117607  5542  4032  249 
HSR‐IAN 13‐20  80  67929  5973  2640  509 
HSR‐DOVE 15‐22  86  136890  5936  2640  510 
HSR‐PICKRELL 13‐5A  96  166402  5753  4304  307 
HSR‐OSBORNE 8‐19A  90  67457  4975  3743  405 
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HSR‐MULLER 9‐29A  87  53176  4952  3091  516 
WARDELL 41‐29  19  24824  3777  3283  514 
REI 33‐5  30  71669  2858  5033  247 
FRANK 32‐21  23  36921  2099  4340  369 
HSR‐GOODNOW 16‐5A  78  115145  4343  4924  285 
RITCHEY H 27‐3  48  51131  5392  3885  473 
MEGAN H 16‐8  105  173321  9692  5540  248 
CANNON LAND 28‐15J  116  120982  10094  3891  527 
FRANK 42‐21  92  79197  4267  5255  353 
BEEBE DRAW 32‐9  22  46661  2318  5506  336 
WARDELL 41‐19  76  109943  6791  4858  459 
MOSER 42‐27  109  58989  8139  2942  784 
FRANK 22‐21  71  50415  5015  5040  508 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 32‐17   114  274065  11920  5621  414 
FRANK 31‐21  145  127340  6258  5895  409 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 41‐17   70  130558  5305  6656  296 
FRICO 14‐15  68  93089  3660  5520  505 
HSR‐HOUSE 6‐20  98  124536  7568  5464  524 
UPRR 22 PAN AM 1  161  147058  781  8362  49 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 42‐17   105  174304  5721  6919  296 
HSR‐PARAS 9‐30  60  67894  7959  4296  757 
HSR‐REA 12‐20  100  86710  6001  5202  607 
SARCHET 16‐22  61  73516  7422  4965  661 
MULVERY 22‐1  161  208542  15765  5502  572 
HSR‐EGGLER 14‐29  114  132044  5779  5727  547 
HSR FRICO 12‐15  46  72778  3260  6325  515 
WARDELL 18‐29  53  68168  5647  5124  722 
 364 
FRANK H 21‐12  115  127632  11733  5638  673 
FRANK H 21‐13  115  129862  11907  5638  673 
FRANK H 21‐11  120  131833  11984  5638  673 
FRANK 22‐33  62  69371  6405  5432  710 
HSR‐REAM 15‐5  190  224212  7193  6101  617 
FRICO 23‐15  22  54550  3863  6873  499 
HSR‐PANTALEO 10‐29A  82  89186  8355  5320  758 
FRICO 10‐15  46  80237  4735  6094  635 
MOSER H 1‐27  56  65960  6802  5666  732 
HSR‐NEMIROW 5‐20  110  96142  6037  6384  613 
MOORE H 28‐12  70  86679  4693  5619  744 
MOSER H 28‐5  94  118334  11050  5183  819 
FRANK 41‐21  96  109896  7243  7142  493 
RITCHEY H 27‐5  38  68427  6594  5959  695 
RITCHEY H 27‐4  37  66210  6293  5959  734 
UPRC 17‐5J5  62  129154  5008  7713  451 
HSR‐ROSENTHALER 4‐20  62  129154  5008  7713  451 
UPRC 17‐6J5  62  129400  5031  7714  451 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 14‐3A  65  166686  7873  7239  549 
WARDELL 6‐20  42  79588  4054  6368  723 
GUNNELL R H 20‐2  148  175072  7925  7386  576 
HSR‐HAGAN 16‐6A  111  197789  10189  8074  467 
MD 20‐1  92  142658  10587  5887  842 
MD 20‐2  92  142666  10866  5887  842 
UPRC 19‐9J  81  95931  5627  7516  590 
MEGAN H 16‐4J  70  184597  10134  8275  535 
WARDELL 32‐29  19  45668  4474  6265  895 
 365 
MOSER 11‐28  43  79407  6236  7448  712 
HSR‐DEMEULES 9‐22  133  138905  14315  6283  914 
FRICO 16‐15  46  93877  5814  7332  755 
MOSER 28‐8  133  164383  18129  4668  1202 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 2‐5‐4  67  135411  3891  9974  355 
FRANK 43‐21  119  161524  8012  7320  872 
WARDELL 20‐6  25  89343  2796  9869  479 
VICTOR E GOODHARD 22‐1  105  104526  9245  7323  940 
HSR‐MOSER 16‐27  55  60544  6222  6419  1139 
HSR‐MOSER 10‐27  56  89966  9014  7918  896 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 5‐2‐10  60  168664  7306  9507  640 
HSR‐FRICO 1‐22  96  111949  15719  7912  982 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 31‐17   147  201942  8716  9260  795 
HSR‐EGGLER 11‐29  49  64372  5855  7995  1029 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 1‐8  67  286923  7422  10850  564 
MEGAN H 16‐2J  36  87787  5608  10377  652 
WARDELL 20‐41  95  180514  13780  8346  1104 
HSR FRICO 13‐15  56  130334  3314  9394  967 
WARDELL 44‐7  60  201239  7143  11978  545 
WARD 30‐1J  128  126056  9124  9322  1028 
ROBERT C NICE 22‐1  124  112669  7450  10068  992 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 12‐8  67  283163  7585  12372  611 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 2‐4C  66  147571  4790  12465  624 
UPRC H 17‐9J  130  151134  6003  10539  988 
UPRC H 17‐16J  130  165932  6470  10539  998 
HSR‐AUGUST 16‐29  113  362378  13504  10262  1052 
WARDELL 20‐44  93  223381  15311  10026  1236 
MEGAN H 16‐5  173  365416  18619  11250  1050 
HSR HOUSE 3‐20  50  129168  5910  13137  779 
 366 
UPRC 17‐15J  117  217238  11398  11420  1161 
FEDERAL 12‐10  36  144737  2020  17999  164 
UPRC 17‐13J5  77  177197  8858  14501  777 
WARDELL UPRR 42‐7  130  211053  6856  14333  838 
UPRC 17‐12J5  67  63434  5624  11329  1356 
UPRC 9‐12J5  82  223294  9526  15257  710 
UPRC 9‐3J  156  337336  12260  12917  1131 
WARDELL 41‐7  66  191720  8268  14242  1010 
UPRC 17‐10J  118  218208  11437  13494  1161 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 1‐6‐4  67  207564  7328  15650  832 
UPRC 21‐3J  118  198625  12026  14045  1219 
UPRC 21‐6J  111  212340  12760  14045  1219 
UPRC 21‐4J  122  269589  14137  15888  1205 
UPRC 21‐5J  122  269380  14111  15888  1205 
BB DRAW H 8‐9  125  429683  25373  18072  1376 
UPRC 17‐3J  122  283726  11959  21312  1294 
UPRC 17‐4J  129  296797  12445  21313  1295 
MEGAN H 16‐12  120  486817  30658  21276  2209 
UPRC 9‐14J5  102  284904  13905  27834  1130 





















BB DRAW H 8‐15  0.013815971  5962  285  0.211992263 
UPRC 29‐6J  0.014672561  2354  465  0.142138712 
MOSER H 28‐4  0.016689693  1866  194  0.083724786 
WARDELL H 18‐1  0.017297596  5019  234  0.177479967 
WARDELL H 18‐9  0.018955513  10948  578  0.398342083 
MOSER H 28‐3  0.019176568  1336  79  0.050013816 
CANNON LAND 28‐10J  0.020420006  4638  524  0.215031777 
MEGAN H 16‐11  0.025476651  8011  720  0.340729483 
MOSER 28‐7  0.027521415  4463  321  0.176540481 
FRANK H 21‐10  0.027549047  2511  130  0.090936723 
UPRC 9‐11J  0.028958276  9467  348  0.319287096 
MEGAN H 16‐13  0.029704338  4957  223  0.173943078 
MEGAN H 16‐2  0.030560928  3714  245  0.14324399 
BB DRAW H 8‐10  0.036501796  6600  223  0.21934236 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 42‐10  0.037524178  6737  229  0.224122686 
MEGAN H 16‐3  0.040066317  11488  645  0.424371373 
MEGAN H 16‐1  0.041088699  10239  469  0.360679746 
MEGAN H 16‐6  0.04125449  9671  375  0.329400387 
UPRC 17‐14J  0.04153081  4927  128  0.157363913 
MEGAN H 16‐9  0.043630837  11018  455  0.379883946 
MEGAN H 16‐15  0.043630837  6924  428  0.262282398 
ARISTOCRAT 21‐10C  0.04495717  12797  439  0.426388505 
FRANK H 21‐16  0.054269135  6902  593  0.289030119 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 11‐8  0.055954684  8066  266  0.266979829 
HSR‐FRICO 15‐10  0.056673114  3442  233  0.133738602 
BEEBE DRAW 41‐9  0.073722023  4910  125  0.156396795 
BEEBE DRAW 31‐9  0.088532744  4103  209  0.148024316 
 368 
GLOVER 30‐8J  0.089002487  3160  187  0.118319978 
HSR‐MULBERG 16‐30  0.093534125  11413  401  0.381845814 
WARDELL 42‐29  0.105222437  2622  273  0.117712075 
HSR‐FRICO 8‐22  0.105526389  4023  400  0.177479967 
STATE 2  0.108952749  5800  216  0.196076264 
FRANK H 21‐15  0.109173805  2501  181  0.099115778 
MOSER H 41‐28  0.113456756  2660  293  0.122077922 
HSR‐AUGUST 15‐29  0.117629179  3561  312  0.150124344 
HSR‐FRICO 16‐10  0.117712075  6055  278  0.213401492 
MD RADKE 22‐1  0.117850235  3196  288  0.136059685 
UPRC 29‐4J  0.122243714  2497  253  0.110942249 
UPRC 29‐3J  0.122243714  2708  225  0.112130423 
HSR‐RAFALOVICH 14‐5  0.125062172  7766  321  0.267808787 
WARDELL H 18‐8  0.127355623  16908  561  0.560210003 
HSR‐PETERSON 12‐29  0.127576679  914  79  0.038353136 
UPRC 9‐4J  0.136059685  6655  152  0.209090909 
HSR‐DANE 9‐10  0.13669522  2430  240  0.106935618 
STATE 23  0.138021553  4159  222  0.151726996 
HSR‐DODGE 10‐22  0.139624206  2123  222  0.095468361 
GUNNELL R H 20‐1  0.149184858  3651  195  0.133213595 
MEGAN H 16‐16  0.149820392  2639  111  0.09132357 
MOSER H 31‐27  0.150428295  1858  200  0.08449848 
HSR‐FRICO 7‐22  0.152694114  1945  91  0.068831169 
HSR‐IAN 13‐20  0.157336281  5568  458  0.229787234 
HSR‐DOVE 15‐22  0.157502072  2044  200  0.089638022 
HSR‐PICKRELL 13‐5A  0.169825919  3685  136  0.124371373 
HSR‐OSBORNE 8‐19A  0.170571981  1877  185  0.082536612 
HSR‐MULLER 9‐29A  0.170958828  5644  362  0.215971263 
WARDELL 41‐29  0.175932578  1897  265  0.096352584 
 369 
REI 33‐5  0.180022106  10733  415  0.365377176 
FRANK 32‐21  0.181099751  4708  194  0.162254767 
HSR‐GOODNOW 16‐5A  0.183310307  3696  223  0.139099199 
RITCHEY H 27‐3  0.18576955  2211  354  0.119784471 
MEGAN H 16‐8  0.194197292  10335  183  0.315915999 
CANNON LAND 28‐15J  0.194888091  4833  510  0.218098922 
FRANK 42‐21  0.203730312  1490  39  0.047637469 
BEEBE DRAW 32‐9  0.207847472  6662  332  0.239126831 
WARDELL 41‐19  0.210334347  3220  157  0.115004145 
MOSER 42‐27  0.211273833  980  127  0.048134844 
FRANK 22‐21  0.223487151  2371  139  0.088560376 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 32‐17   0.223956894  5458  216  0.18662614 
FRANK 31‐21  0.230699088  3543  139  0.120945012 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 41‐17   0.232992539  3942  147  0.133296491 
FRICO 14‐15  0.236253109  5506  821  0.288256424 
HSR‐HOUSE 6‐20  0.237855761  3747  204  0.137358386 
UPRR 22 PAN AM 1  0.239182095  2288  13  0.065377176 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 42‐17   0.24025974  1572  213  0.078751036 
HSR‐PARAS 9‐30  0.244211108  3715  425  0.17311412 
HSR‐REA 12‐20  0.2443769  3171  209  0.122271346 
SARCHET 16‐22  0.246780879  2396  390  0.13086488 
MULVERY 22‐1  0.246863775  2992  157  0.108704062 
HSR‐EGGLER 14‐29  0.24893617  2804  189  0.10881459 
HSR FRICO 12‐15  0.260154739  4238  365  0.177618127 
WARDELL 18‐29  0.261287649  3394  577  0.189444598 
FRANK H 21‐12  0.267366676  2168  130  0.081458967 
FRANK H 21‐13  0.267366676  6902  593  0.289030119 
 370 
FRANK H 21‐11  0.267366676  9821  633  0.376319425 
FRANK 22‐33  0.267808787  2882  255  0.12191213 
HSR‐REAM 15‐5  0.270875933  5600  0  0.154738878 
FRICO 23‐15  0.272644377  8031  579  0.317905499 
HSR‐PANTALEO 10‐29A  0.272672009  3239  307  0.1403979 
FRICO 10‐15  0.273666759  9099  594  0.349903288 
MOSER H 1‐27  0.277922078  2860  266  0.123127936 
HSR‐NEMIROW 5‐20  0.278032606  2865  171  0.107515888 
MOORE H 28‐12  0.278612876  2065  307  0.107957999 
MOSER H 28‐5  0.278999724  1853  235  0.090163028 
FRANK 41‐21  0.27908262  3751  284  0.150732246 
RITCHEY H 27‐5  0.279883946  2819  279  0.124150318 
RITCHEY H 27‐4  0.28634982  2209  279  0.107294833 
UPRC 17‐5J5  0.287897209  14206  596  0.491351202 
HSR‐ROSENTHALER 4‐20  0.287897209  14206  596  0.491351202 
UPRC 17‐6J5  0.287924841  5896  238  0.202376347 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 14‐3A  0.291047251  8384  339  0.287869577 
WARDELL 6‐20  0.295827577  7423  551  0.296463111 
GUNNELL R H 20‐2  0.299585521  8358  492  0.31251727 
HSR‐HAGAN 16‐6A  0.300525007  3295  79  0.104144791 
MD 20‐1  0.302265819  5537  338  0.209035645 
MD 20‐2  0.302265819  5536  337  0.208842222 
UPRC 19‐9J  0.305498757  2530  196  0.102403979 
MEGAN H 16‐4J  0.31735286  4729  250  0.17211937 
WARDELL 32‐29  0.321497651  3954  263  0.152859906 
MOSER 11‐28  0.323846366  2859  427  0.14979276 
HSR‐DEMEULES 9‐22  0.325145068  3025  387  0.147747997 
FRICO 16‐15  0.327770102  3742  451  0.178170765 
 371 
MOSER 28‐8  0.328267477  2835  235  0.117297596 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 2‐5‐4  0.334457032  6397  344  0.233793866 
FRANK 43‐21  0.346836143  1884  239  0.091682785 
WARDELL 20‐6  0.352113844  8507  332  0.290107765 
VICTOR E GOODHARD 22‐1  0.358192871  3298  396  0.156783642 
HSR‐MOSER 16‐27  0.366206134  1865  273  0.096794695 
HSR‐MOSER 10‐27  0.367339044  3839  290  0.154158607 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 5‐2‐10  0.368803537  6475  333  0.234125449 
HSR‐FRICO 1‐22  0.381431335  5661  490  0.237662338 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 31‐17   0.387676154  4527  198  0.157916552 
HSR‐EGGLER 11‐29  0.391516994  4555  373  0.187703786 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 1‐8  0.39331307  5844  250  0.202928986 
MEGAN H 16‐2J  0.394832827  5731  253  0.200303951 
WARDELL 20‐41  0.41365018  4687  278  0.175600995 
HSR FRICO 13‐15  0.419894999  11011  1082  0.48364189 
WARDELL 44‐7  0.42133186  10254  588  0.380823432 
WARD 30‐1J  0.42801879  5317  292  0.195330202 
ROBERT C NICE 22‐1  0.442663719  4552  370  0.187123515 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 12‐8  0.443161094  5276  229  0.183752418 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 2‐4C  0.447886156  9020  471  0.327327991 
UPRC H 17‐9J  0.455015198  3932  167  0.136336004 
UPRC H 17‐16J  0.456673114  7865  335  0.272865432 
HSR‐AUGUST 16‐29  0.457971815  1870  110  0.069908815 
WARDELL 20‐44  0.481956342  3138  362  0.146725615 
MEGAN H 16‐5  0.484940591  5987  235  0.204393479 
HSR HOUSE 3‐20  0.492152528  7546  430  0.27980105 
UPRC 17‐15J  0.508040895  4381  163  0.14807958 
FEDERAL 12‐10  0.524537165  6884  71  0.2019895 
UPRC 17‐13J5  0.529510915  17383  793  0.611798839 
 372 
WARDELL UPRR 42‐7  0.534982039  11396  389  0.379386571 
UPRC 17‐12J5  0.537855761  14006  639  0.492953855 
UPRC 9‐12J5  0.539292622  13045  738  0.482812932 
UPRC 9‐3J  0.544432164  3662  178  0.130699088 
WARDELL 41‐7  0.560983697  8190  311  0.277866814 
UPRC 17‐10J  0.565349544  4527  168  0.152942802 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 1‐6‐4  0.570378558  8824  522  0.330367505 
UPRC 21‐3J  0.59019066  10945  434  0.374385189 
UPRC 21‐6J  0.59019066  10590  528  0.380160265 
UPRC 21‐4J  0.638795247  4259  148  0.142221608 
UPRC 21‐5J  0.638795247  4118  127  0.13484388 
BB DRAW H 8‐9  0.727493783  12823  564  0.447830893 
UPRC 17‐3J  0.803426361  7481  235  0.245675601 
UPRC 17‐4J  0.803619784  5893  170  0.191019619 
MEGAN H 16‐12  0.954130975  21174  1146  0.775075988 
UPRC 9‐14J5  0.956452059  17649  730  0.608704062 





















BB DRAW H 8‐15  31843.43  0.11033  0.00237 
UPRC 29‐6J  14235.37  0.03449  0.14730 
MOSER H 28‐4  25366.77  0.07050  0.04370 
WARDELL H 18‐1  32344.99  0.04785  0.06169 
WARDELL H 18‐9  23334.41  0.02620  0.04563 
MOSER H 28‐3  4472.70  0.07405  0.16138 
CANNON LAND 28‐10J  17854.43  0.04013  0.02638 
MEGAN H 16‐11  23570.35  0.07255  0.02911 
MOSER 28‐7  14591.93  0.06403  0.10412 
FRANK H 21‐10  12302.30  0.08109  0.13870 
UPRC 9‐11J  19150.85  0.14377  0.00233 
MEGAN H 16‐13  28714.16  0.11119  0.00227 
MEGAN H 16‐2  17568.45  0.06536  0.08638 
BB DRAW H 8‐10  11137.44  0.05133  0.07987 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 42‐10  22033.83  0.00870  0.01975 
MEGAN H 16‐3  22066.47  0.06340  0.03346 
MEGAN H 16‐1  24562.76  0.04312  0.05156 
MEGAN H 16‐6  38271.92  0.06257  0.04489 
UPRC 17‐14J  23453.33  0.11914  0.06792 
MEGAN H 16‐9  23157.28  0.04890  0.07055 
MEGAN H 16‐15  19696.44  0.07684  0.07076 
ARISTOCRAT 21‐10C  33004.85  0.03412  0.06626 
FRANK H 21‐16  16727.24  0.05888  0.05190 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 11‐8  27913.91  0.09481  0.06943 
HSR‐FRICO 15‐10  19921.40  0.08267  0.06968 
BEEBE DRAW 41‐9  10835.84  0.14497  0.16540 
BEEBE DRAW 31‐9  11230.55  0.04394  0.23272 
 374 
GLOVER 30‐8J  14346.28  0.01534  0.09118 
HSR‐MULBERG 16‐30  27522.67  0.01067  0.06881 
WARDELL 42‐29  9107.33  0.03143  0.11652 
HSR‐FRICO 8‐22  18994.75  0.05934  0.20773 
STATE 2  13196.57  0.16302  0.19015 
FRANK H 21‐15  18270.06  0.05067  0.11509 
MOSER H 41‐28  18333.12  0.00493  0.12416 
HSR‐AUGUST 15‐29  16715.13  0.04559  0.22903 
HSR‐FRICO 16‐10  11132.36  0.06930  0.11972 
MD RADKE 22‐1  17595.15  0.02329  0.32197 
UPRC 29‐4J  8142.89  0.02840  0.20359 
UPRC 29‐3J  11926.06  0.03494  0.20359 
HSR‐RAFALOVICH 14‐5  20769.85  0.02359  0.11327 
WARDELL H 18‐8  31385.96  0.04879  0.01549 
HSR‐PETERSON 12‐29  11115.12  0.02720  0.26829 
UPRC 9‐4J  17048.44  0.05068  0.01883 
HSR‐DANE 9‐10  5104.74  0.08973  0.15104 
STATE 23  14669.49  0.08601  0.45302 
HSR‐DODGE 10‐22  16794.45  0.04048  0.13002 
GUNNELL R H 20‐1  22746.08  0.06200  0.16021 
MEGAN H 16‐16  10891.37  0.04201  0.37295 
MOSER H 31‐27  11197.80  0.01195  0.18128 
HSR‐FRICO 7‐22  2833.85  0.07291  0.11146 
HSR‐IAN 13‐20  29096.62  0.02527  0.07057 
HSR‐DOVE 15‐22  9695.25  0.02303  0.11720 
HSR‐PICKRELL 13‐5A  21032.73  0.05361  0.11165 
HSR‐OSBORNE 8‐19A  14827.75  0.02661  0.24132 
HSR‐MULLER 9‐29A  16582.81  0.07386  0.22691 
WARDELL 41‐29  8318.59  0.01993  0.23402 
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REI 33‐5  17761.81  0.20770  0.10867 
FRANK 32‐21  14819.06  0.01714  0.15812 
HSR‐GOODNOW 16‐5A  16465.83  0.01934  0.18009 
RITCHEY H 27‐3  6327.39  0.03931  0.21880 
MEGAN H 16‐8  31632.00  0.02374  0.18435 
CANNON LAND 28‐15J  17333.68  0.01302  0.20462 
FRANK 42‐21  10055.64  0.03188  0.26204 
BEEBE DRAW 32‐9  18717.32  0.01736  0.23042 
WARDELL 41‐19  13081.84  0.02511  0.21082 
MOSER 42‐27  9972.13  0.00832  0.10181 
FRANK 22‐21  8963.98  0.05683  0.36266 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 32‐17   15089.43  0.02554  0.14773 
FRANK 31‐21  18201.14  0.04981  0.27931 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 41‐17   11532.32  0.06472  0.27256 
FRICO 14‐15  9535.39  0.42193  0.10946 
HSR‐HOUSE 6‐20  14416.66  0.03516  0.24046 
UPRR 22 PAN AM 1  5900.07  0.03802  0.33592 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 42‐17   5504.78  0.10682  0.24663 
HSR‐PARAS 9‐30  29528.90  0.01237  0.12286 
HSR‐REA 12‐20  9824.18  0.04438  0.23907 
SARCHET 16‐22  4756.58  0.10521  0.20735 
MULVERY 22‐1  23084.83  0.03383  0.17635 
HSR‐EGGLER 14‐29  12805.60  0.02706  0.23815 
HSR FRICO 12‐15  10050.13  0.08073  0.22049 
WARDELL 18‐29  7197.55  0.08328  0.25200 
FRANK H 21‐12  9922.13  0.06198  0.12742 
FRANK H 21‐13  20891.39  0.02225  0.12755 
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FRANK H 21‐11  23592.59  0.01946  0.12755 
FRANK 22‐33  8261.50  0.04563  0.15827 
HSR‐REAM 15‐5  13393.27  0.06538  0.18397 
FRICO 23‐15  15341.10  0.19599  0.19873 
HSR‐PANTALEO 10‐29A  8327.20  0.04535  0.21722 
FRICO 10‐15  20686.38  0.33516  0.11571 
MOSER H 1‐27  15123.66  0.02195  0.23023 
HSR‐NEMIROW 5‐20  11267.78  0.03671  0.29469 
MOORE H 28‐12  6978.92  0.03329  0.21338 
MOSER H 28‐5  4454.19  0.04528  0.14759 
FRANK 41‐21  12342.68  0.03993  0.16909 
RITCHEY H 27‐5  6638.95  0.04356  0.21337 
RITCHEY H 27‐4  6362.08  0.05846  0.21361 
UPRC 17‐5J5  28500.13  0.05216  0.12852 
HSR‐ROSENTHALER 4‐20  27956.57  0.02282  0.12852 
UPRC 17‐6J5  11901.02  0.08624  0.26737 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 14‐3A  12340.28  0.07391  0.20422 
WARDELL 6‐20  14945.44  0.04784  0.26879 
GUNNELL R H 20‐2  26374.51  0.03292  0.25204 
HSR‐HAGAN 16‐6A  11481.62  0.05582  0.09316 
MD 20‐1  16703.93  0.02227  0.15873 
MD 20‐2  21042.31  0.01106  0.15874 
UPRC 19‐9J  16227.29  0.02404  0.33907 
MEGAN H 16‐4J  4719.17  0.10817  0.23073 
WARDELL 32‐29  15305.02  0.01819  0.31917 
MOSER 11‐28  6077.61  0.06396  0.27466 
HSR‐DEMEULES 9‐22  10078.23  0.04187  0.15882 
FRICO 16‐15  9626.78  0.17406  0.18168 
 377 
MOSER 28‐8  13202.06  0.02640  0.06151 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 2‐5‐4  8060.42  0.23603  0.27394 
FRANK 43‐21  5501.23  0.05307  0.21726 
WARDELL 20‐6  22624.81  0.20683  0.22706 
VICTOR E GOODHARD 22‐1  24301.76  0.02932  0.20306 
HSR‐MOSER 16‐27  12252.23  0.01625  0.22431 
HSR‐MOSER 10‐27  17788.21  0.02858  0.31903 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 5‐2‐10  13587.83  0.08052  0.11691 
HSR‐FRICO 1‐22  30403.83  0.01861  0.26443 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 31‐17   14304.23  0.04350  0.23106 
HSR‐EGGLER 11‐29  21283.25  0.02797  0.34125 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 1‐8  15461.04  0.29670  0.09201 
MEGAN H 16‐2J  7589.64  0.17256  0.43017 
WARDELL 20‐41  11507.12  0.05452  0.27506 
HSR FRICO 13‐15  12586.17  0.18537  0.25292 
WARDELL 44‐7  21967.59  0.07779  0.13884 
WARD 30‐1J  18678.22  0.02605  0.27183 
ROBERT C NICE 22‐1  16524.04  0.07156  0.32704 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 12‐8  12838.32  0.28516  0.12163 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 2‐4C  9452.95  0.23967  0.26061 
UPRC H 17‐9J  16350.78  0.07796  0.29726 
UPRC H 17‐16J  26490.71  0.05266  0.29726 
HSR‐AUGUST 16‐29  7683.26  0.03631  0.27911 
WARDELL 20‐44  14039.37  0.02346  0.19528 
MEGAN H 16‐5  19082.67  0.17553  0.21950 
HSR HOUSE 3‐20  22552.35  0.02123  0.30045 
UPRC 17‐15J  12762.67  0.05176  0.24542 
FEDERAL 12‐10  30842.02  0.00518  0.33740 
UPRC 17‐13J5  25778.71  0.13597  0.19365 
 378 
WARDELL UPRR 42‐7  30628.55  0.01389  0.21869 
UPRC 17‐12J5  27068.94  0.12905  0.24808 
UPRC 9‐12J5  28629.84  0.05646  0.27416 
UPRC 9‐3J  11002.19  0.10148  0.17063 
WARDELL 41‐7  21602.95  0.04200  0.21220 
UPRC 17‐10J  20001.89  0.09786  0.24538 
ARISTOCRAT ANGUS 1‐6‐4  12695.04  0.22649  0.21586 
UPRC 21‐3J  25339.44  0.07685  0.28586 
UPRC 21‐6J  22945.87  0.08204  0.28586 
UPRC 21‐4J  15667.63  0.06265  0.27992 
UPRC 21‐5J  15477.92  0.06536  0.28006 
BB DRAW H 8‐9  26459.86  0.03824  0.14715 
UPRC 17‐3J  16864.32  0.08619  0.33819 
UPRC 17‐4J  15574.19  0.06641  0.33819 
MEGAN H 16‐12  29764.18  0.04312  0.14123 
UPRC 9‐14J5  32410.78  0.04171  0.30696 












C.3. COMPLETION DATA OF SELECTED REFRACTURED WELLS 
 











BB DRAW H 8‐15  300  103.32  246.04  133.207 
UPRC 29‐6J        261.06  120.666 
MOSER H 28‐4  250  82.273  200  131.628 
WARDELL H 18‐1  201  67  245.82  134.442 
WARDELL H 18‐9  200  69.375  246.38  131.595 
MOSER H 28‐3  250  80  246.28  134.032 
CANNON LAND 28‐10J      190.2  49.009 
MEGAN H 16‐11  200  70.014  246.04  131.041 
MOSER 28‐7  225  79.417  245.62  132.132 
FRANK H 21‐10  200  69.82  245.12  124.218 
UPRC 9‐11J      250.5  85.306 
MEGAN H 16‐13  210  71  245.84  130.934 
MEGAN H 16‐2  200  72.97  246.72  129.192 
BB DRAW H 8‐10  300  104.496  245.86  130.704 
MEGAN H 16‐3  200  70.41  245.94  131.998 
MEGAN H 16‐1  200  71.1  247.04  129.46 
MEGAN H 16‐6  200  70.4  245.88  130.49 
UPRC 17‐14J  169  71.4  246.98  130.451 
MEGAN H 16‐9  200  70.583  246.02  131.856 
MEGAN H 16‐15        180.74  66.54 
FRANK H 21‐16  200  70.04  246.02  131.701 
HSR‐FRICO 15‐10        260.64  124.202 
BEEBE DRAW 41‐9        264.56  121.241 
BEEBE DRAW 31‐9        260.26  129.78 
GLOVER 30‐8J  190  64  245.9  129.402 
 380 
HSR‐MULBERG 16‐30      261.66  129.444 
WARDELL 42‐29      260  135.03 
HSR‐FRICO 8‐22      261.28  123.388 
STATE 2      272.9  131.796 
FRANK H 21‐15  131  58  246.3  135.24 
HSR‐AUGUST 15‐29      261.06  119.7 
HSR‐FRICO 16‐10      262.02  122.976 
UPRC 29‐4J      261.903  119.668 
UPRC 29‐3J      263  119.784 
HSR‐RAFALOVICH 14‐5      262.08  117.39 
UPRC 9‐4J  250.5  80.36  245.66  135.366 
HSR‐DANE 9‐10      253.8  118.578 
STATE 23  272  129.19  245.5  135.7184 
HSR‐DODGE 10‐22      263.48  127.134 
GUNNELL R H 20‐1  97  215  126.924 
MEGAN H 16‐16  204  71  246.18  132.867 
MOSER H 31‐27      260.4  124.992 
HSR‐FRICO 7‐22      261.34  121.769 
HSR‐IAN 13‐20      263.2  118.027 
HSR‐DOVE 15‐22      261  124.731 
HSR‐PICKRELL 13‐5A      210  108.89 
HSR‐OSBORNE 8‐19A      261.08  117.756 
HSR‐MULLER 9‐29A      261.04  119.742 
WARDELL 41‐29      261.04  118.566 
HSR‐GOODNOW 16‐5A      261.08  125.202 
CANNON LAND 28‐15J  198  50.781  249.72  133.404 
FRANK 42‐21      262.76  123.45 
WARDELL 41‐19      249.22  122.294 
MOSER 42‐27      260  123.06 
 381 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 32‐
17       260.9  133.14 
FRANK 31‐21      260.1  136.584 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 41‐
17       260.4  137.56 
HSR‐HOUSE 6‐20      230  113.914 
UPRR 22 PAN AM 1      261.3  120.391 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 42‐
17       261.62  118.776 
HSR‐PARAS 9‐30      260  136.122 
HSR‐REA 12‐20      172.57  110.478 
SARCHET 16‐22      203.92  248.675 
HSR‐EGGLER 14‐29      263.28  112.098 
HSR FRICO 12‐15      116.84  172.554 
WARDELL 18‐29      250.1  176.939 
FRANK H 21‐13  143.5  68.6  222.3  127.386 
FRANK H 21‐11  200  70.768  245.66  134.786 
HSR‐PANTALEO 10‐29A      260.84  121.628 
FRICO 10‐15      250.54  169.987 
MOSER H 1‐27      261.52  121.481 
HSR‐NEMIROW 5‐20      261.08  120.561 
MOORE H 28‐12      261.6  119.742 
MOSER H 28‐5  190  64  246.86  131.208 
FRANK 41‐21      262.68  121.548 
UPRC 17‐5J5  416  93  249.9  136.71 
HSR‐ROSENTHALER 4‐20     261.18  119.813 
UPRC 17‐6J5  420  101.178  245.78  134.526 
WARDELL 6‐20      200.76  233.99 
GUNNELL R H 20‐2  289.5  93.45  247.92  131.754 
HSR‐HAGAN 16‐6A      261.06  122.808 
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UPRC 19‐9J  416  120.221  245.8  141.036 
HSR‐DEMEULES 9‐22      262.64  125.768 
FRICO 16‐15      201.7  249.56 
MOSER 28‐8  250  82.235  245.5  128.443 
FRANK 43‐21      261.86  119.397 
HSR‐MOSER 16‐27      261.52  119.112 
HSR‐MOSER 10‐27      261.4  117.894 
BEEBE DRAW UPRR 31‐
17       234.563  164.808 
HSR‐EGGLER 11‐29      261.72  141.162 
MEGAN H 16‐2J  270.26  130.03  246.28  132.777 
WARD 30‐1J  250.5  80.77  246.26  131.648 
UPRC H 17‐9J  250.5  79  245.78  130.967 
UPRC H 17‐16J  250.5  80  245.62  132.701 
HSR‐AUGUST 16‐29      262.86  121.716 
HSR HOUSE 3‐20      261.62  119.868 
UPRC 17‐15J  190  67  248.48  133.296 
UPRC 17‐13J5  435  106.167  247.38  132.616 
WARDELL UPRR 42‐7      262.44  131.67 
UPRC 17‐12J5  420  96.625  246.24  135.87 
UPRC 9‐12J5  416.72  106.26  247.76  130.89 
UPRC 9‐3J  158  112.81  245.58  129.58 
WARDELL 41‐7      260  136.059 
UPRC 17‐10J  192.7  67  245.52  130.988 
UPRC 21‐3J  190  63.966  246.02  130.974 
UPRC 21‐6J  190  64.364  246.08  132.972 
UPRC 21‐4J  252  80  245.72  130.471 
UPRC 21‐5J  160  66.83  249.4  130.604 
BB DRAW H 8‐9  300  98.364  245.66  129.1151836 
UPRC 17‐3J  263.9  82.992  246.24  131.964 
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UPRC 17‐4J  134.19  69.594  246  132.273 
MEGAN H 16‐12  205  71  247.14  124.614 
UPRC 9‐14J5  418  109.2  246.66  132.408 







α = 1-K/Ks = Biot’s stress coefficient  
β = dimensionless shear modulus ratio 
Bg = average gas formation volume factor, res ft3/SCF 
c = κ/S = diffusivity coefficient, (m2.s-1)   
cfl = fluid compressibility, psi-1 (Pa-1)  
ct = total compressibility, psi-1 (Pa-1)  
δij = Kronecker’s delta 
Di = initial production decline, month-1 
DiD = fracture decline number 
E = Young’s modulus, psi (Pa)  
Eb = Young’s modulus of the bounding layers, psi (Pa) 
Ep = Young’s modulus of the pay zone, psi (Pa) 
εij = strain tensor 
η = poroelastic coefficient 
FCD = dimensionless fracture conductivity 
FCo = fracture completion number 
γ = dimensionless fracture height ratio 
Gb = bounding layer shear modulus, psi (Pa)  
Gpi = cumulative production of neighbor well i, MSCF (m3)  
Gr = pay zone shear modulus, psi (Pa)  
h = formation thickness, ft (m) 
hf = fracture half-height, ft (m)  
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hp = pay zone half-thickness, ft (m)  
k = intrinsic permeability, md (m2)  
kf = fracture permeability, md (m2) 
K = dry bulk modulus, psi (Pa)  
Ku = undrained bulk modulus, psi (Pa) 
κ = k/μ = mobility coefficient, (m2.Pa-1.s-1)  
Kfl = 1/cfl = reservoir fluid bulk modulus, psi (Pa)   
Ks = grain bulk modulus, psi (Pa) 
λ = dimensionless Lf’/ Lf ratio  
Lf = initial fracture half-length, ft (m)   
Lf’ = distance to isotropic point, ft (m)  
m(p) = real-gas pseudopressure, (Pa.s-1) 
M = Biot modulus, psi (Pa)   
μ = fluid viscosity, cp (Pa.s)  
ms = proppant mass, lbm (kg) 
n = number of neighbor wells 
ν = Poisson’s ratio  
νb = Poisson’s ratio in the bounding layers 
νp = Poisson’s ratio in the pay zone  
p = pore pressure, psi (Pa) 
p* = |pR - pwb| = characteristic pore pressure, psi (Pa)   
pc = closure stress, psi (Pa) 
pD = dimensionless pressure 
qi = fluid discharge vector, bbl/day (m3.s-1)  
φ = formation porosity  
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φf = fracture porosity  
Π = dimensionless stress deviator 
Πmech = mechanical stress reorientation number 
pnet = pC - σhmin = net closure stress, psi (Pa) 
Πporo = poroelastic stress reorientation number 
P0 = far-field mean stress, psi (Pa)    
pR = initial reservoir pressure, psi (Pa)   
pwf = wellbore pressure, psi (Pa)  
q = production rate, MSCF/D (m3.s-1) 
Q1month = cumulative well production after 1 month, MSCF (m3) 
qD = dimensionless flow rate 
qsc(t) = wellbore flow rate at standard conditions, MSCF/D (m3.s-1)  
RDep = reservoir depletion number 
ρ = density of the porous material, lbm.ft-3 (kg.m-3) 
ρs = fluid density, lbm.ft-3 (kg.m-3)  
ρs = proppant density, lbm.ft-3 (kg.m-3)  
ri = distance between neighbor well i and well of interest, ft (m) 
s5o = distance between fracture and end of 5-degree stress reorientation region, ft (m)  
s10o = distance between fracture and end of 10-degree stress reorientation region, ft (m) 
s90o = distance between fracture and isotropic point (=Lf’), ft (m) 
σ* = characteristic stress, psi (Pa)  
σij = stress tensor, psi (Pa) 
σhmax = maximum horizontal in-situ stress, psi (Pa) 
σhmin = minimum horizontal in-situ stress, psi (Pa)   
Δσh = in-situ horizontal stress contrast, psi (Pa) 
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σV = vertical in-situ stress, psi (Pa) 
S0 = far-field stress deviator, psi (Pa)  
Sw = formation water saturation  
t = time, hours (s)  
T = tensile strength, psi (Pa)  
T = reservoir temperature, K (ºR)  
tDLf = dimensionless time  
τ = dimensionless time 
tIF = production time of the initial fracture, (months) 
ui = displacement vector, ft (m) 
wf = fracture width, ft (m) 
w0 = maximum fracture width, ft (m)  
Z = gas deviation factor  
ζ = variation of fluid content 
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